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Abstract 

My research evaluates to what extent transformations in regional networks of socio-economic 

interaction in the Maya lowlands triggered innovation in ceramic manufacture and consumption 

in Naachtun between the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic. Comparisons between the 

ceramic assemblages of the Kuts’ ceramic complex (Late Preclassic) and the Balam ceramic 

complex (Early Classic) of Naachtun and those documented in other sites in the Maya lowlands 

indicates that innovation peaked during times when individual socio-economic networks in the 

lowlands were poorly interconnected, as attested by sharp differences between the assemblages 

of Naachtun and those reported for other sites.  In contrast, more steady and widespread forms of 

ceramic manufacture and consumption are attested when local and systems of social and 

economic interaction in the lowlands were tightly associated under the aegis of paramount 

centers such as El Mirador and Tikal  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

From around the 2
nd

 to the end of the 3
rd

 century AD, several Late Preclassic paramount 

settlements met their demise and other centers of power like Tikal emerged, sponsoring the 

development of new forms of sumptuary economies (Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:102,104).  

As new political arrangements were implemented, individuals likely allied themselves with 

particular regal centers, fostering the formation of communal and political identities that were 

realized in the material culture produced during the Early Classic period (AD 200-450).  There, 

social status, social membership, political affiliation and other identities may have been 

explained and justified in terms of novel approaches, opening the way for manufacture and 

consumption of ceramics made with novel techniques that circulated as social valuables in the 

new socio-political order of the Lowlands (Brady et al. 1998:27).   

The emergence of novel manufactufacturing techniques in the form of new classes of 

slips, finish, decoration (or new combinations of decorative elements), and vessel forms all over 

the Maya lowlands constitute cases of innovation (Brady et al 1998:28).  I define innovation as 

the process by which one or several novel traits in artifacts emerge and spread on a collective 

scale (Messoudi 2010:176; Roux 2010:217).  Innovation is different from invention as the latter 

refers to the creation of novel traits occurring at the scale of the individual, and not necessarily is 

accepted by society or is adopted by the general population (Roux 2010:217).  The occurrence of 

technological and aesthetic innovation in ceramic manufacture and consumption in the lowlands 

during the end of the Late Preclassic period and the inception of the Early Classic period 

suggests that the former were triggered and guided by changes in social relations resulting from 

the realignment of socio-political affiliations.  
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Late Preclassic and Early Classic lowland populations manufactured and consumed 

similar ceramics, an intriguing pattern considering the absence of territorial centralization under a 

particular polity and the establishment of elites outside large centers (Sullivan 2002:203-4; 

Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003:28; Sullivan and Valdez Jr. 2006:76).  This pattern suggests the 

existence of major regional networks of direct and indirect social, economic, and political 

integration engulfing several lowland centers in the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods.  

Such systems fostered the transmission, flow, and adoption of specific templates of ceramic 

manufacture and consumption among different populations.  The adoption of forms of ceramic 

manufacture and consumption likely was endorsed by shared ideals of social organization that 

prescribed specific forms of interaction and separation sanctified by a particular worldview 

(Eerkens and Lipo 2007:265), some of which included statements on social differentiation and 

socio-political organization (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000; Smith 2003:265).   

Interestingly, modal and typological innovations in lowlands ceramics dating between the 

end of the Late Preclassic period and the inception of the Early Classic period show spotty 

geographical distributions, and when common manufacturing techniques are present these are 

reproduced or combined in idiosyncratic fashions at different sites (Brady et al 1998:22, 27-28; 

Callaghan et al. 2013:128; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:102; Willey et al. 1967:297).  These 

tendencies in ceramic manufacture and consumption happen at a time of economic downturns, 

increasing conflict, and absence of socio-political cohesion in the Maya lowlands (Reese-Taylor 

and Walker 2002:105).   

Overall, increased modal and typological variation indicative of open experimentation 

with different manufacturing techniques and vessel forms in Maya lowland ceramics occur when 

social, economic, and ideological interconnections between centers were weak and socio-
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economic and specific political networks had limited and well defined geographical scopes.  In 

contrast, well-defined and relatively uniform contelations of types, varieties and modes over the 

Maya lowlands are present at times of greater socio-economic integration during the Late 

Preclassic and the Early Classic periods.  This patterning suggests that greater levels of 

interconnectedness between lowland centers restrained rates of innovation in ceramic 

manufacture and consumption, although the presence of closer and more encompassing 

conections did not entail political centralization under the administrative apparatus of a single 

polity. This conclusion contradicts assertions stating that the rate of innovation in the form of 

sharing of ideas increases substantiatlly the rate of innovation observed in a given society 

(Henrich 2010:106-107).   

A case in question is that of ceramic assemblages manufactured and consumed in the site 

of Naachtun between the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods.  In this study, I present an 

analysis of two ceramic complexes (Kuts’ and Balam) based on type-variety classifications of 

early ceramic materials collected between 2010 and 2012.  Here, I show that the inventory of 

types, varieties, and vessel forms attested in Naachtun during the Kuts’ complex (?-50 BC) and 

the late facet of the Balam complex (50 BC-AD 400/450) is characterized by the presence of well 

documented types:varieties and vessel forms reported all over the Maya lowlands, particularly in 

its central area.  These materials are characterized by the predominance of specific surface finish 

treatments (being predominantly waxy in Kuts’ ceramics and glossy in late facet Balam pottery), 

vessel forms, and decoration programs.  In contrast, a mix of old and novel technological 

characteristics and the presence of peculiar vessel forms occur during the early facet of the 

Balam complex, suggesting that great experimentation with different manufacturing and aesthetic 

standards was taking place here.  Older Late Preclassic technical elements such as waxy finish, 
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negative painting, and double-slips are combined with new elements represented by glossy 

surfaces and polychrome painting, which will become prevalent in the apex of the Early Classic.    

Furthermore, ceramic types documented for the Kuts’ complex and the late facet of the 

Balam complex indicate clear and uniform cultural, economic, and arguably political affiliations 

with El Mirador to the east and northern Belize during the Late Preclassic and Tikal and central 

Peten during the second part of the Early Classic.  In contrast, particular sets of pottery of the 

early facet of the Balam complex show affiliations with El Mirador, whereas other assemblages 

strongly indicate connections with Becan to the north and parts of northern Belize.  In this 

regard, the inventory of ceramics of the early facet of the Balam complex indicates the presence 

of co-existing socio-economic and political networks affiliated to different geographical areas, 

seemingly in an exclusive fashion, suggesting the presence of several socio-economic and 

political networks of limited geographical scope.                     

From about the end of the Late Preclassic and the beginning of the Early Classic period, 

Naachtun established itself as an important center in the northeastern area of Petén after the 

demise of large neighbor centers such as El Mirador during the second century AD, becoming a 

paramount center from the Early Classic period onwards (Nondédéo et al. 2010; Nondédéo et 

al.2011; Rangel and Reese-Taylor 2005).  Careful examination of patterns of manufacture and 

use of Late Preclassic and Early Classic ceramics in Naachtun will provide important insights on 

the characteristics of networks of social interaction during this timeline and how it affected 

practices of ceramic manufacture and production.     

  As patterns of socio-economic interconnection are informed by particular understandings 

of society and principles of social obligations intrinsic to these, I use the concepts of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth proposed by John Baines and Norman Yoffee (1998:252-254, 2000) to 
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appraise the relation between the characteristics of ceramic manufacture and consumption at a 

given time and the characteristics of social interaction between the inhabitants of Naachtun 

(particularly the elites of this site) and those in other lowland centers.  According to Baines and 

Yoffee, order refers to ideology, defined as a corpus of meanings inherent within social, political 

and economic bonds and events, whereas legitimacy is the institutionalized acceptance of this 

ideology.  The acceptance and adoption of particular templates of ceramic manufacture and 

consumption constitutes one aspect of legitimacy as they are associated with particular 

worldviews.  Specifically, ceramic manufacture and consumption constitute social acts that 

reflect and replicate particular ideologies, forms of social organization, and principles of surplus 

and labor extraction.       

 Ideology and the relations of power it entails are materialized in the creation and display 

of technologies whose production requires a significant investment of surplus in objects and 

labor (DeMarrais et a. 1996:18).  In this context, the resources available to finance the creation of 

prestige goods and other instantiations of statecraft are what constitute wealth (Baines and 

Yoffee 2000:15), including embellished pottery assemblages for exclusive consumption and elite 

exchange.  However, this particular approach does not limit production and consumption of 

goods to ceremonially admonished occasions, such as ritual and feasting (see for example Wells 

2006; Wells and Davis Salazar 2007), and provides a more inclusive model of analysis that 

moves beyond mutually exclusive dichotomies between objective and symbolic sources of power 

(Blanton et al. 1996).  This perspective is particularly appropiate for an inclusive study that 

considers not only prestige goods, but also other classes of ceramic assemblages. 
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1.1 Objectives and outline 

This work appraises the relation between transformations in regional networks of social 

interaction in the Maya lowlands and innovation in ceramic manufacture and consumption in 

Naachtun between the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic, particularly as manifestations of 

particular arrangements of order, legitimacy and wealth (Baines and Yoffee 1990, 2000).  In 

particular, I am interested in determining if the establishment of novel and seemingly small 

competing political systems created between the demise of El Mirador and the rise of Tikal set a 

series of novel social obligations that brought new demands on labor leading to technological 

change in the form of rapid transformations in vessel shape, manufacturing techniques, and 

motifs (Sassaman 1993:4).  The instances of change and continuity in ceramic assemblages in 

Naachtun are illustrated using a type of variety analysis intended to provide a chronological 

seriation for the site and a classificatory scheme for the ceramic materials addressed in this study 

in order to establish cultural and political connections with other sites.  I assume that pottery 

technology is a practice that is affected and also affects social relations (Wobst 1999).  In this 

regard, I follow the idea that ceramic manufacture and consumption are practices with the 

potential to endorse socio-political identities, as well as realize, maintain, reinforce or weaken 

systems of political and social domination (Schortman and Urban 2004:206; Stark 2006:22).  I 

also assume that ideology and adjustments in socioeconomic organization can introduce variation 

in ceramic assemblages (Arnold 1989 [1985]: 158-166; Roux 2010:225-226).  

Ceramics are used by people to retain “the ideas and notions that make societies operable 

and reproducible” in material form (Jones 2002:65).  Several studies of pottery in the Maya area 

have documented the key role of embellished ceramics in negotiations of power relations.  For 

example, the manufacture, allocation, and use of Late Classic period polychrome ceramics are 
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currently recognized as an outcome and component of political interaction between social groups 

(Halperin and Foias 2010; LeCount 1999; Reents Budet et al. 1994).  Recently, Jackson 

(2009:81) has pointed to the influx of pottery tagged with the names of painters and owners as 

agents of their own in processes of socio-political interaction among elites.  These contributions 

certainly have improved our understanding of ceramics (among other classes of artifacts) as 

important in social relations between Maya people in the past.    

The present study builds upon an admittedly limited and narrow line of evidence:  a type-

variety classification scheme.  The type-variety serves three purposes: 1) to establish a relative 

chronology for the site; 2) to follow the diachronic development of inventories of ceramic types 

in order to document changes and continuities in the characteristics of pottery manufacture as 

recorded by the type-variety system, including vessel shape, surface treatment, and motifs; 3) to 

identity patterns of exclusive consumption of particular classes of vessels.  The sample of 

ceramics of Naachtun presented and discussed here comes from the core area of the site, 

including Groups A, B, and a series of compounds located south of these locales (Figure 1.1)
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Figure 1.1 Map of the central area of Naachtun (Courtesy of the Petén Norte-Naachtun Archaeological Project). 
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Excavated contents include dedicatory and termination deposits, sealed floors and construction 

fillings in elite residential areas, and strata of soil buried under construction programs.  A 

limitation of this approach is the weak coverage of materials from areas occupied by constituents.  

However, a relatively large and diverse sample of ceramics from elite contexts (construction fills, 

termination deposits, and middens) is available, providing a template on general characteristics 

of consumption and manufacture in the core area of the site. My study sample was retrieved in 

excavations conducted by two consecutive projects under the direction of Dr. Kathryn Reese-

Taylor of the University of Calgary and Dr. Philippe Nondédéo of the Centre Nationale de la 

Recherche Scientifique of France and University of Paris I respectively.  Details on the 

excavations, sampling techniques, and contexts will be presented in Chapter II.  I now turn to the 

hypotheses that will be evaluated here.    

1.2 Working hypothesis of the present study 

Systems of ceramic manufacture and consumption reflect notions of socio-political organization 

and play important roles in the negotiation of new social and political orders in times of change, 

as well as their reaffirmation through manufacturing technologies (Stark 2006).  Accordingly, 

domestic and sumptuary ceramics alike can play roles in the constitution of novel social 

institutions, communities and polities.  The question of processes of materialization of social 

order is pertinent to early political formations: society was conceptualized as a whole formed by 

particular social and economic similarities and differences that informed the understanding of 

family, community and state (Trigger 2003:264-265).   

  Regimes build upon preexisting economic systems of diverse scale when developing an 

administrative apparatus that extract labor and goods from subjects.  Inevitably, polities and 
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institutions set their agendas on preexisting schemes of labor and technology when fashioning 

their insignia, although they do not necessarily appropriate them all. Depending on particular 

goals, social institutions and regimes may segregate, integrate or leave the same practices of 

consumption and networks of technological traditions, affecting the diffusion of techniques and 

aesthetic principles involved in the consumption and production of goods (Bettinger 2009:282-

283).  In addition, leading groups may restrict innovation to maintain the financial basis of a 

regime (Shennan 1999:362) or to ensure the continuity of particular systems of prestige and 

power (Sassaman 1993:37). 

 Alternatively, some elites and apparatuses of government are open to sanctioning 

technological innovation, as well as manufacture and consumption of particular artifacts made 

following specific manufacturing techniques, form templates, and symbols when these elements 

play a role in endorsing social cohesion and specific forms of power and authority (Eerkens and 

Lipo 2007:259).  In this case, the manufacture and consumption of artifacts with distinctive 

technological characteristics serve to reinforce and materialize principles of social and political 

organization (DeMarrais et al. 1996), as well as different forms of social obligations attached to 

them (Sassaman 1993:34).  For instance, the consolidation of the state-city in Mesopotamia 

during the Uruk period was accompanied by a simplification and standardization of ceramics that 

included the introduction of mass-produced and crudely made beveled rim bowls that were 

possibly intended for making baked bread distributed by the state in exchange for corvée labor 

required for the construction of state projects (Wengrow 2006:151-152).  

In the particular case of pottery manufacture, processes of cultural, social, and political 

negotiation leading to socio-political change within the contexts of specific historical events 

(Pauketat and Loren 2005:18-19) can strengthen or weaken the degree of interconnectedness 
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among networks of potters and communities of consumers, leading to fragmentation or 

integration of pottery economies in technological and stylistic terms.  Hypothetically, networks 

of potters and consumers represented by the geographical and temporal expansion of particular 

manufacturing techniques, vessel forms, and motifs can expand or shrink as a response to the 

establishment of political systems and the rise and fall of particular centers, leading to increased 

or decreased variation in stylistic traits, crafting techniques and arrays of ceramic types and 

vessel forms used by people.   

Valentine Roux (2010:219-220) proposes that gradual developments of ceramic 

technologies are not motivated by social factors, responding mainly to minor developments in 

technological traditions; in contrast, rapid shifts between stages are determined by sudden 

changes in social organization.  This is because technological innovation in pre-industrial 

societies works to meet immediate demands on labor arising from the imposition or adoption of 

social obligations intrinsic to specific forms of socio-political relations (Sassaman 1993:34), 

occurring in both centralized and de-centralized political formations.  When groups are likely to 

embrace technological innovations that contravene tradition in order to boost declining individual 

and group welfare in situations of societal stress (Fitzhugh and Trusler 2009), experimentation in 

patterns of ceramic manufacture and consumption can play a role both signaling and creating 

particular social obligations intended to enhance cooperation between different peoples facing 

scenarios of hassle. The same technology may be adopted and abandoned several times when 

transmitted by means of small and closed networks of craftsmen that are not strong enough to 

resist historical events that affect socioeconomic structures and institutions (Roux 2010:228-

229), including shifts in systems of socio-political referencing that shape notions and practices of 

social order (Pauketat 2007:194-195).  
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The spread of particular technologies involved in patterns of manufacture and consumption 

of particular artifacts can be limited when associated with exclusive sumptuary elite practices 

(Roux 2010:225-226), particularly if crafting technologies have supernatural meanings that 

validate, promote, and legitimate socio-political institutions (Baines 1994; Inomata 2001).  For 

example, technical innovation and elaborate visual display became increasingly circumscribed to 

objects intended for elite consumption during and after the rise of the dynastic state in the Nile 

Valley (Baines 1994:71; Wengrow 2006:152-159).  Production of ritual bronzes during the 

Erlitou (1900-1500 BC) and the Erligang (1500-1400 BC) periods in the Yiluo River basin in 

China have a relatively uniform style, likely as a result of being produced in a single location and 

distributed exclusively by major political centers seeking to enhance the loyalties of the rulers of 

subordinate polities (Liu and Chen 2003:134).  Likewise, manufacture and use of carved chlorite 

vessels made in the guise of the so-called Intercultural Style was embedded in a network of 

mutually supporting elites living in southeastern Iran during the Bronze Age (Kohl 2007:226).  

On the basis of the arguments presented above, I propose that patterns of ceramic 

manufacture and consumption taking place in the core area of Naachtun show sudden and 

identifiable technological and stylistic innovations during periods when novel social, economic 

and political organizations are negotiated.  This is because innovations are associated to the 

deployment of social relations that have the ultimate goal of creating and enhancing alliances that 

guarantee social, economic, and political advantages that assert the standing reputation of 

particular groups or individuals over their peers and direct competitors (Blanton et al. 1996; 

Brumfiel 1994; Feinman 2010:31-32).  In the particular case of the Maya of Naachtun, 

innovation is expected to peak between the late part of the Late Preclassic period and the Early 

Classic period as forms of personal authority and related networks of socio-political alliances and 
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rivalries are developed and institutionalized first during this timeline (Martin and Grube 2008:26-

37; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:105-112; Saturno 2009; Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003:28-31).  

1.3 Synthesis of this study 

Chapter 2 of this study is a survey of theories on craftsmanship in archaeology, with a particular 

emphasis on the tension between materiality and ideology to explain material culture as 

manifestations of state, social order, and community.  In this section I discuss Evolutionary, 

Neoevolutionary and Postprocessual theories dealing with the role of craft production and 

consumption in the creation and endorsement of socio-economic differences in complex 

societies, particularly ancient states.  Specific approaches applied to the study of Classic period 

states in Maya archaeology are discussed.  Here I argue that available theories overemphasize 

either material or ideal concerns, providing no middle ground to understand the interaction 

between both elements.  Instead, I appraise a middle line of study connecting middle range 

theories that account for variation in archaeological ceramics in terms of economic organization 

to more inclusive theories on production and consumption as symbolic processes related to the 

creation, maintenance, negotiation, display and transformation of social identities.  At the same 

time, I defend the idea that the archaeological manifestations of manufacture and consumption 

systems should be regarded as situations that must be studied in their own terms before framing 

particular cases into generalizations.  I argue that one particular way to approach situations of 

manufacture and consumption in ancient state formations is to appraise the degree of association 

with particular notions of order, legitimacy, and wealth.  

Chapter 3 presents and evaluates patterns of cultural and political hegemony in the 

southern Maya lowlands from the end of the Late Preclassic to the end of the Early Classic.  

Here, I revise current interpretations about the societies of these periods and discuss 
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archaeological and epigraphic evidence on socio-political organization.  In particular, I focus my 

discussion on two questions:  1) How different forms of political regimes were established in 

each period, and 2) What roles ceramic manufacturing and distribution may have in forging and 

sorting social and political identities in the absence of territorial centralization under one polity.  

This section will set the tone for the discussion on production and consumption of ceramics in 

Naachtun in the periods in question. 

Chapter 4 introduces the history of scientific research conducted in Naachtun, as well as a 

brief account of the social, economic, and political developments of the site in ancient times, 

followed by a section on methodology and lines of evidence used in this study.  In particular, this 

chapter includes the theoretical definitions, strengths and limitations of the type-variety studies of 

ceramics, as well as their application and results in the study of the ceramics of Naachtun.  Here, 

I provide a ceramic sequence for Naachtun I order to: 1) illustrate patterns in the development of 

the early pottery collected at the site until 2012, and 2) establish the cultural affiliations of the 

pottery of this site on the basis of its typological characteristics.  The early sequence for the site 

encompasses two ceramic complexes: the Kuts’ complex (?- 50 BC) and the Balam complex (50 

BC- AD 450). 

  Chapter 5 recapitulates the findings presented in Chapter 4 and discusses the technical 

and aesthetic characteristics of the ceramics of Naachtun as documented in the type-variety 

scheme, comparing them with pottery typologies reported in other sites of the Maya lowlands.  I 

document technical and formal similarities and differences between the ceramics in question in 

order to identify patterns of social connections and boundaries that may be responsible for the 

characteristics of ceramic assemblages observed in each ceramic complex.  
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Chapter 6 addresses the results of Chapter 5 and appraises the idea that the technological 

and aesthetic parameters of ceramic manufacture and consumption in Naachtun are the 

materializations of ideas on order, legitimacy, and wealth held by the lowlands Maya during the 

Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods.  In particular, I evaluate the notion that the 

spreading influence of El Mirador and Tikal during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic, 

respectively, paved the way for technological and aesthetic innovation in the ceramics of 

Naachtun.  
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Chapter 2: Theories on the Roles of Craftsmanship Realizing Society 

In this chapter, I argue that craftsmanship in ancient states, particularly pottery manufacture and 

consumption, had the potential to endorse forms of socio-economic organization.  Here, by 

“craft,” I mean an artefact or another object made in a sequence of technological production tasks 

performed by trained and skilled individuals (Stark 2007:230; Vaugh 2003:62).   

I advocate for an approach that moves away from mutually exclusive notions employed to 

characterize manufacture and consumption and, rather, consider the interconnections between 

them.  I argue for an approach that ponders how different aspects of manufacture and 

consumption are connected and associated, particularly as parts of practices related to the 

instantiation of particular schemes of order, legitimacy and wealth associated with particular 

political formations (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).  The present chapter is divided into three 

parts.  The first section introduces the notions of ceramic manufacture and consumption and their 

potential to endorse socio-political interconnectivity.  My approach to ceramic manufacture 

emphasizes the three most visible aspects of finished pots: surface treatment, decoration, and 

form.  As these three elements can be readily transmitted directly and indirectly from one potter 

to another, I argue that variation in these characteristics of ceramic assemblages decreases when 

there is close social proximity between artisans.  In contrast, variation in ceramics intensifies 

when the social distance between potters increases.  A similar dynamic underlies ceramic 

consumption as the use of ceramic vessels with similar characteristics reflects and endorses 

social proximity, whereas access and display of pots with distinctive surface treatment and form 

endorses social distance and differentiation between groups and individuals. Rather than being 

mutually exclusive principles, however, both social distance and proximity are complementary 
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elements of social interaction upon which political institutions can build apparatuses of 

domination.  

In the second part of the chapter, I argue that traditional approaches to crafts in 

archaeology have overlooked the issue of interconnection.  This is because understandings of 

craftsmanship emphasize differentiation in the form of specialization when studying politics and 

economy in ancient societies.  I argue that models grounded on evolutionary and neo-

evolutionary theories hamper a good understanding of the interaction between crafting and 

consuming, society and political regimes because differences between different classes of crafted 

goods are emphasized over their potential similarities and interrelations.  

As an alternative, I propose in part three an approach to manufacture and consumption 

(particularly ceramic manufacture and consumption) that addresses differences and similarities 

between assemblages as attempts to instantiate different levels of integration and segregation 

featured in social formations structured upon particular notions of order, legitimacy and wealth 

(Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).  I illustrate my case in part four by looking at the roles that 

social and political connections played enacting social ideals between the Late Preclassic and the 

Early Classic Maya, particularly in terms of the transmission of particular forms of ceramic 

manufacture and consumption. 

2.1 Ceramic manufacture and consumption: addressing issues of affiliation in pre-industrial 

societies.  

 This research appraises the roles of ceramic manufacture and consumption fashioning ideals 

of order, legitimacy, and wealth during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods in 

Naachtun.  In order to set the terms of the discussion, I define and discuss in the following part 

the notions of manufacture and consumption. 
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2.1.1. Manufacture 

I understand manufacture as the process of forming the most salient characteristics of a pot, in 

particular its shape, surface treatment, and decoration.  I consider manufacture as a technological 

style, defined here as an expression of socio-cultural ideals articulated in natural materials 

modified through cultural behavior in order to produce an object of particular characteristics 

(Lechtman 1977:6).  I focus the scope of my analysis to surface treatment, decorative programs, 

and form as these are the most prominent aspects of finished ceramics collected in the 

archaeological record and, therefore, they likely were ascribed with symbolic, economic and 

aesthetic values (Bill 2013:30; Eckert 2006:173-174, 176; Gosselain 2000:191; Van Keuren 

2006:91-94). In this regard, changes in decoration, surface color, and shape can be related to 

transformations in social relationships (Gosselain 2000:191; Rosenswig 2010:178, 222-224).     

  Templates of ceramic manufacture are learned by means of vertical transmission in the 

form of intergenerational framing networks, or through horizontal transmission in the form of 

emulation and exchange (Eerkens and Lipo 2007:249; Stark 2006:30).  In fact, surface treatment, 

decorative programs, and form have the potential to be readily copied and widely distributed in a 

given region through channels other than forms of inter-generational learning (Gosselain 

2000:191).  This trend has the potential to obscure observed variation in the output of local 

potters (Bill 2013:30), helping to reinforce relations of affinity between individuals through the 

manufacture of similar objects (Jones 2002:94,130). In both cases, however, the degree of social 

proximity between people affects the rate of spread and adoption of a particular manufacturing 

template, including the cognitive knowledge and motor habits required for its performance 

(Henrich 2010:104-107).  The more distant potters are, in terms of social, ritual, and political 

affiliation, the more likely their output will differ in manufacturing characteristics.  In contrast, 
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the closest artisans are in terms of direct and indirect social, ceremonial and political affiliation, 

the more likely it is that their finished products will be manufactured in the same way. 

2.1.2 Consumption  

I understand consumption as patterns of use, display, exchange, and discard of ceramic 

assemblages intended to satisfy basic metabolic, social and psychological human needs (see 

Costin 2007:146) and fulfill different levels of social obligation enforced by particular forms of 

social organization and places that symbolize ideals connected to them (Sassaman 1993:33).  As 

is the case of manufacture, consumption of ceramics made with the same manufacturing 

standards and aesthetic principles by subjects and masters brings them together as participants in 

the same socio-economic and political orders, but social distance between both groups is also 

expressed through the exclusive use of vessels with distinctive surface treatments and forms 

(Schortman and Urban 2004:206).  

In spite of being different and almost mutually exclusive, these two aspects of 

consumption are complementary aspects of ideals of society and polity followed by commoners 

and elites alike (Pauketat 2007:195: Pauketat and Emerson 1999; Renfrew 1986:2; Smith 

2003:155).  Most importantly, common ideals on what social formations should be can provide 

the underpinnings to deploy arrangements of domination informed by specific understandings of 

order, legitimacy, and wealth (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).  In this context, different forms of 

manufacture and consumption play roles connecting people and groups through a network of 

obligations between elites and constituents, elites of different ranking, and kinship groups.  The 

issue of interconnection is largely missing in traditional approaches to craftsmanship in 

archaeology as these emphasize their concerns on elements of differentiation, particularly among 

complex societies.  This aspect is discussed in the next section.     
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2.2 Traditional approaches to craftsmanship in archaeology         

The study of craftsmanship in archaeology has centered almost exclusively on production.  

In contrast, consumption is a topic that remains under-theorized and considered a tangential 

aspect of production (an exception to this observation is the work of Cathy Costin (See Costin 

1991, 1996, 2004).  In turn, manufacture is addressed as an intrinsic aspect of production, and 

discussed as one of many steps involved relating to the spatial organization of production 

following technical concerns and issues of productivity and seasonality (Arnold 1985).  

Yet the study of ancient artifacts, particularly ceramics, has changed over time according to 

the concerns of distinctive research agendas.  American cultural-historical archaeology gave 

particular attention to systems of classification as indexes of social and chronological change, as 

well as material remains of long gone cultures and their histories (Trigger 2006:301).  Partially as 

a reaction to the statements of culture-history archaeology, studies of material culture grounded 

in evolutionary perspectives were the first to approach craftsmanship as an intrinsic aspect of the 

development of social complexity.  Studies framed by evolutionary schemes brought into 

question the role of material culture in social transformation.  Technology plays a crucial role in 

this process as it allows humans to appropriate the energy necessary for a greater organization of 

matter (White 1959:33-45).  From this perspective, the more complex the society in question is, 

the more variability in organization and output in systems of production of material culture is 

expected.   

The relation between material concerns and ideas in the creation and use of artifacts within 

the frame of ancient political formations is addressed for the first time in the work of V. Gordon 

Childe.  Childe posed specialized craft production as a hallmark for civilization, understood 
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implicitly as a state of development characterized by the presence of cities, task specialization, 

social hierarchies and relatively advanced technology (Childe 1952).  For Childe, the specialist is 

not engaged in food production, but procures his own by exchanging the artifacts he produces for 

staples.  In this regard, specialization requires the creation of a surplus that allows bartering food 

for artifacts (Childe 1952:62-64; 1962:79-80).  As the specialist provides others with particular 

goods and services in a full or part-time fashion, his task is conceived as a more “advanced” form 

of economic organization expected among state level societies. 

Childe also associated the rise of craft production with increased urbanization and trade.  In 

his view, concentrations of population in cities fueled permanent demand for crafted goods 

(Childe 1962:80).  Artisans would also depend on the patronage of an elite living in the city or 

sell their labor force to the heads of wealthy households (Childe 1946:88-90).  To a certain 

extent, Childe’s scheme touches tangentially on the input of consumption in the organization of 

production since it considers the input of patrons and their needs in the rise of particular forms of 

craft manufacture.  Surprisingly, Childe never came up with a theoretical scheme explaining the 

development of possible arrangements of consumption in ancient societies, particularly urban 

ones.       

Subsequent approaches continued studying the relationship between specific systems of 

production and consumption and stages of social and political development.  In particular, 

scholars began to emphasize the roles of elite consumption in preindustrial complex societies.   

Particularly, North American neo-evolutionary political economy developed a concern in 

documenting the link between craftsmanship and political strategies to achieve power and 

authority in complex societies. Neo-evolutionist approaches emphasize elite involvement in 
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manufacture and use of different classes of goods, as well as their roles in financing and 

supporting particular systems of power.   

Advocates of neo-evolutionism argued that specialized craft production commonly 

develops under elite sponsorship.  According to this view, specialized craft production is 

expected to happen under the auspices of elites as hierarchy is displayed by means of 

embellished crafts made of rare materials (Brumfiel and Earle 1987:7-8; Costin 1991; Rice 

1981:223).  The value of prestige goods relies on their association with ritual knowledge, 

sacredness, prestigious individuals and geographical locations (Bell and Werner 2004: xi-xiv; 

Helms 1993).  In some cases elites distributed these objects among their retainers to encourage 

their political support (D’Altroy and Earle 1985; Earle 2002:84). 

Craft production and consumption outside the elite realm are portrayed mainly as 

subsistence activities.  Independent craft production, in particular, exists because there is a 

demand for domestic goods made by independent artisans.  According to this view, craftsmen 

cope with increase in demand by developing more efficient systems of production (Brumfiel and 

Earle 1987:5; Clark 1996:5; Costin 1991).  Here, trends in homogeneity and heterogeneity in the 

output of independent artisans are seen as benchmarks of systems with characteristic scale, 

division of work and rate of labor routinization.  In turn, the presence or absence of production 

systems with large outputs, full-time work schedules, standardized goods, and well defined work 

and product divisions are considered reliable and straightforward indexes of socio-political 

complexity and particular stages of development and political centralization (Costin 1991, 1996; 

Pool 1992; Pool and Bey 2007; Rice 1981; Roux 2003; Van der Leew 1976).  All these 

assumptions have several limitations.    
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2.2.1 Limitations of evolutionary and neo-evolutionary approaches to craft production 

Evolutionist and neo-evolutionist theories regard craft production as reflective of 

augmented social complexity.  It is important to note, however, that each position values 

independent and attached production differently.  On the one hand, Childe considers that 

independent manufacture of domestic goods preceded that of prestige artifacts for elite 

consumption.  On the other hand, Neo-evolutionists identify specialized craft specialization as an 

activity closely related to the activities and agenda of elites, but disconnected from the 

production of domestic material culture used and made by other social groups.  In each case, 

however, characterizations are dichotomous in nature and based on lists of mutually exclusive 

diagnostic traits where elite production and consumption set the parameters of what constitutes 

craftsmanship.  In this regard, such dyadic schemes of mutually exclusive categories, such as 

attached versus independent artisans, full-time and part time craftsmanship, and so on, are the 

result of exaggerated concerns of the needs and preferences of elite sponsors in archaeological 

research (Shimada 2007:3).  Two additional observations can be added to this comment.  Firstly, 

part-time and full-time producers are seen as negative images of each other.  The latter are 

usually related to elite sponsored production of finely made prestige goods made by skilled 

individuals familiar with complex technologies, whereas the former are considered to 

characterize domestic production of goods for immediate consumption that require less skill and 

elaborate technologies to be produced (Clark and Parry 1990; Feinman and Nicholas 2000:121; 

Hirth 2009:14-15, 18).  Artisans, however, can engage in the production of different classes of 

artifacts, some of which are produced using the same technology or technological investments 

such as kilns and drying pits (Hirth 2009:21-22). 
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A notion common to evolutionary studies of craft production is the idea that 

transformations in prestige goods are explained in terms of status competition.  From this 

perspective, change is conceptualized as a top-down process involving subordinate groups 

emulating elite culture.  Prestige tokens experience depreciation of their value when they became 

widespread or mimicked outside the entourage of the inner elites (see Cannon 1989:446-447), 

leading to the creation of new forms of status display and systems of production, distribution, and 

consumption of valuables (Miller 2006 [1982]; Stark 2007:48-49).     

Secondly, prestige goods are seen as more informative on ritual and cosmology than widely 

consumed goods.  This view has placed the study of artifacts with obvious utilitarian use under 

the realm of technology and subsistence economy.  Consumption of these goods is addressed 

mainly in relation to power struggles and issues of socio-political control.  Therefore, production 

and consumption of prestige and utilitarian objects have no interpretative status beyond the 

establishment of diagnostic traits for the presence of rank or distinctive production systems, 

respectively.   

A major problem with this scheme is the dyadic conceptualization of goods as prestige or 

utilitarian.  While a great degree of variability in organization, scale and output commonly exists 

among systems of production of domestic goods, manufacture and distribution of prestige goods 

stays under the control of elites, maintaining a relatively small scale.  In other words, both 

systems seem to be mutually exclusive and only loosely interconnected.  However, the rise and 

development of complex social formations involves the intensification of direct and indirect 

connections at social, economic, and political levels (Chapman 2007:16).  As well, the study of 

manufacture and consumption must take into consideration the interplay between technology, 

economy, politics and historical contingencies (Roux 2010; Skibo and Schiffer 2008).  Here it is 
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also important to consider that social relations between individuals, communities and countries 

affect the organization of economic systems (Marx 2001:172, 177; Polanyi 1957).  

Interconnectedness has the potential to endorse the usage of culturally accepted rules of 

enactment involved in the manufacture of different classes of objects (Lechtman 1977:14; 

Sassaman 1993:33-35; Shimada 2007:1-4).  Likewise, interconnectedness promotes patterns of 

consumption that integrate different people at certain social, economic and political levels, 

although certain groups may like to express and realize some degree of difference by means of 

distinctive items, vessels that display and generate differences and boundaries in terms of origin 

and social standing within a given aesthetic, technological and cultural tradition (Janusek 

1999:111-112).  As a result, common basic technologies, aesthetic standards, shaping techniques, 

meanings, and values intrinsic to different instances of manufacture and consumption can be 

associated to the framework of belief systems and social relations endorsed by any particular 

form of statecraft.  From this perspective, principles of order, legitimacy and wealth sponsored 

by a particular political formation promote connectivity between different instances of 

manufacture and consumption as part of a given scheme of domination.    

2.3 The roles of order, legitimacy, and wealth connecting different instances of manufacture 

and consumption 

 The establishment of any political formation is a collective and organized action.  At the 

same time, however, the rise of political formations entails the creation of centers with 

administrative, political and ritual functions embodying ideals of social organization that 

purposively mask complexities and contradictions in social arrangements (Yoffee 2007:94-112).    

This process is informed by three aspects: order, legitimacy, and wealth.  As remarked in chapter 

1, order is an ideology formed by a corpus of meanings that precribes particular arrangements of 
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social, economic, and political domination. In turn, legitimacy refers to the actions intended to 

enforce order and arrange forms of statecraft related to it. Finally, wealth is the way available 

surplus is mustered and channeled to support statecraft (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).   

  In spite of emphasizing the establishment of paramount places and administrative 

systems, the foundation of polities does not necessarily rely on practices of centralization of the 

administrative apparatus per se, but on processes of interconecting different people in time and 

space within a system of socio-economic inequality and differentiation (Chapman 2007:18-19; 

Smith 2003:104).  Manufacture plays a key role, connecting individuals and groups, as it 

involves a series of rules of enactment that organize the technological know-how required to 

create artifacts connected to belief-systems, specific forms of social relationships, and cultural, 

social, and even political, identities (Lechtman 1977:13-15; Van Keuren 2006:86).  Likewise, 

consumption asserts and reproduces aspects of social structure, particularly notions of daily 

maintenance and social identity (Costin 2004:190).   Both manufacture and consumption are also 

actions that give form and define social reality and its associated meanings at all levels (Inomata 

2007:121).   

  In this regard, manufacture and consumption serve to instantiate, enforce, and symbolize 

particular socio-political bonds, becoming what DeMarrais, Castillo and Earle (1996) call 

materialization of ideology, that is the realization of ideas, feelings of identity and beliefs in the 

guise of ceremonies, monumental architecture, art, finely crafted goods and writing (DeMarrais 

et al. 1996:16).  Nevertheless, arrangements of materialization, particular to specific political 

formations, can swing between emphasis on maintenance (food, housing, clothing) and social 

pageantry, depending on particular social and political circumstances (Earle and Smith 2012:249-
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250).  In this regard, political authority and material expressions of social order remain two 

different things in spite of attempts to correlate the latter with the former (Chapman 2007:18-19).        

  On the one hand, materialization includes the manufacture and consumption of prestige 

goods.  Elite groups can commission embellished artifacts for their exclusive use due to 

privileged access to the resources and the skilled workforce required to produce these objects.  

Forms and techniques commonly known to different artisans are used to produce social valuables 

whose special status lies in the extra energy and skill invested on them (Clark 1996:193).   Most 

importantly, the crafting of embellished goods has high cultural value as a manifestation of ideals 

of cosmic and social harmony represented and sustained by the elites (Brumfiel 2000:134,138). 

Elite factions may use material culture as one strategy to compete for offices, resources and 

privileges in contesting particular interpretations of the accepted cosmology (Brumfiel 1994).    

  On the other hand, materialization encompasses the manufacture and consumption of 

goods of low cost, although sometimes the final product can achieve high social value due to its 

individual-use story or associations to particular polities, gods and rulers (DeMarrais et al. 

1996:18; Weiner 1988:116-123).  As mentioned earlier, sometimes artifacts for general use and 

prestige goods share basic templates in form and design (Clark and Parry 1990:293-294).   

  Although the skill and the technological and ritual knowledge required to manufacture 

prestige goods certainly gives them their outstanding status (McAnany 2010:130), prestige 

tokens have value only within a shared conceptual network of collective narratives and 

cosmology that endorses differences between artifacts and people (Wolpert 2004:129).  

Arguably, these open the way to promote participation within a framework of shared cultural 

values among people of different socio-economic standing.  Therefore, different forms of 

manufacture and consumption embedded in particular arrangements of legitimacy and wealth 
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have the potential to signal and instantiate adherence to a particular religious and moral system, 

providing a baseline level of expected behaviors with the potential to promote pro-social conduct 

(Kantner and Vaughn 2011:78), an element crucial to the deployment and maintenance of 

legitimacy and the organization of wealth in ancient political formations.  At the same time, a 

shared cultural baseline can prevent rulers, specific members of the elite, or any individual, to 

cause major changes in social organization through immediate strategies or intentions of socio-

economic control (Pauketat 2008:61). 

In sum, polity formation involves an increase in the interconnections between people and 

social institutions.  In this process, pre-existing frameworks of social interaction and different 

arrangements of social proximity and distance between individuals, groups, and institutions are 

appropriated or embraced by systems of domination informed by particular notions of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth.  In this context, the transmission and adoption of particular forms of 

manufacture and consumption shared by elites and commoners are sanctioned or left intact by 

governmental apparatuses in order to encourage an ideal of society, particularly the social 

obligations between members that it advocates.  At the same time, some obligations entail 

relations of submission that prescribe social distance between two or more people or groups in 

order to work.  Specific aspects of manufacture and consumption may be segregated for 

exclusive use in order to endorse this arrangement.  However, in order to be understood even at a 

very restricted level, exclusive forms of manufacture and consumption are fashioned after a 

shared discourse (Pauketat and Alt 1991).   
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2.4 Archaeological approaches to craftsmanship among the ancient Maya 

The issue of interconnections between different instances of manufacture and consumption is 

missing or underdeveloped in archaeological studies of the ancient Maya.  This tendency is a part 

of traditional approaches that emphasize a mutually exclusive opposition between seemingly 

different forms of manufacture and consumption, particularly those of polychrome, monochrome, 

and unslipped ceramics (Potter and King 1995).   

  This characterization, however, is difficult to defend when one looks at the co-occurrence 

of different classes of vessels in culturally significant contexts such as burials, dedicatory caches 

and cave offerings (see for example Arnauld and Forné 2004:30; Chase and Chase 1987; 

Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003:28-31; Iglesias 2003:178-179 Figure 6.2; Laporte and Fialko 

1995:58-65; Spenard 2005).  Furthermore, monochrome and unslipped ceramics assemblages 

constitute instances of manufacture and consumption with a long history of parallel development 

in the Maya lowlands (See for instance Adams 1977; Ball 1977; Culbert 1993; Forsyth 1989; 

Gifford 1976; Sabloff 1975; Smith 1955, 1971; Smith and Gifford 1966, among others).  

  The root of the problem of mutually exclusive scenarios of ceramic manufacture and 

consumption lies on a higher level of discussion, namely the power basis of Maya elites and how 

they appropriated instances of craftsmanship (including pottery manufacture and use) to cement 

their authority and finance their lifestyle. This debate is informed by mutually exclusive notions 

of what constituted the source of power for ruling groups.  I have grouped these tendencies into 

what I call ‘Ritualistic Models’ and ‘Economic Ritualistic’ models.  
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2.4.1 Ritualistic Models of the Maya 

 The first example of this group is the concept of the ‘Theater State’ as a model to explain the 

origin and demise of Maya states from an ideological perspective.  The Theater State model 

proposes that Maya elites obtained and maintained their privileged positions as owners and 

producers of ritual knowledge and as intermediaries between gods and humans, whereas peasants 

and retainers provided labor, food and other resources necessary to build and maintain regal 

ritual centers in exchange for public feasts, valuables and supernatural sanctions (Demarest 

2004:206-207).  Elites controlled access and distribution of goods charged with high social value, 

some of them of foreign origin, while farmers living outside centers were able to procure their 

subsistence needs outside the realm of regal politics (Demarest 2004:152-162).   

In a similar fashion, Prudence Rice poses the idea that Classic Maya centers gained 

political and economic preeminence due to their association with significant cycles of time, 

particularly the May and the Katun cycles, as documented among the Late Postclassic Maya 

centers of Yucatan and Petén (Rice 2004, 2009b).  Rice suggests that distinctive centers achieved 

paramount political and economic positions in their regions when they became the seats of power 

during particular time cycles.  Once one cycle was over, its seat would move to a different locale, 

shifting authority and economic activity to another place.   

The principles of the Theater State are illustrated by research on pottery production and 

distribution in the Petexbatun Region of Guatemala.  This study documents how manufacture and 

allocation of polychrome ceramics for regal consumption was elite sponsored and separated from 

independent manufacture of monochrome ceramics available to most members of society (Foias 

1996; Foias and Bishop 1997).  The demise of the twin centers of Aguateca and Dos Pilas after 

AD 761 had different effects on each system.  Production of most polychrome ceramics 
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disappears with the dissolution of regal networks and elite activities, whereas that of 

monochrome ceramics continues relatively undisturbed (Foias 1996; Foias and Bishop 1997).     

Here economic organization is heavily influenced by ideological concerns, particularly ritual 

elements related to the agendas of elites, whereas economies related to the manufacture of a 

widely consumed vessel is closer to subsistence concerns among farmers.         

2.4.2 Economic-ritualistic models of the Maya  

Other models see a more balanced interplay between ideology and economy and 

acknowledge the socio-economic and political input of constituents as more important.  Lisa 

Lucero (2003) has analyzed Maya ritual as a practice that allowed elites of the Classic period to 

acquire and maintain political power.  She stresses the particular importance of shared religious 

beliefs as mechanisms to promote solidarity and political integration among groups of different 

socio-economic status.   

Lucero argues that celebration of large-scale rituals similar in content and meaning to 

domestic ceremonies allowed early Maya royal elites to finance the construction and 

maintenance of monumental centers (Lucero 2003:524-538, 542-543).  Elites allotted labor and 

surplus obtained from farmers living nearby these centers in order to maintain and sponsor large 

ceremonies in regional centers.  The degree of economic control achieved by elites was enhanced 

or limited by the differential distribution of water and agricultural land; however, each one of 

these resources allowed different degrees of socio-political control, depending on their 

availability in a given area (Lucero 2003:526-527, 2007).   

In addition, Maya elites likely had tighter control over agricultural resources and labor 

when they administered water sources for cultivation.  In this case, significant concentrations of 

population around major centers provided the manpower required for the construction of 
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monumental architecture.  In contrast, farmers enjoyed control over their labor and agricultural 

products when water sources for irrigation were widely scattered.  Commoners also enjoyed 

economic independence when living in scattered settlements dispersed around a given region.  

Different elite groups sponsored religious festivities, but had limited control over labor and 

access to surplus. In this regard, the social standing of the elite relied on the performance of 

public rituals as the main activity that marshaled and pooled resources toward regional political 

centers (Lucero 2007:423). 

A more pan-Mesoamerican approach that brings together ideology and economy has been 

advanced by Christian E. Wells with the concept of ‘ritual economy’ (Wells 2006; Wells and 

Davis-Salazar 2007).  Wells defines ritual economy as the process of materialization of values 

and beliefs by means of practices of acquisition and consumption where individuals can 

negotiate, endorse, reproduce and even transform cultural meanings (Wells 2006:284).  This 

concept bridges production and consumption of goods in the economic realm with symbolic 

activities showing how the latter (the elites) require goods and services provided by the former. 

Following a similar line of reasoning, Patricia McAnany (2010) proposed an approach to 

economics grounded on ritual and practice.  Based on the works of Pierre Bourdieu, Emile 

Durkheim and Anthony Giddens, McAnany advocates an approach to ancient Mayan economics 

that concerns the way economy is intersected by politics, customs and religion.  Religion, 

however, constitutes the core of ancient Maya social organization, being the main node upon 

which institutions and activities are arranged and coordinated.  Ritual and cosmology enable and 

constrain different individuals to create, reproduce, negotiate and participate in particular social 

orders while engaging in subsistence activities and craft production (McAnany 2010:13-15).   
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For McAnany, craft production is particularly important for two reasons: 1) it brings into 

the physical realm notions of identity and social organization; and 2) participation in cultural and 

social notions is embodied by means of economic practices (McAnany 2010:18-19).  The 

creation of value happens here as a process where raw materials become cultural items within a 

system organized around principles of hierarchy, ritual and gender (McAnany 2010).  A key idea 

of this tenet is that daily practice in the form of craft production constitutes the realm where the 

ideal and the material come together to bring culture into existence.  

2.4.3 Limitations of current analysis on ritual and economy in Maya archaeology  

Firstly, ritualistic-economic approaches dangerously focus the attention of anthropologists 

and archaeologists on embellished objects such as serving pottery, mobile art, prestige goods and 

monumental architecture, leaving little room for the study of less aesthetically appealing objects 

produced in a regular fashion to fulfill domestic or subsistence tasks.  Secondly, religion is 

considered to be totally pervasive in Mesoamerican societies in both models.  Although it is true 

that ancient communities in Mesoamerica did not set a division between state and church, and 

that ritual and religion were important elements of everyday life (McAnany and Wells 2007, 

Plunket 2002), it is also important to recall that even non-western societies have a limited interest 

in religious things (Fogelin 2007:60).  In this regard, it is important to remark that production of 

material goods can take place outside ritual gatherings and feasting activities.  The analysis of 

manufacture and consumption of goods and resources within ritual contexts is a well-taken effort 

to conceptualize and understand pre-industrial economies, particularly as a necessary attempt to 

move away from theories on economy as a competitive and individualistic practice whose only 

goal is personal profit.   
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Thirdly, ritualistic-economic models are prone to inspire criticisms of economic scenarios 

that argue for characterizations of non-Western societies as communities where interests, 

conflict, competition, rank, concentration of privileges, differential access to resources and social 

differences do not exist.  This approach also prevents comparative socio-cultural studies between 

societies, as it states that particular communities can only be understood in their own historical 

and cultural terms, without any consideration of external physical and political constraints 

(Trigger 1998:153-159).  

Last, but not least, ritualistic models search for explanation in ideological elements that can 

actually be masking inconsistencies and contradictions in society hidden by domination and 

ritual (Yoffee 2007:108-109).   The ideology of the ancient Maya as presented in public art and 

monumental architecture may be portraying an idealized version of relations of domination and 

work between inhabitants of centers.  Such ideology provides peripheral accounts of marginal 

groups and their daily practices by emphasizing on one aspect of political formations, such as 

monumental architecture, moments and sumptuary goods,  

In this regard, representations of ancient economies as systems working exclusively on 

behalf of elites and their political agendas are simplistic.  Retainers and peasants are represented 

as passive actors willing to provide the labor, knowledge and surplus required to materialize the 

plans of their masters.  These models do not explain why exactly people are willing to put aside 

their own wellbeing in order to satisfy the demands of a few.  Trends in production of elite 

material culture are highlighted over production of commonly consumed goods, as the former is 

regarded as reflective of the growing or shrinking influence of elites in social affairs.  In this 

section, I present a model on the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic Maya that emphasizes how 
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social proximity and distance are expressed and fashioned through manufacture and consumption 

of ceramics. 

2.4.4 Sameness and distinctiveness between the Late Preclassic and Early Classic Maya 

 Among Late Preclassic and Early Classic political formations, social difference (and the 

degrees of social distance it involves) was presented and fashioned using related frameworks of 

technologies, ideologies, and aesthetic principles in monumental architecture.  These common 

elements served alternatively as a basis to legitimize understandings of order and as the focus of 

the deployment of labor and resources collected by government apparatuses of the lowlands 

during both periods (Renfrew 1986).  However, local groups elaborated on shared themes to 

assert difference at local and regional scales.    

  The diffusion of E-group architecture and triadic groups during the Preclassic strongly 

indicates the presence of common notions of life in society and governance in several lowland 

centers (Clark and Hansen 2001:15-24).  At the same time, variations in common themes suggest 

different degrees of appropriation of particular contents.  For instance, the monumental 

architecture of individual sites shows specific motifs of shared mythological themes on their 

iconographic programs during the last part of the Late Preclassic (Reese-Taylor and Walker 

2002:95-96).  Likewise, Late Preclassic potters in the Belize Valley used distinctive modes and 

decorations based on the same technological tradition to signal locale-based identities (Barlett 

and McAnany 2000).  

 In the Early Classic period, shared ideologies took the form of large architectural programs 

displaying iconography referring to the mythological themes of Sustenance Mountain and Snake 

Mountain, two key locales in narratives of creation and resurrection (Schele and Guernsey 

Kappelman 2001:38, 41).  However, monumental construction is limited in several major sites, 
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particularly in the Three Rivers Region (Sullivan 2002:203).  Here, pottery was the main 

technology used to integrate different people and social groups (Sullivan 2002:204-211; Sullivan 

and Sagebiel 2003:28, 35).   

 Interestingly, examples of Early Classic pottery have distinctive clay compositions indicative 

of production at a very local level, combined with pan-regional common surface treatments, 

types and modes (Sullivan 2002; Sullivan and Valdez Jr. 2006:79).  At the same time, shared 

traditions of ceramic manufacture and consumption were appropriated differently in each center.  

In particular, elites and rulers in different centers likely highlighted and built their distinctiveness 

combining several common ceramic vessels in distinctive arrays.  This trend is exemplified in 

Tzakol 2 and Tzakol 3 burials from Waxaktun (Tzakol 2: B1, B2; Tzakol 3: A20, A22, A29, 

A31, C1, C2) (Smith 1955 Vol.2: Figure 1, Figure 3, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 8, Figure 9, 

Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13), Tikal (Culbert 1993; Laporte and Fialko 

1995:59-62), and contemporary funerary contexts from Rio Azul, La Milpa, Say Ka, Dos 

Hombres, Blue Creek, and Kin Tan (Houk et al.2010: Table 2).   

  Common ceramic types and vessel forms, such as basal flanged dishes, bowls with straight 

flared walls and flat bottoms, cylindrical tripod vases, round-Z angle basins and bowls, short-

necked monochrome jars and a few unslipped jars are present in these contexts.  Particular forms, 

such as cylindrical tripods with hollow rectangular supports, signaled bonds with Tikal and its 

Teotihuacan related dynasty (Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:109-110; Sullivan 2002:209).  

Renditions of macaws and reclined figures in polychrome ceramics accomplished similar 

functions connecting small centers in Belize to regional capitals in Central Petén (Sullivan 

2002:204; Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003:29).  Yet each burial displays a very unique array that 

distinguishes it from others.  Distinction was enhanced further in some cases by hieroglyphic 
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texts naming the owners and contents of particular vases (see Hall et al. 1990: 141, Figure 2; 

Smith 1955 Vol.2: Figure 1 b, Figure 8 g,h,j), or by means of hypertrophic versions of common 

forms (see Laporte and Fialko 1995: Figures 29, 30, 31, 33, and 35).  

 Ceramic assemblages, architecture and art with similar standards likely had a part in the 

constitution, reproduction and internalization of particular renditions of social formation in the 

Maya lowlands during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods.  As discussed above, 

representations of socio-political difference and self-recognition are presented, but these are 

formatted on the tenets of common traditions, norms, values and worldviews in order to be 

understood (Stein 2002; Wiessner 1989:57, 59).  

2.5 Closing remarks 

 Studies on patterns of production and consumption of ceramic assemblages provide a useful 

approach to understanding how ideologies of community become material culture, manufactured 

and consumed by all members of society (DeMarrais et al. 1996).  In particular, technologies for 

the daily serving of food and its processing and storing, are prone to become points of connection 

between masters and retainers as both used them for subsistence and culinary activities.  In this 

regard, trends in homogeneity and heterogeneity in ceramic assemblages must be studied not as 

diagnostic characteristics of production and consumption systems, but as instances of specific 

social relations in place at particular historical moments.     

Returning to the case that concerns this work, parameters of ceramic manufacture and 

consumption are relatively similar in most of the lowlands during the Late Preclassic and the 

Early Classic periods.  Rather than being the product of political and administrative 

centralization, this pattern attests to open channels of cultural transmission supported by the 

principles of social proximity held by the lowland Maya.  The co-existence of shared forms of 
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ceramic manufacture and consumption, together with exclusive instances of elite consumption, 

and as attested by their monumental architecture and commissioned pots, suggest that political 

formations of the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic attempted to mask socio-economic gaps 

and disguise relations of exploitation as a “natural” scheme of social obligations between elites 

and commoners.  This policy includes little elite intervention in the general development of 

manufacture and consumption of pottery.      

During the Early Classic period, however, elites consume ceramic assemblages with 

idiosyncratic aesthetic and symbolic characteristics that gave some pots outstanding social and 

supernatural value (Inomata 2001).  Nevertheless, the systems of manufacture and consumption 

of rare vessels intended to fashion political standing and distinctive paramount identity were 

likely small in scale and very limited in scope.  One possible explanation for this trend is that 

elite policies to feign a sense of common ground between them and commoners through pottery 

manufacture and consumption kept the output of idiosyncratic vessels very low.  As well, the fact 

that different potters likely could readily copy surface treatment and vessel form makes difficult 

to control the rate of transmission of manufacturing techniques (Gosselain 2000).  In this regard, 

the consumption of other media, such as jadeite artifacts (see Guderjan 2007:109, 117-118), 

possibly fashioned gaps in social standing in a way that ceramics could not.      
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Chapter 3: The Late Preclassic and the Early Classic in the Maya Central Lowlands 

The present chapter looks at cultural and political hegemony in the central Maya lowlands 

from the end of the Late Preclassic throughout the Early Classic.  Here I discuss how different 

forms of political regimes were established, emphasizing how craftsmanship of particular objects 

played a role in the establishment, maintenance and negotiation of political formations.  This 

discussion will set the tone for the upcoming data analysis of the materials from Naachtun 

discussed in this work.   

The chapter is divided into three sections.  Part one presents current interpretations of 

socio-political formations of Late Preclassic and Early Classic period societies in the Maya 

lowlands.  Here I introduce the views of different authors on the nature of society, economy and 

politics amongst the denizens of centers in the area and the periods in question.  My discussion 

underlines an ongoing tendency to move from research programs emphasizing political 

centralization to agendas centered on the study of heterarchies.  All these approaches suggest the 

existence of centers and political regimes with different degrees of integration linked by 

production and consumption of similar sets of architectural templates and ceramic assemblages.          

In part two, I develop the idea that craftsmanship in the Late Preclassic and Early Classic 

periods entailed shared social, religious and political tenets while underscoring difference.  I 

exemplify these points looking at consumption of monumental architecture and ceramics in the 

Late Preclassic and the Early Classic.  Here, I illustrate how commonly manufacturing templates 

and consumption outlines were combined in specific fashion to address socio-economic and 

political differentiation.  Elites likely sponsored the manufacture and use of elaborated vessel 

arrays, shaped after commonly used assemblages.  Differential consumption of such vessel sets 

constituted avenues to highlight social distinction, but its validation relied on shared notions of 
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cultural production and endorsement of difference within the Late Preclassic and Early Classic 

ideals.  This system most likely involved a combination of different classes of ceramics and 

differential outputs characteristic of each assemblage.  In the last part of this section, I provide 

the concluding remarks of the chapter and postulate that rather than being mutually exclusive 

principles, forms of hierarchy and heterarchy constitute connected and complementary aspects of 

social organization and coalescing ideologies among the lowland Maya of the Late Preclassic and 

the Early Classic periods.  

3.1 Previous studies on statehood among the ancient Maya from the Late Preclassic to the 

Early Classic periods 

 In this section I present views held by different authors about the nature of Maya polities 

during the final part of the Late Preclassic period and the Early Classic period.  For purposes of 

organization, I have characterized different approaches in two groups: researchers who focus on 

political centralization, and investigators who look for unranked elements of political 

organization.  

 My presentation is a general and non-exhaustive review of views and findings intended to set 

the background for Part Two.  The discussion I present here does not follow a chronological 

order that begins with older models and ends with more recent ones.  Instead, I intend to follow a 

thematic line when presenting and discussing the authors and theories mentioned in this section.            

 The constitution of socio-political formations in the southern central Maya lowlands from the 

end of the Late Preclassic throughout the entire Early Classic is still debated.  A key aspect of the 

argument is the elusive and ambiguous nature of the available evidence on the societies of this 

period.  Several factors account for this problem, including the difficulties in defining the 

transition from the Preclassic to the Classic using ceramics, and the definition of each period 
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using types and varieties (Lincoln 1985), as well as the internment of stages of early occupation 

under later Late Classic and Terminal Classic buildings. 

 The first steps towards the study of the earliest developments of the lowlands Maya initially 

intended to document and comprehend the appearance of early centers, carved stone monuments 

and individual rulership.  Monumental architecture, stelae and altars with hieroglyphic writing 

featuring long-count dates were conceptualized as a cultural set that dispersed all over the 

lowlands with the establishment of a theocratic government of priests overseeing, from regal 

centers, settlements of pacific farmers (see Morley 1958 [1956]: 51-68; Thompson 1970 [1966]: 

54-64).   

 Further developments in Maya archaeology proved most of these renditions wrong.  

Nevertheless, the search for the early manifestations of Early Classic Maya society continued, 

looking at which socio-economic factors accounted for its rise and development.  In particular, 

the transition from the final part of the Preclassic is branded as a time when informal power 

based on religion and ritual practice paved the way for more institutionalized forms of political 

organization (Freidel and Schele 1988).  The new regime entailed personal rulership expressed 

and endorsed by construction of large centers and monumental architecture that invoked 

universal structures and relationships, exchanges of valuables, warfare and public appropriation 

of ancestral cults at levels of integration beyond the household (Hoopes 1985; McAnany 1995, 

2001; Rice 2006:276).  Studies on early forms of rulership, in particular, entail a focus on 

processes of socio-political centralization among the Maya.  I call advocates of this approach 

“Centralists.”   
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3.1.1 Centralists’ views on early Maya polities   

The origin of Centralist views can be traced to the 1970’s.  Early Centralists were inspired by 

evolutionary schemes seeking to document and comprehend processes of political centralization 

(Sahlins 1958) and socio-economic differentiation (Fried 1967).  Specifically, management of 

valuables and staples was evaluated as a key factor involved in the establishment of individual 

dynastic rulership in the Maya lowlands.   

 The work of William Rathje, in particular, cited control over resources as an influential 

element in the development of social differentiation among the Classic Maya.  Rathje’s model 

states that demand for luxury items (Caribbean shells and jadeite) and critical staples (coastal 

salt, obsidian, and granite for grinding stones) in a, presumably, resource-poor area like the 

central lowlands allowed individuals and groups involved in long distance trade to achieve 

political control (Rathje 1971, 1972).  The Maya, however, had open access to alternative local 

resources such as salt from springs, chert and hard stones for grinding implements available in 

the Petén region (Sharer and Traxler 2006:660), yet the idea that trade and rare commodities 

fueled political regimes in the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic finds more support in the 

archeological record. 

Models advanced by Freidel (1979), Hammond (1977, 1990:122-124) and Reese-Taylor 

and Walker (2002) argue for increased economic and political integration in the Maya lowlands 

during the Late Preclassic as the backbone of further socio-political developments of the Classic 

Period.  From this standpoint, large centers seized control of trade routes mobilizing coastal 

resources and key portage sites. In addition, regional production and exchange likely boomed 

with the aid of intensive agriculture, allowing particular communities to sponsor activities not 

directly related to food production, such as lithic crafting and pottery manufacture (Hammond 
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1977:65-75; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:91-92). Furthermore, coastal settlements on the 

Caribbean engaged in intense trade that allowed the allocation of social valuables and staples 

amidst different social groups (Freidel 1979:49-50).   

These developments likely fuelled the construction of large architectural programs like 

those observed in paramount centers like El Mirador (Hansen 1990; Matheny 1986).  McAnany 

(2004:12), and Scarborough (1991) propose that Late Preclassic settlements of different sizes 

were part of four tier polities headed by the site of El Mirador as first order site.  El Mirador 

likely had a considerable share of tributary systems and enjoyed privileged access to social 

valuables that conferred and reinforced socio-political prestige (Reese-Taylor and Walker 

2002:93).   

The economic boom of the Late Preclassic possibly fostered the establishment of political 

systems based on corporate authority in some centers (Freidel and Schele 1988), although early 

manifestations of institutionalized ruling offices based on individual authority gradually became 

widespread during this time (Clark and Hansen 2001; Hammond 1990:123-124; Houston and 

Inomata 2009:90-92; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:92-93).  For instance, from about 200-100 

BC, the regalia of government are also featured in the west wall of the Preclassic murals of San 

Bartolo where particularly accession ceremonies and key symbols of rulership, such as the Hunal 

headband, are presented (Taube et al. 2011). Social differentiation, however, is very difficult to 

pinpoint in Late Preclassic centers.  As Clark and Hansen remark, material culture, including 

ceramic assemblages, collected in domestic debris from several residential areas in El Mirador, is 

relatively homogeneous (Clark and Hansen 2001:17).  At the same time, marked differences in 

decoration and modes in pottery are documented between small local peripheral centers (Barlett 

and McAnany 2000), yet the uniformity of assemblages within sites argues for a social 
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arrangement where economic differences were disguised under an ideology of corporate rule 

(Blanton et al. 1996).  

Around the 2
nd

 century AD, several paramount polities experienced political turmoil and 

subsequent abandonment while other settlements grew in a presumed atmosphere of competition 

and regional violence.  For example, Tikal increased in population, wealth, and political 

influence whereas other Preclassic centers, such as Cerros, Ceibal, and El Mirador, were 

abandoned (Hammond 1990:126; Laporte and Fialko 1990:33,35; 1995:50-54; Reese-Taylor and 

Walker 2002:100, Walker 1990:7-8; however see Lincoln 1985 for chronological issues with 

some of these scenarios).    Likewise, Preclassic settlements in the Three Rivers Area, such as 

Arroyo Negro, and areas in Rio Azul north of Structure G-103, presumably boomed 

economically and politically during this time under a climate of endemic warfare (Adams 1999: 

30-31, 1999a: 37-39).  The archaeological record of this period shows increased consumption of 

exotic commodities (particularly jadeite and Spondylus shells), production and consumption of 

ceramics made with novel technologies, and hieroglyphic writing in several centers of the Maya 

lowlands.  This trend is interpreted by several authors as indicative of an early form of personal 

authority based on religious practice sanctified by long distance exchanges of social valuables 

with ritual meaning and very limited distribution (Brady et al. 1998:24-32; Freidel 1979; Freidel 

et al.2002; Hammond 1977:54-55, 57, 1990:124-127; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:92-99; 

Schele and Freidel 1990: Chapter 1).    

Government systems based on personal authority in the lowlands shared common tenets on 

how political power was conceptualized, displayed, conveyed and passed on.  Manifestations of 

personal authority appear as, for instance, in Chan Chich and Tikal, the tombs, topped by 

platforms, that yielded prestige artifacts such as helmed bib pendants and pectorals representing 
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individuals wearing Hunal crowns that symbolize individualized rule (Coe 1990 Vol. II: 217-

220, Vol. IV: Figures 27-28; Freidel 1990:69-73; Houk et al.2010: 230).  In addition, the 

messages conveyed by portable accouterments of authority were presented publicly on carved 

stone stelae portraying potentates in several centers in the Central Petén areas during Cycles 8 

and 9 (Mathews 1985:26, 31; Morley 1958 [1956]: 59-60).    

Personal government and its materializations (sensu DeMarrais et al. 1996) were embraced 

by the elites of Tikal, the largest politically dominant center in the central lowlands from the end 

of the Late Preclassic to the end of the Early Classic (Laporte and Fialko 1995:48; Martin and 

Grube 2008:26-37). Interestingly, accouterments of personal rulership are also present in the 

interments of elite individuals in smaller settlements.  Public architecture programs featuring 

regal portraits and production and consumption of jadeite or shell head bibs are documented in 

smaller centers like Blue Creek in Belize (Guderjan 2007:33, 37-40, 84-86).  The co-occurrence 

of shared regal practices in polities of different sizes and might strongly indicate shared notions 

on social order that framed, reproduced, and arbitrated socio-political interaction between 

different city states, social groups, and political factions.       

The regime of individual rulers, as established by the end of the Preclassic and the 

beginning of the Early Classic, faced turmoil during the second half of the 4
th

 century AD.  

Concerns on observed or perceived violence and warfare among centers during this time are 

evinced as concentrations of population within defensible locales in large centers like Rio Azul 

(Adams 1999:139, 1999a: 41).   Conflict likely involved the expansion of a political and tributary 

system based in Tikal at the expense of independent dynasties (Valdes et al. 1999:10; Willey 

1977:152).  Likewise, the office of ruler and its paraphernalia experienced some transformations 

during this timeline.   
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 The establishment in Tikal by AD 378 of a new dynasty linked to the center of 

Teotihuacan triggered transformations in lowland polities (Laporte and Fialko 1990, 1995:63-65; 

Martin 2003:12; Stuart 2000:482-490).  Details on this process and its economic, social and 

political implications are loosely understood today, although it likely featured a reorganization of 

political regimes and notions of status quo.  Epigraphic data indicate that this particular dynasty 

established and endorsed the rule of several newly fashioned regimes in different settlements 

(Stuart 2000:490-494; 2004:238).   

By the second half of the 4
th

 century AD rulership in the Maya lowlands is displayed and 

reproduced in novel media: warrior costumes featuring Teotihuacan elements; black tripod 

cylindrical vessels with hollow or solid supports; novel classes of spiked censors tempered with 

volcanic ash; gouged incised pottery; green obsidian; Thin Orange wares from Central Mexico 

and imitations from the Guatemalan Highlands; and Talud-Tablero architecture (Adams 

1999:138; Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:269-270; Culbert 1991:131-132, 2003: 60; Estrada-

Belli et al. 2009:254; Iglesias Ponce de Leon 2003; Laporte 2003; Laporte and Fialko 1990:57; 

1995:66-72; Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:110-111; Reents-Budet et al. 2004; Smith 1955 Vol. 

1:24).  The latter, however, is likely a development of architectural styles present from around 

the 3
rd

 century AD that became more profuse in later times (Laporte 2003:204-206; Laporte and 

Fialko 1995:65). These elements were added to preexisting regal practices, particularly the 

erection of stelae and the construction of pyramidal complexes in honor of deceased rulers. 

The material correlates of individual rulership and relatively similar ceramics, architecture 

and artistic styles are present all over the lowlands during the entire Early Classic (Falkenhausen 

1985; Houk 2003:60-61; Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003:31; Valdez Jr. and Houk 2000:135).  Rathje 

(1971:283; 1977:380-381) and Willey (1977:156) contend that such patterning is likely related to 
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the formation and consolidation of a Central Petén identity centered on a paradigm of 

community-polity embodied by the regal ritual center of Tikal.  Research by Pyburn et al. (1998) 

argues for a scenario where Central Petén polities had an influx in the reorganization of 

settlement patterns and politico-economic interaction in Northern Belize.  According to these 

authors, the establishment of rural communities around the centers of Holmul and Albion Island, 

and the nucleation of population in the site of San Estevan, were responses to taxation policies 

imposed by the paramount centers of Central Peten (Pyburn et al.  1998:53).   

The centralist model, however, does not address how constituents acquiesced to participate 

and endorse a dominant ideology that allowed the spread of rulership and its material 

manifestations during the end of the Preclassic and the entire Early Classic.  This limitation is 

due to the Centralist’s emphasis on elite culture as approaches in this group highlight 

agglomeration of power and authority in institutions of personal rulership and cultural hegemony.  

An alternative avenue to understanding the general acceptation of political regimes is provided 

by more de-centralized and heterarchical views on the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic 

Maya developed in recent years.  I dub this group “heterachists.”  Their views are presented in 

detail in the upcoming section.     

3.1.2 Heterarchists’ views on early Maya polities 

 Several scholars question the idea that the organization of ancient Maya political formations 

required a tight deployment of hegemony to be successful.  Guderjan (2007), Guderjan et al. 

(2003), McAnany (1995:144-145), Rosenswig and Kennett (2008:137-139), Scarborough et al. 

(2003 eds.), among others, have called attention to the role of leaders living in small centers and 

rural settlements of different sizes in the management of economic, political, and ritual affairs in 

Maya polities during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic Period.     
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 This line of research owes its theoretical base to the work Carole Crumley has done on 

heterarchy (Crumley 1979, 1995, 2003).  This term refers to non-ranked and informal elements 

of social organization prone to be included and arranged in a hierarchical system in a number of 

different ways (Crumley 1979:144; 1987:158, 1995:3).  Scholars concerned with this line of 

research look at aspects of society, economy and ritual that structured the life of constituents in 

ancient centers and which elements of these allowed the establishment and development of 

structures of domination.      

 In general, heterarchists are interested in how regional and local distributions of 

environments and resources led to the establishment of settlements specialized in particular 

subsistence activities, ranging from intensive agriculture in swamp areas, to production of lithics 

in areas located near outcrops of workable stone (Dunning 1996; 1999 [1992]; Dunning et al. 

2003; Ford 1990, 1991, 1996, 2011 [2004]; Guderjan et al. 2003:77-84; Kunen and Hughbanks 

2003; Scarborough and Valdez 2003:4-5,7; Sharer and Hester 1991:82, 84-89).  The remains of 

residential areas associated with particular natural and cultural features are conceptualized as 

social units (or parts of one) interconnected to each other in a system of reciprocal obligations 

that endorsed social, economic, and political interdependency in the production, allocation, and 

consumption of products and services (Ford 2011 [2004]: 254-255; Scarborough and Valdez 

2003:4-8).  The strength of hegemonies over heterarchical systems likely fluctuated over time 

and space (Shoep and Knappett 2004:24), yet individual authors disagree about the weight of 

heterarchy and hierarchy among the ancient Maya in their models.   

 Differences between heterarchical models concern themselves with the suggestion that 

hierarchies focused their efforts on controlling assets from production areas using principles of 

socio-economic complementarity and integration.  Specifically, disagreements relate to the 
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degree of success achieved by elites in appropriating agricultural land, surplus and other 

activities such as ceramic and lithic production and consumption.  On the one hand, the 

establishment and sanction of ranked systems of domination are tracked down to elite control 

over agricultural resources.  In particular, Ford (1990, 1991. 1996, 2011 [2004]) proposes that 

control over agricultural resources was the cornerstone of power relations in ancient Maya 

hierarchies, but she also points out that dispersed distribution of key assets prevented 

centralization and diffused the strength of hierarchies (Ford 1996: 300-301; 2011 [2004]: 254).  

A key element of Ford’s reconstruction of socio-economic integration is the assumption that 

hierarchical structures were firm and secure when they relied on very critical subsistence 

resources; thus, stronger structures of domination likely were present in areas where primary 

agricultural subsistence resources were concentrated (Ford 1996:297, 2011 [2004]: 255).     

 Ford classifies land resources in primary, secondary, and non-agricultural systems. The first 

class includes well-drained uplands, whereas the second features slowly drained lowlands and 

riverine associated swamps, and finally, closed depression swamps, which make up the 

nonagricultural resources (Ford 2011 [2004]: 243-254; Fedick and Ford 1990).  Each ecological 

zone, in turn, features particular settlement patterns.  River valley areas with primary agricultural 

resources are occupied by, what she calls, “communities of the valley”, which are characterized 

as settlements with several single middle-size residences and few large residential units with 

evidence of elite presence with histories of occupation extending back to the Middle Preclassic. 

Domestic units occupied by families of diverse socio-economic groupings (including elites) were 

located in areas of primary agricultural resources, distributed in a patchy fashion over ridgeland 

areas, but occupation histories are mostly Late Classic in date.  In contrast, secondary agricultural 

resources placed on foothills are single structure residential units with few traces of elite 
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occupation and evidence of several crafting activities, including lithic and ceramic production 

(Ford 1990; 1991; 2011 [2004]: 244-244).    

 On the other hand, Scarborough and Valdez Jr. argue for a model of social organization 

consisting of what they call “small resource-specialized communities,” which includes bajo 

communities, terrace communities, and aguada communities (Scarborough and Valdez Jr. 2003).   

The small resource community is defined as an individual settlement that can be of different sizes 

and occupy pockets of natural and/or artificially altered land near swamps (bajo communities), 

terraced areas made suitable for agriculture (terrace communities) or sources of water (aguada 

communities) (Scarborough and Valdez Jr. 2003:11-12).  These communities likely originated as 

colonies of people moving from densely populated areas to zones with no or little human 

occupation (Scarborough and Valdez 2003: 6), including segments of the elite population. In this 

view, political and economic integration between centers and their rulers rested on kinship bonds 

between elites of large regional centers and those of small peripheral capitals (Houk 2003:61; 

Scarborough and Valdez 2003:7).  Tourtellot et al. (2003:40-42) propose an alternative scheme 

where communities settled on hills constituted social, political, economic and religious units that 

oversaw small or isolated habitation settings nearby swamp areas, but these authors consider 

bonds of power and authority between centers as relatively feeble and open to negotiation.  This 

line of reasoning appraises renditions of ancient social organization where hierarchical bonds are 

established between different socio-economic and kinship groups by means of allocations of 

preciosities and ritual activity.  

 According to this line of reasoning, unranked interaction between high-ranking elites is 

considered to be based on exchanges of luxury items, whereas high raking elites likely gave 

social valuables to political clients and constituents to establish vertical relations of domination 
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(Houk 2003:63).  Additionally, architectural groups consisting of founding families of high 

social standing usually feature shrines and temples that strongly indicate that the roles of leaders 

comprised ritual elements (Kunen and Hughbanks 2003:101).   

 The allocation of staples and social valuables that maintained bonds of interdependency 

between individuals and communities was coordinated from regional centers that housed 

paramount political, religious and administrative institutions (Houk 2003:60; King and Shaw 

2003; Scarborough and Valdez 2003:8; West 2002:152-162).  The architectural plan of regional 

centers followed templates of spatial organization that evoked cosmological principles (Ashmore 

1989, 1991).  It is unclear to what degree these elements of the cityscape were understood by 

everyone, but their use in several centers of different scales shows the existence of a common 

cultural background shared by different people and polities, opening the way to rank heterarchies 

in hierarchies (Houk 2003:61, 63). 

 Regardless of their different views on socio-economic and political integration among the 

Maya, the typologies of heterarchists recognize a template of variation in settlement patterns, 

social organization and economic endeavors.  However, heterarchical approaches have two major 

problems.  Firstly, questions on shifts in social organization, complexity, and subsistence 

activities in residential areas during different periods of occupation are not addressed.  In this 

regard, heterarchical models are generally normative, ahistorical, and relatively uniformitarian 

representations of Maya domestic and political institutions (Levi 2002:124). Secondly, despite 

the recognition of informal systems of organization, heterarchical models do not clearly state 

under what circumstances constituents relinquished their autonomy to participate in cultural and 

political hegemonies of different size and extension.  As remarked above, heterarchical views 

credit the distribution of social valuables and religious services with integrating different socio-
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economic and political groups under the direction of an elite; however, it is not explained how 

religion and consumption of valuables, in particular, become key assets in political negotiation at 

a given time.   

 I believe that the degree of prominence given to ritual and gift-giving relies on their visibility 

in the archaeological record and also in ethohistoric and ethnographic sources on the Maya.  As 

the instantiation of statehood is bonded to the social production of elites and commoners, no 

single socio-economic group or activity becomes the sole vehicle of cultural transmission and 

maintenance (Joffe 2006:97).  More likely, religion and gifts, together with numerous other 

elements of culture shared by leaders and constituents, played integrative roles at different scales. 

 The institutions and peoples who represented and realized political regimes had to compete 

and collaborate with cadet forms of organization, such as household and village leaders among 

others.  However, they all shared core elements of peoplehood connected to notions of territory 

and patron deities that in turn structured the socio-economic relations that constituted a given 

government system (Joffe 2006:97).  Regarding the particular case of the Maya lowlands, 

production and consumption of similar material culture, particularly ceramics, likely reflect 

dynamics of integration at several levels.  During the Early Classic, interregional integration was 

fostered and supported by networks of elites related to each other as kindred and partners in gift-

giving of Petén-Style serving vessels, together with general use and consumption of particular 

ceramic types (Ball 1977:170; Sullivan and Sagebiel 2003: 28-31).  Likewise, participation in a 

common ceramic sphere (Ball 1977:167; Smith 1955 Vol. 1:21-22) fulfilled a similar role among 

Late Preclassic communities.  Relatively open production and consumption of ceramics of 

similar quality suggests a political scenario dominated by city-state formations of different sizes 
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where the overall quality of goods available to the general population was higher and elites, 

possibly, did not have tight control over production (Trigger 2003:374).   

3.2 Coalescing ideologies and early Maya polities 

 Similarities in material culture over the lowlands during the Late Preclassic and the Early 

Classic also argue for the presence of coalescing ideologies (Janusek 2004:163-164) 

encompassing sets of beliefs and propositions that consciously and unconsciously promoted 

social cohesion and hid inequality as altruism (Trigger 2003:410).  These coalescing ideologies 

projected sanctioned images of social stability shared by rulers and constituents (Wolpert 

2004:129), featuring a relatively well defined definition of order (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 

2000).  The contents of coalescing ideologies are crucial in the development, establishment, and 

maintenance of economic, ritual, and political integration at different levels and between 

settlements of different size and socio-economic standing. 

 Coalescing ideologies may have facilitated the establishment of “hegemonies without 

sovereignty” (Kolata 2006:210).  This particular system exercises power and influence by means 

of a strategic combination of tactical force (not to be confused with generalized military 

oppression) and demonstrations of cultural superiority instanced by displays of embellished 

artifacts and valuables, conspicuous consumption, and demonstrations of military capability 

(Kolata 2006:210).  Nevertheless, direct state presence was likely tenuous or absent in local 

communities, forcing state institutions to favor co-optation of local government and facilities to 

appropriate labor or achieve cooperation, whereas displays of superiority targeted the awe of 

local elites settled in small seats of authority (Kolata 2006:210).  Here the shared perception of a 

dominant instance of power overcame the need for its systematic exercise, lowering the social 

and economic costs of hegemonic strategies (Kolata 2006:210).  
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 Interestingly, coalescing ideologies are permanently negotiated and transformed.  In practice, 

images of social formations and order are subject to permanent revision and negotiation by 

different groups (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000; Pauketat 2007:194).  In this regard, an 

intriguing aspect of coalescing ideologies common to rival city-state formations is the assertion 

of difference in the tenets of similar cultural production (Stein 2002:905).   

3.3 Closing remarks 

Ideas of statehood and domination were, possibly, key features of shared coalescent ideologies of 

social order between the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic Maya of the lowlands.  Notions of 

hierarchy and rulership in representations of order likely allowed paramount groups to build and 

rationalize positions of preeminence and relations of exploitation disguised as altruistic behavior 

(Trigger 2003:410).  Here, extraction of agricultural surplus, resources and labor likely 

constituted part of economic systems that supported particular notions of order and legitimacy 

during the Preclassic and the Early Classic (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).   

 In this regard, I find it plausible that the inclusion of different social actors and institutions 

involved coalescing ideologies that promoted common notions on statehood and social life in 

society and that also underscored socio-economic and political differentiation (Houston and 

Inomata 2009:28-55).  Rather than being imagined, these ideologies were experienced everyday 

by means of the production and consumption of particular objects, including ceramics and 

architecture. 

 A participant in such networks was the center of Naachtun, which developed from the 

Late Preclassic to the Terminal Classic periods (Nondédéo et al. 2010, 2011a, 2011b; Rangel and 

Reese-Taylor 2005).  Excavations conducted by two consecutive projects have yielded Late 

Preclassic and Early Classic ceramics that share attributes with materials documented in other 
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sites of the central lowlands, but also have particular elements indicative of local approaches to 

regional traditions and techniques (Patiño 2011; Walker and Alvarado 2005).  These 

developments will be discussed and illustrated further in the remainder of this work.  In order to 

set the tone of the forthcoming discussion, the next chapter presents general trends in the history 

and development of Naachtun, established on the basis of research conducted at this site, as well 

as the type-variety of ceramic classification established for the site. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology and Results 

 This chapter covers the analytical methods used to appraise the roles of ceramic manufacture 

and consumption in materializing social relations informed by understandings of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth in Naachtun during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods. As 

well, I present the results of the application of these methods in the study of the ceramic 

materials that pertain this study.   

  The analysis of the ceramics of Naachtun undertaken here is based on a modified version 

of the type-variety taxonomic system used in the archaeology of the Maya lowlands (Gifford 

1976, Smith and Gifford 1966; Willey et al 1967).  A particular strength of this approach is its 

usefulness to communicate time-space generalizations on surface treatment and vessel form 

between ceramicists (Culbert and Rands 2007:184).  As type-variety recalls surface treatment, 

decoration, and vessel form as some of its basic principles of classification (Culbert and Rands 

2007:185-186; Gifford 1976:9), it also provides important data for establishing connections 

between instances of ceramic manufacture and consumption documented within a site and 

between centers.   In this regard, my approach to type-variety assumes that it can document 

expressions of aesthetic images shaped by cultural values as proposed by Gifford some time ago 

(Gifford 1966:342-343).  Unlike Gifford, however, I leave aside the distinction between 

conscious and unconscious choices in potting characteristics (see Gifford 1966:342) as I find it 

impossible to distinguish between them when looking at archaeological materials.  Instead, I 

examine commonalities and differences in surface treatment, decoration, and form between 

ceramic assemblages as evidences of social proximity and distance, respectively, involved in the 

deployment of social relations between the Maya of Naachtun.  
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  The first part of this chapter introduces the site of Naachtun to the reader and provides a 

brief account of the archaeological research conducted there, as well as the occupation history of 

the site from its origins in the Late Preclassic through its definitive abandonment in the Terminal 

Classic.  Part two in this section discusses the characteristics of the sample used in this study, 

including their contexts of provenience, and the relevance of the current samples of materials to 

address the questions of chronology.  In particular, I show the stratigraphic relations between 

different excavation units attested in each digging and relate the stratigraphy of each excavation 

in a chronological sequence, determining which are the oldest and the more recent deposits.   

  Part three deals with the characteristics of the type-variety classification system and its 

application in the present study, including its strengths and limitations in addressing the research 

questions of this work.  Here, I present a seriation for the early ceramics collected in the contexts 

discussed in part two.  The results of this section provide the backbone for the reconstruction and 

the discussion presented in chapters 5 and 6.      

  Part four is a description of contexts that provided significant volumes of Late Preclassic 

and Early Classic period ceramics, but are not part of a sequence of clearly stratified deposits like 

those presented in part two.  These cases, however, serve to illustrate particular contexts of 

deposition that expand the information obtained from seriations of ceramics.  Finally, part five, 

the conclusion of the chapter, includes a chronological scheme for the early pottery of Naachtun.     
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4.1 The site of Naachtun: Research and history 

The archaeological site known today as Naachtun (also dubbed “El Infiernito” or the Little Hell 

by old chicleros) is located in the northeastern corner of the Department of Petén, Guatemala 

(Figure 4.1).  Naachtun was brought to the attention of North American and European scholars in 

the 20
th

 century after explorations conducted by Lundell (1932), Morley (1922, 1937:38), and 

Rupert and Denison (1943).  Initial scientific exploration of the site began with Rupert and 

Denison’s preliminary map of the site (Rupert and Denison 1943), which has recently been 

upgraded on the basis of more current fieldwork conducted in the 2000’s (Morton 2004; 

Nondédéo et al. 2011).  Dr. Kathryn Reese-Taylor of the University of Calgary, Dr. Peter 

Mathews of La Trobe University, and Lic. Marcelo Zamora of San Carlos University 

commenced archaeological explorations at the site in 2003 with reconnaissance and recording of 

stelae.  Excavations began in 2004 and continued in 2005.  Lic. Martin Rangel acted as co-

director of the project in subsequent fieldwork seasons.  In 2010 a French team leaded by 

Philippe Nondédéo of the CNRS or National Center of Scientific Research of France took over 

investigations in Naachtun after the first project, and continues research there to this date (2013).  
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Maya area showing the location of Naachtun (in red) and sites mentioned 

in this work. 

   

  Archaeological research conducted by the Canadian and the French projects shows that the 

occupation of Naachtun spans a period from at least the 2
nd

 to the 11
th

 century AD (Patiño 2011; 

Patiño and Forné 2012; Nondédéo et al. 2011, 2011a; Walker 2009; Walker and Alvarado 

2005:133-136).  Studies of pottery collected at the site document materials dating to the Late 

Preclassic, Early Classic, Late Classic, and Terminal Classic periods, as well as a small sample of 

Postclassic censers (Patiño 2011; Patiño and Forné 2012; Walker and Alvarado 2005).  On the 

basis of these analyses, the current ceramic chronology of the site is arranged in four ceramic 

complexes, not including Postclassic materials (Patiño 2011; Patiño and Forné 2012.  See also 
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Table 4.1).  In addition, published information on the ceramic chronologies of other sites in the 

lowlands was used to complement and check the reconstructions on ceramic chronology for 

Naachtun.   

Table 4.1.  Ceramic complexes and relative chronologies established for Naachtun.   

Ceramic Complex Dates Period 

Kuts ?-50 BC? Late Preclassic 

Balam 50 BC?-400/450AD Early Classic 

Maax 450/500-830 AD Late Classic 

Muuch 830-950 AD Terminal Classic 

 

  Current data on settlement patterns indicates that Naachtun grew suddenly from a 

settlement of modest proportions in the Late Preclassic to a booming center of considerable size 

with monumental architecture and carved monuments in the Classic Period that persisted well 

into the troubled Terminal Classic period (Nondédéo and Morales-Aguilar 2012:445-447; 

Nondédéo et al. 2010; Nondédéo et al. 2011; Reese-Taylor and Rangel 2005; Walker and 

Alvarado 2005:134).  After its abandonment, the existence of Naachtun was known among 

lowland Maya communities as attested by the presence of Postclassic censers from this period 

found in the site (Walker 2009:16). 

  Naachtun encompasses a system of monumental buildings placed atop a limestone ridge 

bordering a seasonal swamp, or bajo, to the north, and a series of, presumably, residential 

compounds of different size and composition to the south (Nondédéo et al. 2011; Rupert and 

Denison 1943; Reese-Taylor and Rangel 2005:Plano 1.  See Figure 1.1 in chapter 1).  The 

original surveyors of the site dubbed each compound of monumental buildings Group A, B and 

C, respectively, (Rupert and Denison 1943) (Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4).  Group A incorporates 

four large plazas (the north, south, east and west plazas) a large E-Group, three other pyramidal 
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buildings (Structures XIX, XXI, and XXVII in the original notation), and a walled compound 

housing several range structures (Figure 4.2).  Group B comprises a maze of masonry range 

structures on raised platforms, engulfing a series of patios of different sizes, as well as a 

pyramidal structure (Str. 603-604, previously known as Str. XXXVIII) (Figure 4.3).  Finally, 

Group C consists of a series of pyramidal buildings, including a triadic group, and some long 

platforms (Figure 4.4).  In spite of the presence of Late Preclassic ceramics at the site, an 

intriguing aspect of Naachtun is the lack of architecture dating from this period (Nondédéo and 

Morales Aguilar 2012:445), although some buildings in Group C and the water reservoir of 

Group A possibly date to this timeline (Walker and Alvarado 2005).  In contrast, evidences of 

Early Classic and Late Classic occupation are attested in the form of buildings, sub-structures 

(these are structures buried under later stages of construction), and floor fillings in plazas and 

platforms in Group A, Group B, and several other smaller groups located south of the core area 

of Naachtun (Nondédéo and Morales Aguilar 2012:445-447).  Maps of these groups are shown in 

the pages that follow. 
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Figure 4.2. Plan of Naachtun Group A (Courtesy of the Peten Norte-Naachtun Archaeological 

Project).   
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Figure 4.3. Plan of Naachtun Group B (Courtesy of the Peten Norte-Naachtun Archaeological 

Project).   
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Figure 4.4. Plan of Naachtun Group C (Courtesy of the Peten Norte-Naachtun Archaeological 

Project).   
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   An intriguing aspect of Naachtun is its location in an area midway between the geo-

political influence of the two most influential polities of the lowlands in the Classic Period: Tikal 

and Calakmul.  Marcus has assessed Naachtun as a dependency of Calakmul during the Late 

Classic Period on the basis of similar date cycles in monuments, straight line distances between 

Naachtun and Calakmul, the estimated size of both sites, and the number of monuments (Marcus 

1987:118-120, Figure 43).  Nevertheless, details on the relationship between Naachtun, 

Calakmul, and Tikal remain unknown and need to be addressed by enlarging the corpus of 

hieroglyphic texts from Naachtun. Moreover, the significant numbers of carved stone stelae and 

altars documented in Naachtun suggest that its elites enjoyed a relatively dominant political 

status in Northeastern Petén (Mathews and Parmington 2005:106-107).     

  Archaeological research indicates substantial construction activity, population growth, and 

active trade at Naachtun from the late part of the Early Classic through to the Late Classic 

(Nondédéo et al. 2010; Nondédéo et al. 2011, 2011a; Walker and Alvarado 2005; Walker et al. 

2006:719).  Ceramic and lithic imports from Central Mexico, the Usumacinta Region and the 

Belize Valley have been collected in Naachtun, attesting to the wide extent of the socio-

economic connections enjoyed its denizens, a trend that can be partially explained in terms of the 

location of the site in a crossroads of trade routes connecting different centers and regions both 

east-west and north-south (Andrieu 2012; Nondédéo et al. 2011a; Patiño 2011; Patiño and Forné 

2012).  Results of Instrumental Neutron Activation Analyses of complete vessels and diagnostic 

rimsherds from Naachtun document the flow of imports at least since the second half of the 2
nd

 

century AD (Walker and Reese Taylor 2012:27, 31-32).  At the same time, certain aspects of 

ceramic production and consumption suggest the presence of crafting systems of limited scope 

targeting local demand framed within very peculiar preferences.  In particular, orange 
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polychrome ceramics in Naachtun display very distinctive characteristics, particularly very thick 

walls and painted decoration consisting of repetitions of glyphs (dubbed “pseudoglpyphs” in the 

literature.  See MacLeod and Reents-Budet 1994:139), suggesting very particular and locally 

centered patterns of production and consumption (Patiño and Forné 2012).  Intriguingly, cream 

polychrome pottery, including Codex-Style pottery, produced in the El Mirador Basin during the 

Late Classic (Hansen et al. 1991), is scarce in Naachtun (Patiño 2011:104).  This patterning is 

even more puzzling when considering that cream polychrome pottery is fairly common in 

neighboring sites, such as Nakbe, situated to the east (Morales Aguilar 2010:142-144).  The 

factors responsible for this trend remain unclear.  

  During the Terminal Classic, the flow to Naachtun of lithics and ceramics of foreign origin 

continued.  Caribbean seashell and jadeite artifacts continue to be present in elite burial 

accouterments and dedicatory caches (Nondédéo et al. 2010; Nondédéo et al. 2011).  The East-

West oriented trade route axis documented for the Late Classic persisted, as attested by 

identifiable non-local stone and pottery artifacts, although some northern elements become 

apparent in the Terminal Classic period in Naachtun (Andrieu 2011:437-438; Patiño 2011:117; 

Patiño and Forné 2012:427, 432; Walker 2009).  

  Inventories of imported pottery brought to Naachtun changed during the Terminal Classic.  

During this time, non-local pottery, such as fine orange pottery from the Pasion and Usumacinta 

River valleys, ash tempered wares from Belize, and Slate wares common in the north, are present 

in some quantity (Patiño 2011:117-118; Patiño and Forné 2012:421).  Laporte reports a similar 

pattern in Terminal Classic sites of the Mopan Valley to the south that he considers indicative of 

commercial reorganization (Laporte 2004:229).  Such redeployment of trade routes likely 

involved changes in the list of goods in demand rather than a drastic shift in the geographical 
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coverage or a breakdown in trade activities.  In spite of the buoyancy of trade routes and 

consumption practices, however, the extent of the occupied area of Naachtun seems to have 

dwindled by the end of the Terminal Classic in spite of its relatively good economic standing. 

During this time, occupation seems to concentrate mainly in Group B (Nondédéo et al. 2011), 

although traces of Terminal Classic occupation are present south of this area.  An explanation of 

this pattern is still pending.   

4.2. Characteristics of the study sample: precedence and chronology 

 The sample of ceramics that comprises the subject of this study includes mainly Late 

Preclassic and Early Classic period potsherds collected at the site of Naachtun from 2010 to 2012 

by the archaeological project sponsored by the Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique of 

France In addition, I bring into the discussion findings from the research at the site conducted by 

the University of Calgary from 2002 to 2005 when it provides relevant information to the 

findings of the French project. 

     As remarked in the beginning of this chapter, the study of potsherds provides direct 

information on surface treatment, decoration programs, and vessel forms, providing a means to 

address interconnections between different instances of ceramic manufacture and consumption in 

Naachtun and its surrounding region.  Due to their relative abundance in most sites, the study of 

potsherds provides a reliable source of information on the most visible characteristics of vessels, 

pottery manufacture, and consumption as they crosscut different depositional contexts, social 

groups, and classes of settlements (Hirshman et al. 2010:266).  However, the study of vessel 

fragments must rely on a methodology amenable to accounting for trends in variation suited for 

fragmented artifacts. 
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  Laboratory analysis included ceramics collected from all contexts excavated and explored 

by archaeologists working in the field, which comprised pottery collected in construction fills 

dedicatory caches, termination deposits, and concentrations of debris associated with structures.  

During the 2010 season, collections of ceramics from different contexts were placed in individual 

plastic bags called “lots” and labeled according to a sequence of numbers assigned to each 

archaeologist working at an excavation.  Each one of these numbers also corresponded to a 

particular excavation unit and corresponding to a natural stratum of soil, a floor filling, a feature, 

or a dedicatory deposit documented in an excavation.  In the case of thick floor fills, materials 

were collected following arbitrary levels of 10cm.   During the 2010 field season, most 

excavations were limited to testing units of 2x2m that were extended when significant findings 

were attested.   

   In 2011 and 2012, the Petén Norte-Naachtun Project implemented the notions of Work 

Unit (WU) and Excavation Unit (EU) to replace those of excavation and lot, respectively.  The 

Work Unit usually refers to test pits of 2x2m or a trench larger in size.  Work Units belong to 

particular operations targeting specific programs of questions and areas of the site.  In turn, a 

Work Unit has several Excavation Units, defined as “tangible units of analysis” reflective of 

forms of cultural behavior documented in the form of features, construction stages, floor fills, 

caches, offerings, and so on.     

  Materials belonging to lots (2010) or EU’s (2011 and 2012) from individual excavations 

were sorted using a type-variety classification system (discussed below) in the lab.  Observed 

frequencies of potsherds belonging to particular types and varieties and modal elements were 

recorded in a standardized field form.  As well, I recorded the characteristic of every individual 

rimsherd in a field book that included type, variety, vessel form, surface treatment, decoration, 
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paste characteristics, absence and/or presence of cores, inclusions, and types of lip and rim 

observed in each specimen.  In addition, every rimsherd was photographed and the code of each 

picture was written down next to the description.   

   Using information on provenience and percentages of potsherds, a preliminary sequence 

for the entire site was developed by Forné for Naachtun mingling information from different 

contexts attested in the site (see Patiño and Forné 2012:427-429, Figure 25).  In this work, 

however, I build a ceramic chronology using the results of individual seriations obtained from 

excavations with good sequences of stratified sealed floors.  This strategy not only allows me to 

establish a relative chronology for the early occupation of Naachtun, but also is particularly 

suitable for documenting different trends in manufacture and consumption occurring in particular 

areas of Naachtun.  This strategy relied on the study of pottery collected in excavations with 

sealed and clearly stratified deposits following concerns on depositional histories skewing 

patterns of variation and type-variety counts (Beck 2006; Hayden and Cannon 1983; Schiffer 

1985).  In this regard, comparisons between seriations only include assemblages collected from 

floor fills. 

  Four particular WU’s served this objective well: Test pit 11 of Operation II.1conducted in 

the walled compound of Group A (Figure 4.5), and Test pit 5, Test pit 7 and Test pit 8 of 

Operation II.2 conducted in grid quadrant 6N (Cotom et al. 2012:137 (Alvarado Najarro and 

Cotom Nimatuj 2012:55), which encompasses excavations in small architectural groups located 

south of the central area of Naachtun (Figure 4.6).  Four three-units provided a series of clearly 

stratified, deep, sealed contexts that illustrated the developments of Early Classic ceramics in 

particular.  The physical characteristics of these excavations are described in the following 

sections. 
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4.5.  Location of Test pit 11 (Sondeo 11) of Operation II.1 within the walled compound of Group 

A (From Morales Aguilar 2012: Figure 1) 
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  a) 

   

b) 

Figure 4.6. a) Location of Test pit 5 (S.5); b) location of Test pit 7 (S.7) and Test pit 8 (S.8) 

(From Cotom et al. 2012: Figure 20 and Alvarado Najarro and Cotom Nimatuj 2012: Figure 1).    
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4.2.1.Test pit 11 of Operation II.1. 

Test pit 11 is situated in the southeast corner of the stone enclosure surrounding the walled 

compound (Figure 4.5).  Excavations of this unit began in 2011 and continued in 2012 (Morales 

Aguilar 2012; Escobar Durand 2012).  Test pit 11 features EU-974, EU-975, EU-976, EU-977, 

EU-978, EU-979, EU-980, EU-981, EU-982, EU-983, EU-984, EU-985, EU-986, EU-987, EU-

988, EU-989, EU-990, EU-991, EU-992, EU-993, EU-994, EU-995, EU-996, EU-997, EU-998-

EU-999, EU-1166, EU-1167, EU-1168 and EU-119 (Figure 4.7).  The following description of 

each unit documented in Test pit 11 is based on the reports of Morales Aguilar (2012) and 

Escobar Durand (2012): 

EU-974 and EU 975: Layer of humus, brown soil, and an upper part of the crumbled 

construction material deposited on top of the wall remains. 

EU-976: 0.40m thick layer of light gray soil mixed with crushed rock. 

EU-977: Layer of light gray soil mixed with pieces of flint and fallen debris in the form of 

large boulders of rock. 

EU-978: Layer of coarse, dark brown soil mixed with roots. 

EU-979: Layer of brown-gray soil mixed with roots and crushed rocks. 

EU-980: Layer of collapsed limestone blocks and boulders mixed with brown-gray soil. 

EU-981: Layer of gray soil mixed with ceramics that covered an alignment of stones forming 

the enclosure of the walled compound. 

EU-982 and EU-983: Deposit consisting of a human femur and a large potsherd placed by the 

buttress of the wall.   

EU-984: 0.10m thick layer of cultural materials (ceramics and bone). 
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EU-985: Oval concentration of ashes (East-west axis: 0. 80m wide; north-south axis: 0.65m 

wide), bone, and ceramics concentrated towards the central part of the north profile of the 

excavation.  This feature was found on top of an opening carved through the stucco floor 

documented in EU-987. 

EU-987: 0.05m thick white compact stucco floor.   

EU-988: Construction fill made of crushed rock and gray soil. 

EU-989: Layer of brown-gray soil of medium texture mixed with chunks of stucco from a 

floor located beneath. 

EU-990 and EU-991: Layer of compact decomposed limestone (sascab). 

EU-992 and EU-993: Layer of loose decomposed limestone mixed with crushed rocks. 

EU-994: Postmold in EU-996. 

EU-995: 0.15m thick compact and homogeneous layer of cream stucco. 

EU-996: Layer of gray-cream soil mixed with rocks. 

EU-997: 0.10cm thick cream stucco floor affixed to a plastered platform with a horizontal 

duct covered in stucco and slabs on its base. 

EU-998: Construction filling comprised of large boulders and loose gray soil placed in front 

of the platform of EU-977. 

EU-999: Thin layer of dark black-brown soil. 

EU-1166: Construction fill comprised of a layer of compacted, decomposed limestone 

followed by a loose layer of the same material mixed with crushed rocks in the bottom. 

EU-1167: Construction fill formed by a layer of loose decomposed limestone (sascab) 

covering a more compact and thicker layer of white soil. 
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EU-1168: Layer of clayish and compact gray soil. 

EU-1169: Concentration of cultural material (ceramics and bone) placed on the soil of EU-

1168. 

 

4.2.2. Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 

Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 is situated by the southwest corner of Structure 3, encompassing a 

total of 19 EU’s that extended to a depth of 3.68m (Cotom et al. 2012:137) (Figure 4.6a).  This 

excavation documented a series of stucco floors, construction fills, and one possible offering; 

these are identified as EU-1216, EU-1217, EU-1218, EU-1219, EU-1220, EU-1221, EU-1222, 

EU-1223, EU-1224, EU-1225, EU-1226, EU-1227, EU-1228, EU-1229, EU-1230, EU-1231, 

EU-1232, EU-1233 and EU-1234 (Figure 4.8).  The following is a description of each one of 

these units based on the report by Cotom et al (2012:137-140): 

EU-1216 and EU-1219: 0.20 m thick matrix of humus composed of dark grainy and compact 

brown soil mixed with roots and crushed rocks. 

EU-1217 and EU-1220: Matrix of dark brown soil with a sandy consistency. 

EU-1218: 0.63m thick deposit of crumbled stone wall, rocks, and carved stone belonging to a 

building located on top of the platform of Structure 3.  This debris was mixed with a sandy 

brown soil with roots and crushed rock.  A poorly preserved stucco floor and the remaining 

parts of a supporting wall belonging to the room on top of the platform were found below 

these materials.       

EU-1221: Stucco floor of last construction stage of the building.  The exact thickness of this 

element could not be determined with certainty due to poor preservation, although EU-1221 

covers a layer of 0.09m. 
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EU-1222: 0.09 thick construction fill made of light brown-gray soil supporting the stucco 

floor of EU-1221. 

EU-1223: Intrusive cache placed between two stucco floors (EU-1225 and EU-1227) 

containing two unslipped bowls placed lip-to-lip and filled with a jadeite bead, coral, shell, 

and two pieces of gray and green obsidian. 

EU-1224: Alignment of rocks with a north-south orientation found underneath EU-1222. 

EU-1225: 0.06-0.14m thick stucco floor demolished in its northern corner when the offering 

of EU-1223 was put in place. 

EU-1226: Layer of gray soil supporting the alignment of rocks of EU-1224. 

EU-1227: 0.06 m stucco floor supported by a base of crushed rock 0.04m thick. 

EU-1228: 0.25m thick construction fill made of a mix of light gray soil and crushed rock.  

EU-1229: 0.14m thick layer of gray soil. 

EU-1230: 0.19m construction fill made of light gray soil. 

EU-1231:  0.14m thick matrix of dark brown soil, possibly an ancient soil buried under 

subsequent construction stages.   

EU-1232: 1.02m thick layer of clayish soil.  No cultural materials were found here. 

EU-1233: White clay matrix.  No cultural materials were found here. 

EU-1234: Additional excavation unit places by the base of the platform of Structure 3. 
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Figure 4.7.  South profile of Test pit 11, Operation II.1.  Drawing by Claudine Escobar 

Durand (From Escobar Durand 2012: Figure 8).         
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Figure 4.8.  North profile of Test pit 5.of Operation II.2.  Drawing by Julio Cotom (From 

Cotom et al. 2012: Figure 21). 
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4.2.3. Test pit 7 of Operation II.2 

Test pit 7 is located in the northeast area of Structure 124 (Figure 4.6b).  Excavations conducted 

in this unit documented a sequence of over-imposed strata, floors, and floor fills, identified as 

EU-1252, EU-1253, EU-1254, EU-1255, EU-1256, EU-1257, EU-1258, EU-1259, EU-1260, and 

EU-1261 (Figure 4.9).  A brief description of each one is provided next following the report of 

Alvarado-Najarro and Cotom Nimatuj (2012:56-61). 

EU-1252: It is the most superficial Excavation Unit of Test pit 7 and corresponds to a 0.20m 

thick layer of humus characterized by the abundance of tree roots mixed with sandy soil. 

 EU-1253: Layer of brown soil 0.23m thick mixed with ground stone and roots. 

EU-1254: Fallen stones and other crumbled construction material that made part of Structure 

124.  This layer has a thickness of 0.47cm. 

EU-1255:  Occupation floor 0.04m thick made of compact stucco resting on a construction 

fill of small crushed rocks mixed with gray ashy soil, sand, and small roots 0.08m thick.  

Poorly preserved. 

EU-1256: Second occupation floor, 0.03m thick, made of compact stucco resting on a 0.10m 

thick fill of crushed rock and gray soil that, in turn, covered an alignment of rocks oriented 

South-North and West-East. 

EU-1257: Layer of gray ashy soil mixed with small particles of charcoal 0.08m thick filling 

the spaces between the alignments of the rocks of EU-1256. 

EU-1259: Third occupation floor 0.05m thick made of compact stucco resting on a 0.05m 

thick fill of very fine and loose gray soil mixed with few crushed rocks. 

EU-1260:  Possible floor comprising a layer of crushed rock and gray soil 0.16m thick with a 

chalky, compact texture. 
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EU-1261:  0.21m thick layer of loose, laminar dark brown soil mixed with few crushed rocks 

and carbon particles resting over the bedrock.    

EU-1258 (Feature 11):  Intrusive deposit consisting of a pit with an ovoid mouth (North-

south axis: 0.46m wide; east-west axis: 0.28 cm) filled with brownish-gray soil mixed with 

small pieces of charcoal that begins in EU-1257 and extends through a depth of 0.37cm, 

passing through EU’s 1259 and 1260. 

 

 

Figure 4.9.  East profile of Test pit 7 of Operation II.2.  Drawing by Julio Cotom Nimatuj (From 

Alvarado-Najarro and Cotom Nimatuj 2012: Figure 7).       
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4.2.4. Test pit 8 of Operation II.2 

Test pit 8 (Test pit 8 and 8a) is located west of Structure 118 and inside the area of Patio 4 

(Figure 4.6b).  It encompasses EU-1275, EU-1276, EU-1277, EU-1278, EU-1279, EU-1280, EU-

1281, EU-1282, EU-1283, EU-1284, EU-1285, EU-1286, and EU-1287. Like Test pit 7, Test pit 

8 shows a series of overlapping floors and fills that indicate a relatively long occupation history 

(Figure 4.10).  The following are the characteristics of each one of the EU’s that encompass this 

excavation.  This description follows the report by Alvarado Najarro and Cotom Nimatuj (2012) 

on this excavation: 

EU-1275/1279:  Layer of humus mixed with crumbled stones (including possible pieces of a 

vault) from Structure 118 and a light brown sandy and loose soil. 

EU-1288: Matrix of light brown soil mixed with crumbled stones. 

EU-1280:  Occupation floor resting over a stucco floor covered with some kind of plaster of 

poor quality made of crushed chunks of limestone.  EU-1280 rests directly over EU-1281. 

EU-1281:  0.10m thick construction fill made of crushed stone mixed with brown soil, 

limestone, potsherds, and lithic material. 

EU-1282: 0.06cm thick stucco floor.   

EU-1283: Very compact filling of crushed rocks mixed with gray soil. 

EU-1284/1285: Matrix of dark brown soil mixed with ash and chunks of charcoal. 

EU-1286: Extension of UE-1285 in the north profile of the excavation.  It encompasses a 

compacted aggregation of sherds resting over the dark brown soil of EU-1285.  

EU-1287:  Fill of dark brown soil with compact texture mixed with charcoal placed within a 

depression cut in the bedrock located below the matrix of soil of EU-1284/1285.     
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Figure 4.10.  North profile of Test pit 8 of Operation II.2.  Drawing by Silvia Alvarado Najarro.  

(From Alvarado-Najarro and Cotom Nimatuj 2012: Figure 13).       
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 4.2.5 Chronological relations within and between Excavation Units documented in each Work 

Unit 

Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 illustrate the stratigraphic arrangement of the EU’s 

documented in each of the four excavations presented in the previous section.  Each box 

corresponds to a particular Excavation Unit and the lines between them indicate spatial 

connections in terms of vicinity and superposition (Bibby 1993:105-110; Harris 1989).  The 

boxes are arranged from top to bottom and from left to right, those on top being the most 

superficial UE’s (hence later in date), whereas those on the bottom are the deepest (earlier in 

date) (Bibby 1993; Harris 1989).  Two boxes placed side by side indicate that the EU’s in 

question are placed, more or less, at the same depth.  The double lines between boxes indicate 

direct temporal relationship between EU’s (following Bibby 1993:Figure 7.1).  My discussion of 

the results attested in these schemes begins with Test pit 7, and Test pit 8 as these two diggings 

provide two lines of information on the stratigraphy of the same area.  I will then continue with 

Test pit 5, as it is in the same grid quadrant as the first two, and, finally, I discuss Test pit 11.  

Finally, I relate the results attested for the stratigraphy of all excavations and propose a 

chronological scheme for all. 
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Figure 4.11.  Diagram showing the stratigraphic relation between the earliest EU’s of Test Pit 5.   

   The earliest stages of occupation affirmed in the area covered in Test pit 5 of Operation 

II.1 are represented by the soil in EU-1231 and the construction program comprising the 

construction fills of EU-1230, EU-1229, and EU-1228, and the stucco floor of EU-1227.  This 

first architectural sequence was toppled in turn by another program featuring a fill of gray soil 

(EU-1226) supporting a stucco floor (EU-1225), and comprising a row of stones (EU-1224).  An 

offering (EU-1223) was placed at a later time in a hole dug up through the stucco floors of EU-

1225 and EU-1227, possibly right before setting a new construction fill (EU-1222) and stucco 

floor (EU-1221) that seem to be associated to a platform.  The debris fallen from the building on 

top of the platform appears to constitute the contents of EU-1220, EU-1218, and EU-1217 

(Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.12.  Diagram showing the stratigraphic relation between the earliest EU’s of Test pit 7. 

     

Figure 4.13.  Diagram showing the stratigraphic relation between the earliest EU’s of Test pit 8.  
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In Test pit 7 of Operation II.2, the first stages of occupation in the area, are attested as a 

construction fill (EU-1260) and the remains of a stucco floor (EU-1259) that were laid out on top 

of a pre-existing soil (EU-1261).  A second stage of construction encompassing another stucco 

floor and its respective supporting fill (EU-1259) covered the first stage of occupation.  These 

early two stucco floors were dug up later to create a cavity that was filled with brownish soil and 

pieces of charcoal (EU-1258).  This event was followed by the placement of another construction 

fill (EU-1257) and a third stucco floor (EU-1256) that, in turn, were concealed under a fourth and 

last program of construction encompassing a stucco floor and its respective construction fill (EU-

1255).   

 Test pit 8 of Operation II.2 shows an initial history of occupation relatively similar to that 

of Test pit 7, which is not a surprising find given the close proximity between these WU’s.  The 

earliest stage of occupation in Test pit 8 is represented by a construction fill (EU-1283) and a 

stucco floor (EU-1282) built over a layer of soil (EU-1284 and EU-1285).  Eventually, another 

construction fill (EU-1281), its respective toppling stucco floor (EU-1280), and a wall were built 

upon the first construction stage and these seem to constitute the last major construction stage 

documented in Test pit 8. 
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Figure 4.14.  Diagram showing the stratigraphic relation between the earliest EU’s of Test pit 11.  
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  The oldest layers of occupation in Test pit 11 of the walled compound of Group A are EU-

1168 and EU-1169.  A construction fill (EU-1167, EU-1166) and a plastered platform associated 

to a stucco floor and the canal covered in plaster eventually covered both EU-1168 and EU-1169.  

In turn, the entire platform was buried under another fill (EU-999 and EU-998) topped by a very 

thick stucco floor (EU-997).  This construction stage was later buried under yet another 

construction fill (EU-996), its respective stucco floor (EU-995) and a postmold (EU-994).  What 

comes after are another series of construction fills (EU-993, EU-992, EU-991, and EU-990) 

toppled by another stucco floor (EU-989).  On top of the latter, another construction fill, as well 

as the base of the stone enclosure of the walled compound, is present, as well as a feature 

consisting of a concentration of ash mixed with potsherds and bone (UE-994 and UE-995).  The 

overall sequence suggests an initial occupation on top of the bottom most clayish soil that 

eventually was toppled by a plastered platform, which, in turn, was covered by a series of 

overlapping floors.  The sequence ended with the construction of the stone enclosure that 

surrounds the walled compound and the performance of a series of actions that included opening 

a crack on the stucco floor adhered to the wall and the placement of a layer of ashes mixed with 

cultural material (bone and ceramics). 

  On the basis of the reconstructions revealed here, I use the sequences of layers presented to 

provide a relative chronology for the early occupation of Naachtun on the basis of analysis 

documented in the type-variety classification of ceramics.  Both the information about the 

formation of the stratigraphy and the analysis of potsherds will provide the foundation for a 

series of ceramics seriations for the early occupation of Naachtun, as well as the basis for the 
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reconstructions on patterns of manufacture and consumption in the materialization of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth at the site presented in Chapter 5.   

4.3 The type-variety system  

Ceramics retrieved from excavated contexts and looting trenches were classified using the type-

variety system.  The use of this classificatory scheme has two purposes in mind: 1) to provide the 

background for the chronology of Naachtun; and 2) to compare the ceramics of Naachtun to 

materials reported in other sites in order to track political and trade connections.   In this regard, 

the system provides a common ground for ceramicists working on different sites to relate their 

findings at different scales of analysis (within and between sites, local, regional, pan-regional). 

  A strong process of hypothesis testing must involve the acquisition of data programmed on 

the basis of a given hypothesis or hypotheses and the evaluation of the latter in terms of the 

acquired data (Arnold 2003:56).  The importance of following both steps lies on reaching 

logically valid explanations that account for the observed results of unknown behavior 

documented in the archaeological record. The combined use of several and independent lines of 

evidence in the form of information from several excavations provides parameters of reference to 

evaluate the accuracy of the conclusions and the working hypothesis on the basis of the observed 

results, avoiding self-fulfilling arguments, reaching strong and sound conclusions on the basis of 

the evidence examined at a given scale (Arnold 2003; Binford 2001:46-50; Jones 2002:71-82). 

  It is important to remark that the type-variety system has undergone several revisions and 

changes since its invention in the late fifties.  Early versions of this classificatory scheme 

emphasized tactile and visual characteristics of surface treatment as the main criteria for analysis 

(Phillips and Gifford 1961).  Alternative systems of classification developed by Robert E. Smith 

(1955) and John E. S. Thompson (1939) sorted ceramics emphasizing sets of individual features 
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to distinguish classificatory units.  Later approaches to type-variety eventually combined surface 

characteristics with trends in paste, vessel shape, decoration and other physical characteristic of 

the ceramics (Adams 1971; Ball 1977; Gifford 1976; Forsyth 1983, 1989).           

The type variety system assigns ceramics to groups based on descriptions of vessel shape, 

decorative techniques and paste, each one named after distinctive modes such as slip, color and 

surface treatment (Gifford 1976:16-17, 25; Sabloff 1975:3; R.E. Smith and Gifford 1966; Willey 

and Gifford 1960; Willey et al. 1967).  Type-variety system combines observed traits into units 

of analysis clustered on a hierarchical scheme with different levels of abstraction (Smith and 

Gifford 1966).         

4.3.1 The type-variety hierarchical system 

The type-variety system places individual potsherds and vessels into larger groups or defined 

combinations with shared physical traits.  Each group, in turn, is present in particular 

archaeological units that point at the occurrence of particular pottery in distinctive periods and 

locales.  Various sites within the same area at a given time can share groups of similar pottery, 

indicating cultural connections and contemporaneous occupation.  The exclusive focus of the 

type-variety system on ceramics implies that other cultural materials are not included in this 

classification scheme (Gifford 1976).     

At its most basic level, the type-variety system records attributes.  Attributes are visible 

traits (vessel construction, form, technique of decoration and designs) observed in pottery 

(Gifford 1976:7-11).  In turn, attributes serve to characterize ceramic types and varieties.  Gifford 

defines the ceramic “type” as “a ceramic unit that is recognizably distinct as to certain visual or 

tactile characteristics. The type represents an aggregate of distinct ceramic attributes that is 

indicative of a particular category of pottery produced during a specific time interval within a 
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specific region” (Gifford 1976:9, emphasis mine).  The “variety” is the range of variation attested 

in a type in terms of a small number of attributes, geographical distribution and chronology 

(Gifford 1976:10).  Therefore, types and varieties are units of analysis that have distinct visual 

and tactile attributes diagnostic of a particular class of pottery produced in a given period, 

whereas specimens of the same type with a distinctive, small number of attributes constitute a 

variety (Adams 1971:6-7; Gifford 1976:9-10).  A significant attribute or attributes observed 

among several types and varieties constitute a mode (Gifford 1976:11).  

Types that show similarities in form, base color and other technological attributes 

constitute a ceramic group (Gifford 1963; 1976:17-18).  Ceramic groups with similar 

technological attributes such as paste texture, temper, hardness, thickness and color, as well as 

resemblances in slip and shade are placed into specific wares (Sabloff and Smith 1972:98), 

although it is also been argued that the notion of ware should encompass only paste 

characteristics (Rice 1976, 2013:19-20).  The ware is not restricted to a particular period, locale, 

and phase as it may include several types, varieties and ceramic groups (Forsyth 1983:9).         

Types can be grouped into more abstract categories that inform about how material culture 

is related in space and time.  Foremost, the arrangement of particular types and modes co-

occurring in a particular contexts, sites, and geographical area at a specific interval of time 

constitute a ceramic complex (Gifford 1976:11; Willey et al. 1967:304).  A ceramic complex can 

be split into a minor temporal subdivision called facet, characterized by the occurrence of 

changes in modes, attributes, and ceramic types and varieties that are not sufficiently 

distinguished to warrant the separation of the materials in question into different ceramic 

complexes (Willey et al. 1967:304).   
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In a discussion on the ceramic sequence of Waxaktun, Willey and Phillips (1965 [1958]: 

25) implicitly see the ceramic complex coeval to the concept of phase and the facet to that of sub-

phase.  The phase is related to the notion of ceramic complex as the former refers to a unit 

(specifically an archaeological unit) that shows a series of characteristic traits that distinguish it 

from other units conceived in the same fashion limited in space to a locality or a region and 

chronologically limited to an interval of time (Willey and Phillips 1965 [1958]: 22). In turn, 

smaller temporal units, characterized by the presence of specific items of content within the 

phase, constitute sub-phases (Willey and Phillips 1965 [1958]: 24).  As phases and sub-phases 

encompass not just pottery but other cultural materials, I prefer to stick to the notions of ceramic 

complex and facet when presenting and discussing the results of the type-variety classification 

scheme used in this work.  

In some cases, a ceramic complex can engulf a subcomplex.  A subcomplex is understood 

originally as “a subsivision of a complex that has significance in cultural interpretation other than 

that of chronological differentiation” (Willey et al 1967:304).  In this regard, a subcomplex is a 

ceramic assemblage of small size that has very particular functions and is present consistently in 

functionally specialized contexts such as burials, dedicatory deposits, offerings and other 

ceremonial settings (Ball 1977:3; Chase and Chase 1987a: 13-14, 20-23,28-29, 34,38-43, 45,46-

48; Willey et al. 1967:304). Recently, the notion of subcomplex is extended to include de-facto 

vessel groups recovered archaeologically, which encompass a wider variety of forms, groups, 

and types that encompass fine and plain wares of different function (Chase and Chase 2013:49-

50).  Therefore, subcomplexes are expected to be quite diverse from one setting to another 

because of the different range of activities and social groups they represent (Chase and Chase 

2013:50).  Because of their reduced size, its localized occurrence, and the possibility that a given 
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subcomplex can occur in several ceramic complexes, it is necessary to consider a comparison of 

stratigraphically related contexts to determine the chronological placement of the subcomplexes 

documented in a given site (Ball 1977:142-150; Chase and Chase 2013:52). 

The ceramics of several locales can be related when they share ceramic types produced in 

the same time frame.  At a regional level of inclusion, ceramic complexes from different sites 

belong to a ceramic sphere when they share 60% or more types, and have a close degree of 

resemblance in inventories of modes (Ball 1976:323; Willey et al. 1967:306-312).  In this regard, 

ceramic spheres account for cultural contact at the technological level (Willey et al. 1967:306).   

A ceramic complex belongs to a ceramic horizon when a number of ceramic complexes 

present in a short period of time in a wide geographical area and share a distinctive set of modes 

(Willey et al. 1967:305).  In contrast, modes that persist in time and cross-cut a number of 

ceramic types are constituent of a ceramic tradition (Forsyth 1983:9; Gifford 1976:14).  Finally, 

contemporaneous ceramic types with similar design styles and surface characteristics present in a 

large geographical area form a ceramic system (Gifford 1976:12; Phillips and Gifford 1959:17 

cited in Forsyth 1983:9).  Members of the ceramic system belong to the same type but can also 

be included in several wares (Forsyth 1983:9).    

When a particular ceramic sequence documented in a site shows that one or several types 

developed into another in time, it is said that they belong to a ceramic sequence (Gifford 

1976:12).  The same concept is dubbed ceramic series in other works (Forsyth 1983:9).  The 

change in terminology intends to clarify that the idea is not limited exclusively to a succession of 

types, but also conveys the notion of continuity in technological attributes and wares (Gifford 

1976:12; Forsyth 1983:9).        
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The type-variety system considers two more categories of analysis grounded on stylistic 

categories: the design style and the ceramic school.  In terms of the type-variety approach, style 

is defined as a constant way to produce particular iconographic renditions in a given culture.  In 

this regard, design style is the analysis of particular motifs and combinations of these to 

determine intercultural relations between pottery types (Gifford 1976:15).    The ceramic school 

integrates several contemporaneous types which present distinct motifs and compositions 

rendered in a particular fashion (Gifford 1976:15).  Ball (1993) has included surface treatment 

characteristics as indicative of particular workshops and schools of potters.  In this regard, 

technological traits also can work as indicative of stylistic variation.         

4.3.2 Limitations of the type-variety system 

The type-variety system is a successful typological tool for two reasons: 1) it has proved useful 

to study the pottery of unstudied collections on the basis of previous studies from other sites. 2) It 

provides a relatively standardized reference for comparisons between the ceramic assemblages 

from several sites (Forsyth 1983:229-230; Sabloff 1975:3).    

The application of the type-variety system as presented above is not free of methodological 

problems, however.  One is the lack of consensus regarding the rank of particular categories at 

high levels of abstraction within the hierarchical scheme, leading to inconsistencies in the 

practical application of the scheme (Forsyth 1983:230-231).   Diversity in vessel size, physical 

attributes and meaning of decoration can be masked under poor descriptions of the ceramic types 

(Forsyth 1983:231-232; Sabloff 1975:3).  In particular, vessel shape and variation in decorative 

motifs can be lost within the hierarchies of the type-variety system.  Most importantly, the 

meaning of particular modes and attributes in terms of social interaction and identity is blurred 

under the traditional type-variety approach and its modal counterpart (Smith 1955). 
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Sabloff (1975:5-6) and Forsyth (1983:240-241) cogently argue that data on vessel shape, 

particular attributes, and modes is lost when categories emphasize certain decorative and 

technical features.  Several works try to overcome this problem in a variety of ways.  Adams’ 

analysis of the ceramics of Altar de Sacrificios combines attributes in paste and surface with 

stylistic characteristics such as the placement of particular designs on distinctive sections of the 

vessel or use of colors in graphic compositions (Adams 1971:30-35).  Adams was able to notice 

chronological trends in stylistic traits when looking at documented stratigraphic contexts, 

allowing for the classification of ceramics recovered from mixed contexts on stylistic basis alone 

(Adams 1971:35).  However, some of the stylistic criteria used by Adams are not well defined, 

leading to ambiguities in identification (Forsyth 1989:6).      

Forsyth’s type-variety-mode approach overcomes the limitations of the traditional type-

variety system by relating vessel forms and decorative, surface, design, color and paste modes to 

ceramic types and varieties (Forsyth 1983:8-10; 139-179).  Recently, Culbert and Rands 

(2007:182, 185-187) show that taking distinctive decorative designs and vessel shapes as 

implicit, leaves the function and the cultural significance of these elements diminished under the 

classification scheme.  These authors argue for a level system that integrates variation in surface 

treatment to vessel classes, decoration and chemical variation in pastes (Culbert and Rands 

2007:187-188). 

4.3.3 Results of the type-variety classification of ceramics from stratified excavations and a 

chronological scheme for the early occupation of the site 

In this section, I apply the principles of type variety analysis outlined above to analyze the 

ceramic materials from Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pits 5, 7, and 8 of Operation II.2.  

By combining the results of the type variety analysis to data on the stratigraphy of these WU’s, I 
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build seriations of ceramic types-varieties and modes documented in the EU’s of each individual 

WU.  These seriations, in turn, serve to reconstruct patterns of manufacture and consumption at 

the site during the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods in Naachtun.  

  Descriptions of Late Preclassic and Early Classic ceramic types and varieties are presented 

in Appendix A.  The approach to the type-variety in that section follows the classificatory 

scheme of Gifford (1976) with slight modifications following the recommendations of Forsyth 

(1983; 1989) and Culbert and Rands (2007).  In this regard, I attempt to integrate technological 

characteristics to vessel shape, motifs and modes in order to understand trends in chronology and 

social interaction.  Additionally, this study addresses the chronological significance of ceramic 

types looking at their occurrences in excavated areas.  The time scheme used here follows closely 

the ceramic chronology developed in the work of Walker (2009), Patiño (2011) and that of Patiño 

and Forné (2012).  These studies are based on excavations conducted during two fieldwork 

seasons at Naachtun.  Nevertheless, the present work disagrees on particular typological 

associations at the level of integrative units above the type and the variety as will be presented in 

the section related to this theme.  

4.3.3.1 Results of Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 

The ceramic seriation of types-varieties from Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 show that Aguila 

Orange: Aguila Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety, Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety are the most common 

types and varieties since the very early stages of occupation of the walled compound (Table 4.2).  

As well, the inventory of common types includes Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety and an 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety and Gray Firing Clouds Variety (Remate Group) later 
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in the sequence as indicated by the presence of this type and variety from EU-989 upwards 

(Table 4.2).   

  The inventory of ceramic types and varieties attested in Test pit 11 includes a series of 

types and varieties that are present in very modest proportions, likely representing items of very 

limited consumption. These include Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, Caal Red Polychrome: 

Caal Variety, Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety, Yaloche Cream Polychrome: 

Unspecified Variety, an undetermined type belonging to the Dos Arroyos Group, Pucte Brown: 

Pucte Variety, Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, an Unnamed Red Matte: Unspecified Variety, an 

Unnamed Bright Glossy Red type: Unnamed Variety, an Unnamed Black Mottled: Unspecified, 

Red and Orange Varieties, and a series of unidentified types represented by few potsherds. The 

types in this list that seem more common during the earliest occupation of the walled compound 

are Yaloche Cream Polychrome, the Dos Arroyos Group undetermined type, the Unnamed Bright 

Glossy Red, and Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety, whereas Caal Red Polychrome and Sambula Black 

on Gray seem later additions to the inventory of “rare” types (Table 4.2).  The remaining types 

and varieties of the list seem to be present through the entire course of the occupation sequence 

in the walled compound.  Finally, the placement of Sierra Red: Sierra Variety in the sequence is 

particularly puzzling considering that this is an early ceramic type in other sites of the Maya 

lowlands (see Ball 1977; Forsyth 1989; Smith and Gifford 1966).   

   The seriation of modes obtained for Test pit 11 of Operation II.2 show important 

continuities in vessel forms and modes over time (Table 4.3).  Short-necked jars with direct rims, 

flared vessels with direct rims and straight or curved sides, hemispherical vessels, and modes 

such as annular bases are present through the occupation sequence.  However, there are changes 

in the inventories of some open vessel forms over time.  In particular, vessels with flared sides 
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not taller than 5.0 or 4.0 cm, direct rims, and basal sharp Z-angles are present only in the earliest 

stages of occupation of Test pit 11 (Figure 4.15, Table 4.3), whereas vessels with flared sides 

5.0cm tall or more, direct or curved rims, long (1.5cm or more) basal flanges, basal round Z 

angles, and annular bases are common in later deposits (Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18, Table 4.3).  

Likewise, the percentage of fragments of sharp Z angles is higher in the lowest UE’s and that of 

long basal flanges increases in the upper UE’s.  A very late addition to the inventory of vessel 

shapes is that of the cylindrical tripod vase with hollow rectangular supports and the vessel with 

short (1.0cm or less) basal flanges (Table 4.3). 
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      a) 

      b) 

Figure 4.15.  Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety rimsherd from Test pit 11 

with basal sharp-Z angle, flared sides not taller then 5.0cm and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) 

exterior surface (Photograph by author).  
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     a) 

  b) 

Figure 4.16.  Specimens of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety rimsherds from Test pit 11 with basal 

round-Z angle, flared sides taller than 5.0 cm and direct rim; a) interior surface, b) exterior 

surface (Photograph by author).   
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 a) 

  b) 

Figure 4.17.  Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety rimsherd of vessel from Test pit 11 with long 

basal flange, flared sides 5.0 cm tall and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) exterior surface 

(Photograph by author). 
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                        a) 

                b) 

Figure 4.18.  Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety rimsherd from Test pit 11 with with long basal 

flange, flared sides 5.0 cm tall and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) exterior surface (Photograph 

by author). 
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Table 4.2.  Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties per EU in Test pit 11.  EU’s with two potsherds or less are 

omitted here.  

TYPE VARIETY 
989 

(n) 
% 

990 

(n) 
% 

992 

(n) 
% 

993 

(n) 
% 

995 

(n) 
% 

998 

(n) 
% 

999 

(n) 
% 

1166 

(n) 
% 

1167 

(n) 
% 

1168 

(n) 
% 

1169 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA 18 8.96     1 14.29 3 33.33 4 44.45 2 66.67     11 9.91 2 50.00 22 40.00     

DOS HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS 65 32.34 1 25.00 2 28.55 5 55.56 2 22.22         48 43.25 1 25.00 11 20.00     
UNNAMED 

HARD COMPACT 

RED RED VARIETY         1 14.29                                 

  

GRAY FIRING 

CLOUDS 

VARIETY 32 15.92                                         

BRIGHT GLOSSY 

RED UNSPECIFIED                             2 1.80             
DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME DOS ARROYOS 7 3.48     1 14.29             1 33.33 4 3.60     3 5.45     
DOS ARROYOS 

GROUP 

UNIDENTIFIED  

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED                                         1 16.67 
YALOCHE 

CREAM 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                 1 1.82 2 33.33 

CAAL RED 

POLYCHROME CAAL 1 0.50                                         
SAMBULA 

BLACK ON 

GRAY UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                         

BALANZA 

BLACK BALANZA 8 3.98     1 14.29         1 33.33     6 5.41     2 3.64     

LUCHA INCISED UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                         

BLACK 

MOTTLED UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                         

  RED 2 1.00         1 11.11                     1 1.82 2 33.33 

  ORANGE 2 1.00                                 2 3.64     

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED TRIUNFO 28 13.93 1 25.00         3 33.33     2 66.67 35 31.53     8 14.55 1 16.67 

QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL 26 12.94 1 25.00                     5 4.50 1 25.00 1 1.82     

TRIUNFO/ 

QUINTAL UNSPECIFIED 6 2.99                                         

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE     1 25.00                             4 7.27     

UNNAMED RED 

MATTE UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                         

UNNAMED 

ORANGE MATTE UNSPECIFIED 1 0.50                                         

SIERRA RED SIERRA         1 14.29                                 

  Total 201 

100.0

0 4 

100.0

0 7 

100.0

0 9 

100.0

0 9 

100.0

0 3 

100.0

0 3 

100.0

0 111 

100.0

0 4 

100.0

0 55 

100.0

0 6 

100.0

0 
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Table 4.3.  Frequencies and percentages of modes attested in early EU’s of Test pit 11. 

 

TYPE VARIETY MODES 
989 

(n) 
% 

1166 

(n) 
% 

1167 

(n) 
% 

1168 

(n) 
% 

1169 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA                       

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH SLIGHTLY INCURVED 

RIM                     

    

VESSEL WITH SHORT BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES, AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    

SHALLOW FLARED VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM             1 10.00     

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM     1 9.09             

    

SMALL HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL     1 9.09             

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    BASAL SHARP Z ANGLE             1 10.00     

    

BASAL ROUND SHARP Z-

ANGLE     1 9.09             

    

HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL 

SUPPORT     1 9.09             

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM             1 10.00     

DOS 

HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS                       

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM     1 9.09             

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 2.38 1 9.09             

    ANNULAR BASES             1 10.00     

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND 

THICKENED RIM 1 2.38                 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM 3 7.14                 

    

SHALLOW FLARED VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM             1 10.00     

    

SHALLOW FLARED VESSEL 

WITH THICKENED RIM AND 

INTERNAL INFLECTION 3 7.14 1 9.09             

    

SHALLOW FLARED VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM     1 9.09     1 10.00     

    BASAL SHARP Z ANGLE             1 10.00     
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BASAL ROUND SHARP Z-

ANGLE                     

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 2.38                 

    BASAL THICKENING 1 2.38                 

  

GRAY FIRING 

CLOUDS 

VARIETY                       

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES, THICKENED 

RIM, AND FLAT BOTTOM 1 2.38                 

    ANNULAR BASE 1 2.38                 

    JAR CONCAVE BASE 1 2.38                 

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME DOS ARROYOS                       

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND SLIGHTLY EVERTED RIM                     

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM     1 9.09             

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM                     

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES, THICKENED 

RIM, AND FLAT BOTTOM                     

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 4 9.53                 

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 1 2.38                 

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE, FLARED SIDES NOT 

TALLER THAN 5.0 CM, AND 

DIRECT RIM             1 10.00     

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM     2 18.19             

DOS ARROYOS 

GROUP 

UNIDENTIFIED 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME   

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM                 1 33.33 

YALOCHE 

CREAM 

POLYCHROME                         

    LID/FLARED VESSEL                 1 33.33 

    ANNULAR BASE                 1 33.33 
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CAAL RED 

POLYCHROME CAAL 

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES, AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

SAMBULA 

BLACK ON 

GRAY UNSPECIFIED 

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

BALANZA 

BLACK BALANZA                       

    

CYLINDRICAL TRIPOD VESSEL 

WITH HOLLOW CARVED 

RECTANGULAR SUPPORTS 1 2.38                 

    

BASAL THICKENING 

CYLINDRICAL TRIPOD VESSEL 1 2.38                 

BLACK 

MOTTLED RED                       

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM                     

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED TRIUNFO                       

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM             1 10.00     

QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL                       

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM 1 2.38                 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 2 4.76                 

    FLAT BASE 1 2.38                 

    SMALL DISC             1 10.00     

TRIUNFO/QUIN

TAL   

JAR WITH SLIGHTLY 

OUTCURVED LONG NECK AND 

EXTERIOR FOLDED RIM 6 14.31                 

    

JAR WITH TALL NECK AND 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED RIM 1 2.38                 

    

JAR WITH TALL NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 1 2.38                 

    

SHALLOW HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT RIM 1 2.38                 

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 1 2.38                 

    Total 42 

100.0

0 11 100.00     10 100.00 3 99.99 
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4.3.3.2 Results of Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 

The seriation sequence of Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 resembles that of Test pit 11 of Operation 

II.1 in terms of inventories of types-varieties and modes.  As all the potsherds from EU’s 1228 

and 1229 fitted each other, the contents of these units were counted together.  Aguila Orange: 

Aguila Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety, Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety, 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety are relatively abundant throughout the sequence of both 

WU’s.  In contrast to the results attested for Test pit 11, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos 

Arroyos Variety is a rare type-variety that reaches its highest proportions in the earliest levels of 

occupation of Test pit 5.  As well, Balanza Black: Balanza Variety and Unnamed Bright Glossy 

Red type are relatively common in Test pit 5.  Both are common in the earliest stages of 

occupation of Test pit 5.  Another type not documented in Test pit 11, San Antonio Golden 

Brown: Unspecified Variety, is common in the earliest stages of occupation documented in Test 

pit 5 of Operation II.2.   

  The inventory of rare types and variety documented in Test pit 5 includes Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome: Unspecified Variety, Caldero Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2, Lucha 

Incised: Unspecified Variety, Polvero Black: Polvero Variety, Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety, 

Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Buff and Gray Firing Clouds Varieties 

(Remate Group), Unnamed Red Mottled type: Unspecified Variety, Unnamed Black Mottled: 

Orange Variety, Unnamed Red on Cream: Unspecified Variety (Table 4.4), and some 

unidentified ceramic types represented by a few pieces (not included in Table 4.3).  The seriation 

obtained for Test pit 5 shows that Actuncan Orange Polychrome, Unnamed Black Mottled: 

Orange Variety, Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2, Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety, 
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and Unnamed Red on Cream are common rare types during the first segment of the occupation 

sequence, whereas Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety is added to the ceramic inventory later in 

time (Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4 Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties per EU in Test pit 5.  EU’s 

with two potsherds or less are omitted here.  

TYPE VARIETY 
1221 

(n) 
% 

1222 

(n) 
% 

1227 

(n) 
% 

1228/1229 

(n) % 

1230 

(n) % 

1231 

(n) % 

UNNAMED HARD 

COMPACT RED 

GRAY FIRING 

CLOUDS 

VARIETY 1 1.41 1 10.00                 

  

BUFF FIRING 

CLOUDS 

VARIETY 2 2.82                     

DOS HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS 17 23.94                     

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE 2 2.82 2 20.00                 

LUCHA 

INCISED UNSPECIFIED 1 1.41                     

BALANZA BLACK BALANZA 2 2.82         18 8.04 10 14.49     

BLACK MOTTLED ORANGE                     2 15.38 

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED  TRIUNFO 19 26.75 6 60.00     100 44.64 40 57.97 8 61.55 

QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL 10 14.08         19 8.48 2 2.90     

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME 

DOS 

ARROYOS 2 2.82         2 0.89         

ACTUNCAN 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED             1 0.45         

UNNAMED RED 

ON CREAM UNSPECIFIED             1 0.45         

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

#2             6 2.67     1 7.69 

AGUILA ORANGE AGUILA 15 21.13 1 10.00 3 75.00 28 12.50 11 15.94     

MOTTLED RED UNSPECIFIED                 1 1.45     

BRIGHT GLOSSY 

RED UNSPECIFIED         1 25.00 29 12.95 5 7.25 2 15.38 

SAN ANTONIO 

GOLDEN BROWN UNSPECIFIED             14 6.25         

SIERRA RED SIERRA             1 0.45         

POLVERO BLACK POLVERO             2 0.89         

SIERRA RED SIERRA             1 0.45         

POLVERO BLACK POLVERO             2 0.89         

  Total 71 

100.0

0 10 

100.0

0 4 

100.0

0 224 

100.0

0 69 

100.0

0 13 

100.0

0 
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Table 4.5.  Frequencies and percentages of modes attested in early EU’s of Test pit 5 

 

TYPE VARIETY 
MODES VESSEL 

FORMS 

1221 

(n) 
% 

1222 

(n) 
% 

1228/1229 

(n) % 

1230 

(n) % 

DOS 

HERMANOS 

RED DOS HERMANOS 

  

                

    

CYLINDRICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM 1 11.11             

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE 
  

                

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM     2 66.67         

LUCHA 

INCISED UNSPECIFIED 
  

                

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 3 33.34 1 33.33         

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM 2 22.22             

    ANNULAR BASE 1 11.11             

BALANZA 

BLACK BALANZA 
  

                

    

LONG BASAL 

FLANGE 1 11.11             

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM 1 11.11             

BLACK 

MOTTLED ORANGE 
  

                

    

BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE         1 3.13     

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

INCURVED RIM 

AND LATERAL 

FLANGE         1 3.13     

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM             4 50.00 

    

HOLLOW 

CYLINDRICAL 

SUPPORT         1 3.13     

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED  TRIUNFO 
  

                

    

JAR WITH LONG 

NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM         7 21.85     

QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL 
  

                

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM         8 24.97 1 12.50 

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

WALLS AND 

DIRECT RIM         1 3.13     

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME DOS ARROYOS 

  

                

    

VESSEL WITH 

BASAL SHARP-Z 

ANGLE, FLARED 

SIDES NOT 

TALLER THAN 5.0 

CM AND DIRECT 

RIM         1 3.13     

    

BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE         1 3.13     

ACTUNCAN 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED 

  

                

    

VESSEL WITH 

BASAL SHARP-Z         1 3.13     
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ANGLE, FLARED 

SIDES NOT 

TALLER THAN 5.5 

CM AND DIRECT 

RIM 

UNNAMED RED 

ON CREAM UNSPECIFIED 
  

                

    

LONG BASAL 

FLANGE         1 3.13     

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED #2 
  

                

    

VESSEL WITH 

BASAL SHARP-Z 

ANGLE, FLARED 

SIDES NOT 

TALLER THAN 5.0 

CM AND DIRECT 

RIM         2 6.25     

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

WALLS AND 

DIRECT RIM         1 3.13     

AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA 
  

                

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM             1 12.50 

    ANNULAR BASE             1 12.50 

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

WALLS AND 

DIRECT RIM         2 6.25     

BRIGHT 

GLOSSY RED UNSPECIFIED 
  

                

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM         1 3.13 1 12.50 

    ANNULAR BASE         3 9.38     

  
Total 9 

100.0

0 
3 

100.0

0 
32 

100.0

0 
8 

100.0

0 

 

 Short-necked jars with direct rim, jars with tall necks and outcurved rims, and flared vessels 

with straight or outcurved sides with direct rims and flat bottoms are observed throughout the 

sequence (Table 4.5).  However, vessels with flared sides not taller than 4.0, direct rims, and 

basal sharp Z angles and one hemispherical/globular vessel with incurved rim with lateral flanges 

are present mainly in the earliest layers of occupation attested in Test pit 5 (Figures 4.19, 4.20, 

4.21 and 4.22, Table 4.5).  
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      a) 

 

      b) 

Figure 4.19.  Black Mottled: Orange Variety rimsherd from Test pit 5 of a hemispherical vessel 

with laterial flanges: a) interior surface, b) exterior surface (Photograph by author). 
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      a) 

      b) 

Figure 4.20.  Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Variety rimsherd from Test pit 5 of a 

vessel with a basal sharp-Z angle, flared sides 5.0 cm tall, and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) 

exterior surface (Photograph by author). 
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              a)       b) 

Figure 4.21.  Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety rimsherd from Test pit 5 of 

a vessel with basal sharp-Z angle, flared sides 4.5 cm tall, and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) 

exterior surface (Photograph by author). 
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     a) 

     b) 

Figure 4.22.  Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2 rimsherd from Test pit 5 of a 

vessel with basal sharp-Z angle, flared sides 4.5 cm tall, and direct rim: a) interior surface, b) 

exterior surface (Photograph by author). 
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4.3.3.3 Results of Test pit 7 of Operation II.2 

Results of the type-variety classification of the ceramic assemblages from Test pit 7 show that 

Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety (as well as a series of bodies 

belonging to an unslipped striated ceramic type that is either Zapotes Striated or Triunfo 

Striated), Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, and Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety are the 

predominant types and varieties documented in this excavation (Table 4.6).  The percentages of 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety, Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo 

Variety, however, increase when Sierra Red: Sierra Variety disappears from the archaeological 

record (Table 4.6).    

  A minority of other types an varieties are documented in Test pit 7, including Achiotes 

Unslipped: Achiotes Variety, Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2, Dos Arroyos 

Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety, Flor 

Cream: Flor Variety, Iberia Orange: Unspecified Variety, Polvero Black: Polvero Variety, Pucte 

Brown: Pucte Variety, and Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Variety (Table 4.6).  A group 

encompassing Flor Cream: Flor Variety, Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Variety, Iberia 

Orange: Unspecified Variety, Achiotes Unslipped: Achiotes Variety but occur mainly during the 

earliest stages of occupation in Test pit 7, whereas Caldero Buff: Unspecified Variety #2 seems 

more common in later phases of occupation (Table 4.6).  
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Table 4.6 Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties per EU in Test pit 7.  EU’s 

with two potsherds or less are omitted here. 

TYPE VARIETY 
1256 

(n) 
% 

1257 

(n) 
% 

1259 

(n) 
% 

1260 

(n) 
% 

1261 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA ORANGE AGUILA     7 77.78 10 83.34 8 21.62     

DOS HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS             2 5.41     

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME 

DOS 

ARROYOS             1 2.70     

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

#2         1 8.33         

BALANZA BLACK BALANZA     2 22.22         1 2.27 

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED TRIUNFO         1 8.33 7 18.92     

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE             1 2.70     

POLVERO BLACK POLVERO             1 2.70     

FLOR CREAM FLOR             1 2.70 2 4.55 

SIERRA RED SIERRA 3 

100.0

0         16 43.25 7 15.91 

REPASTO BLACK 

ON RED UNSPECIFIED                 5 11.36 

IBERIA ORANGE UNSPECIFIED                 2 4.55 

ACHIOTES 

UNSLIPPED ACHIOTES                 4 9.09 

TRIUNFO/ZAPOTE UNSPECIFIED                 23 52.27 

  Total 3 

100.0

0 9 

100.0

0 12 

100.0

0 37 

100.0

0 44 

100.0

0 
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Table 4.7 Frequencies and percentages of modes attested in early EU’s of Test pit 7 

TYPE VARIETY MODES 
1257 

(n) 
% 

1259 

(n) 
% 

1260 

(n) 
% 

1261 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA                   

  

 

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT WALLS AND 

DIRECT RIM         1 20.00     

  

 

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIM     1 20.00         

  

 

JAR WITH SHORT NECK 

AND DIRECT RIM     2 40.00         

  

 

SHALLOW 

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIM                 

  

 

ANNULAR BASE     1 20.00         

    

BASAL ROUND SHARP-Z 

ANGLE 1 50.00             

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

#2                   

    

VESSEL WITH LONG 

BASAL FLANGES, 

FLARED SIDES TALLER 

THAN 6.0 CM, AND 

DIRECT RIM     1 20.00         

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE                   

    ANNULAR BASE         1 20.00     

SIERRA RED SIERRA                   

  

 

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIM 1 50.00     1 20.00     

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT WALLS AND 

DIRECT RIM         2 40.00 1 50 

REPASTO 

BLACK ON RED UNSPECIFIED                   

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

BOLSTERED RIM             1 50 

    TOTAL 2 

100.0

0 5 

100.0

0 5 

100.0

0 2 

100.0

0 

 

  Regarding the development of modal characteristics, the evidence is quite restricted due to 

the small amount of specimens documented here (Table 4.7).  The modal seriation shows an 

apparent predominance of hemispherical rims with bolstered rims, flared vessels with straight 

walls and direct rims, and hemispheric vessels in the lower levels of occupation, whereas open 

vessels with basal round Z-angles, and flared sides 5.0 tall or more, and unslipped jars with tall 

necks and outcurved rims are less common (Table 4.7).   
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4.3.3.4 Results of Test pit 8 of Operation II.2 

The most common types and varieties attested in the seriation obtained for Test pit 8 are Aguila 

Orange: Aguila Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety, Polvero Black: Polvero 

Variety, Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety.  In a pattern similar to 

that noticed for Test pit 7, the observed percentages of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety, Dos 

Hermanos Red; Dos Hermanos Variety, and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety increase as the 

proportions of Sierra Red: Sierra Variety and Polvero Black: Polvero Variety diminish, 

considering that these two types and varieties were more common during the early stages of the 

ceramic sequence of Test pit 8 (Table 4.8). 

  Other ceramic types and varieties are present in smaller amounts in Test pit 8, including: 

Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, Black Mottled: Orange Variety, Caldero Buff Polychrome: 

Unspecified Variety #2, Iberia Orange: Unspecified Variety, Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety, 

Polvero Group with Champhered Exterior Surface: Unspecified Variety, Sacluc Black on 

Orange: Unspecified Variety, Polvero Group Unnamed Grooved Incised: Unspecified Variety, 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety, Society Hall Red (?): Unspecified Variety, Unnamed Hard 

Compact Red: Red Variety, Urita Gouged Incised: Unspecified Variety, and a series of pieces of 

an unslipped striated type (either Triunfo Striated or Zapote Striated) (Table 4.8).  The types 

Achiotes Unslipped, Iberia Orange, Polvero Group Unnmaed Grooved Incised, Polvero Group 

with Champhered Exterior Surface, Sacluc Black on Orange, and Society Hall Red occur mainly 

in the lowest EU’s, indicating that these ceramic types and their respective varieties are the 

earliest in the ceramic sequence of Test pit 8 (Table 4.8).  Balanza Black, Black Mottled, Caldero 

Buff Polychrome, Lucha Incised, Unnamed Hard Compact Red, and Urita Gouged Incised 

appear mainly in the upper occupation layers in Test pit 8 (Table 4.8). 
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Table 4.8.  Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties per EU in Test pit 8.  

EU’s with two potsherds or less are omitted here. 

TYPE VARIETY 
1281 

(n) 
% 

1283 

(n) 
% 

1284 

(n) 
% 

1285 

(n) 
% 

1286 

(n) 
% 

1287 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA ORANGE AGUILA     14 18.67 4 7.84             

DOS HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS     16 21.33 1 1.96             

UNNAMED HARD 

COMPACT RED 

RED 

VARIETY     4 5.33                 

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME 

DOS 

ARROYOS 5 

100.0

0                     

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

#2     3 4.00                 

BALANZA BLACK BALANZA     4 5.33                 

LUCHA INCISED UNSPECIFIED         1 1.96             

URITA GOUGED 

INCISED UNSPECIFIED     1 1.33                 

MOTTLED BLACK ORANGE     2 2.67                 

TRIUNFO 

STRIATED TRIUNFO     29 38.68 43 84.32             

QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL     1 1.33                 

RED-GRAY 

MINIATURE 

VESSEL       1 1.33                 

POLVERO BLACK POLVERO             96 64.00 48 57.83     

POLVERO GROUP 

WITH 

CHAMPHERED 

EXTERIOR 

SURFACE UNSPECIFIED                     2 50.00 

POLVERO GROUP 

WITH GROOVED 

INCISIONS UNSPECIFIED                     2 50.00 

FLOR CREAM FLOR             13 8.67 9 10.84     

SIERRA RED SIERRA         2 3.92 1 0.67 13 15.67     

SOCIETY HALL 

RED? UNSPECIFIED                 2 2.41     

IBERIA ORANGE UNSPECIFIED             32 21.33 2 2.41     

SACLUC BLACK 

ON ORANGE UNSPECIFIED             2 1.33         

ACHIOTES 

UNSLIPPED ACHIOTE             3 2.00 5 6.02     

TRIUNFO-ZAPOTE UNSPECIFIED             3 2.00 4 4.82     

  Total 5 

100.0

0 75 

100.0

0 51 

100.0

0 150 

100.0

0 83 

100.0

0 4 

100.0

0 
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Table 4.9.  Frequencies and percentages of modes attested in early EU’s of Test pit 8. 

TYPE VARIETY MODES 
1281 

(n) 
% 

1283 

(n) 
% 

1284 

(n) 
% 

1287 

(n) 
% 

AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA                   

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND DIRECT 

RIM         1 33.33     

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

SIDES, DIRECT RIM     1 25.00         

DOS 

HERMANOS 

RED DOS HERMANOS                   

    

VESSEL WITH 

BASAL ROUND 

SHARP Z-ANGLE, 

FLARED SIDES, AND 

DIRECT RIM     1 25.00         

DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME DOS ARROYOS                   

    ANNULAR BASE 2 

100.0

0             

CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED #2                   

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIMS     1 25.00         

BALANZA 

BLACK BALANZA                   

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIMS     1 25.00         

LUCHA INCISED UNSPECIFIED 

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIMS         1 33.33     

POLVERO 

BLACK POLVERO                   

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM                 

POLVERO 

GROUP WITH 

CHAMPHERED 

EXTERIOR 

SURFACE UNSPECIFIED 

VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES, 

THICKENED RIMS , 

FLAT LIP AND 

GROOVED FINE 

INCISIONS ON LIP             2 33.33 

    FLAT BOTTOM             1 16.67 

POLVERO 

GROUP WITH 

GROOVED 

INCISIONS UNSPECIFIED 

JAR WITH TALL 

NECK AND 

SLIGHTLY 

INCURVED RIM             2 33.33 

    JAR BOTTOM             1 16.67 

SIERRA RED SIERRA                   

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

BOLSTERED RIM         1 33.33     

IBERIA 

ORANGE UNSPECIFIED                   

    

VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES, 

THICKENED RIMS , 

FLAT LIP AND 

GROOVED FINE 

INCISIONS ON LIP                 

    Total 2 

100.0

0 4 

100.0

0 3 99.99 6 

100.0

0 
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  As seen in Table 4.9, vessels with straight walls and thickened rims with flat lips and a 

series of two or three fine incisions (Figure 4.23), jars with short necks and outcurved rims, jars 

with tall necks with groove incisions and narrow mouth (Figure 4.24), hemispherical vessels with 

bolstered rims are common in the earliest EU’s, whereas hemispherical vessels with direct rims, 

short necked jars with direct rims, and jars with tall necks and outcurved rims predominate in the 

late stages of occupation. 
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      a) 

     b) 

     c) 

Figure 4.23.  Polvero Group with Champhered Exterior Surface: Unspecified Variety rimsherd 

from Test pit 8 of a vessel with straight sides, thickened rim, flat lip and fine groove incisions on 

the lip: a) interior surface, b) exterior surface, c) detail of lip. 
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     a) 

     b) 

Figure 4.24.  Polvero Group with Grooved Incisions: Unspecified Variety rimsherd from Test pit 

8 of a jar with tall neck, narrow mouth, and slightly incurved rim: a) interior surface, b) exterior 

surface.  
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4.3.4 A ceramic sequence and a scheme of ceramic development for the early occupation of 

Naachtun 

The earliest ceramic assemblages attested in Test pit 11 and Test pit 5 are remarkably different 

from those documented in Test pit 7, and Test pit 8.  However, the same common ceramic types 

and varieties are attested in the inventories of pottery documented for the late stages of every 

excavation.  The earliest layers of occupation attested in the test pits of Operation II.2 (Test pit 5, 

Test pit 7, and Test pit 8) rest over culturally sterile deposits, indicating that these are the remains 

of some of the first occupations in the settlement area south of Groups A and B.  The early 

occupations documented in Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 have 

very distinctive ceramic assemblages characterized by polychrome vessels with basal sharp Z-

angles, flared sides not taller than 4.0 or 5.0 cm, and direct rims, hemispherical vessels with 

incurved rims and lateral flanges, jars with short necks and direct rims, as well as hemispherical 

pots with slightly incurved rims.  Well-fired ceramics with hard pastes and glossy surfaces, 

particularly Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety, predominate in the inventories of ceramics 

documented in the first stages of occupation in Test pit 11 and Test pit 5, although waxy wares 

such as San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified Variety are present in significant percentages in 

the early occupation stage observed in Test pit 5.       

   The pottery assemblages collected in the earliest stages of occupation of Test pit 7 and 

Test pit 8 show a considerable proportion of Sierra Red: Sierra Variety and Polvero Black: 

Polvero Variety.  Intriguingly, the ceramics from the earliest stages of occupation attested in 

these tests are characterized by being poorly fired as indicated by the prevalence of very soft 

pastes and slips that can be easily scratched from the vessels’ surface.  
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  In spite of the technical differences between them, the stratigraphic placement of the 

earliest ceramics from Test pit 5, Test pit 7, and Test pit 8 on sterile layers of the southern 

settlement area of Naachtun indicates that these pottery assemblages may be contemporaneous 

and likely part of the same ceramic complex.  As Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 and Test pit 11 of 

Operation II.1 have early ceramic assemblages with the same characteristics, materials from the 

latter are synchronic with that of the other three excavations.  Vessels with straight walls, 

thickened rims, and flat lips with fine parallel incisions like the specimens from Test pit 8 are 

also reported in El Mirador during the Paixbaincito sub-complex (Forsyth 1989:51, 57, Figure 

20J), which is one of several ceramic developments in the lowlands taking place between 50 BC 

and AD 200 (Brady et al. 1998:18).  In this regard, the earliest ceramics from Test pit 11, Test pit 

5, Test pit 7, and Test pit 8 constitute local examples of pottery assemblages that post date the 

Late Preclassic period in Naachtun.   

   The characteristics of the earliest ceramic assemblages from Test pit 11, Test pit 5, Test 

pit 7, and Test pit 8 match the inventory of traits of the Kan complex ceramics reported by the 

Canadian project.  A draft for the ceramic chronology of Naachtun advanced by Debra Walker 

divided the Early Classic into two ceramic complexes: Kan and Balam.  Kan roughly 

corresponds to the Tzakol 1 complex of Waxaktun and Manik 1 of Tikal, whereas Balam 

corresponds to Tzakol 1 and 3 of and Manik 2 (Walker 2009:7-8).  Walker’s definition of the 

Kan ceramic complex includes ceramics of the Sierra and San Felipe Groups common in the Late 

Preclassic, as well as Actuncan, Aguila, Balanza, Caldero, and Dos Arroyos Groups (Walker 

2009:7-8; Walker and Alvarado 2005:134).  Walker (2009) and Walker and Reese Taylor 

(2012:23) mention that one particular characteristic of the Kan complex is the first appearance of 

gloss ware technology together with a degradation in the quality of waxy monochrome wares.  
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This scheme matches well the findings from Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pits 5, 7, and 8 

of Operation II.2.   

   However, the close typological resemblance between the early materials of Test pit 11 of 

Operation II.1 and Test pit 5 of Operation II.2, and the relatively uniform ceramic assemblages 

observed for later stages of occupation for all test pits, strongly indicate that both are likely 

expressions of two different facets within the later Balam ceramic complex.  Therefore, I prefer 

to consider the Kan complex postulated by Walker an early facet of the Balam complex, while 

the later stages of ceramic development seen in subsequent occupations constitute a late facet of 

the Balam complex.   

   The Canadian project reports two radiocarbon dates (Beta 235446 and Beta 235448) 

associated with ceramics that are typologically related to the materials documented in the late 

stages of occupation attested in Test pit 11, Test pit 5, Test pit 7, and Test pit 8.  These dates 

score sigma ranges at AD 250-400 (Walker and Reese-Taylor 2012:38 and Table 2), suggesting 

that the late facet of the Balam complex begins around AD 250-300 and finishes by around AD 

400-450.  Therefore, the early facet can be tentatively dated from around 50 BC to AD 200-250.    

   The late facet of the Balam complex is characterized by the presence of vessels with long 

basal flanges and tall walls (6.0 cm to 10.0 cm), as well as the appearance of black cylindrical 

tripod vessels with hollow rectangular supports.  Older modes are attested, including 

monochrome hemispherical vessels with direct rims, monochrome short-necked jars with direct 

rims and short and tall-necked unslipped jars, although the frequency of basal sharp-Z angle 

vessels decreases considerably.  As well, a series of novel ceramic types add up to the list found 

in the middle facet, including ceramics belonging to the Remate Group (Laporte 2007), Caal Red 
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Polychrome: Caal Variety (Adams 1999:87), Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety (Ball 

1977:57), and possibly Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety. 

 Two significant concentrations of late facet Balam ceramics associated to architecture are 

documented in Test pit 8 of Operation 19 (2010 season) and in Trench 7 and Trench 11 of 

Operation III.1 (2011 season).  The deposit from Test pit 8 of Group B was constituted by ashy 

loose soil mixed with large potsherds and obsidian (lot N10-713), placed within a depression 

behind a sub-structure made of small slabs and mortar (Nondédéo et al. 2010:43, Figures 28 and 

30) (Figure 4.19).  Several potsherds are reported stuck to a matrix of what, presumably, is 

decomposed organic matter (Nondédéo et al. 2011:43).  The large size of potsherds and 

rimsherds collected here (complete up to a 30% of the total vessel mouth diameter) and their 

remarkable degree of preservation indicates that all pieces were subject to little post-depositional 

disturbance after being placed behind the sub-structure.  This patterning suggests that materials 

were deposited not too long after the vessels broke down or not too far from where they 

originally cracked down (Nielsen 1991; Schiffer 1983:682).  In this regard, all pottery composing 

the deposit constitutes a sample of contemporaneous ceramic material.  The deposit from Test pit 

8 and its associated sub-platform were buried under a compact matrix of light brown soil mixed 

with small cobbles (Nondédéo et al. 2011:43, Figure 28) (Figure 4.25).  The deposit in Test pit 8 

has been characterized as a garbage dump (Nondédéo et al. 2011:43); however, the relative good 

preservation of ceramics and other materials found here suggest that these items were likely 

buried immediately or not too long after being broken and deposited.  An inventory of the 

ceramic types, varieties, and vessel forms documented in this deposit is presented in Table 4.10. 
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  a) 

b) 

Figure 4.25.  a) Map of the northern area of Group B showing the location of test pits, including 

Test pit 8 (S8); b) South profile of Test pit 8.  From Nondedeo et al. 2011: Figures: 4 and 28. 
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Table 4.10. Balam late facet ceramic types, varieties and vessel forms documented in lot 713 of 

Test pit 8 of Operation 19 (2010). 

TYPE VARIETY VESSEL FORM/ MODE 713 (n) % 
TRIUNFO 

STRIATED TRIUNFO 
TOTAL POTSHERDS 259 37.59 

    
JAR WITH TALL NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 13 1.89 
QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL TOTAL POTSHERDS 33 4.79 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 5 0.73 

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL WITH 

DIRECT RIM 3 0.44 
AGUILA 

ORANGE AGUILA TOTAL POTSHERDS 166 24.09 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 22 3.19 

    ANNULAR BASES 14 2.03 

    HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 1 0.15 

    FLAT BASES 1 0.15 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES 5.0 CM 

TALL, AND DIRECT RIM 2 0.29 

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 4 0.58 

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE, UNDETERMINED HEIGHT 3 0.44 

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 4 0.58 

PITA INCISED PITA TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.15 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.15 
DOS 

HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS TOTAL POTSHERDS 125 18.14 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 2 0.29 

    FLAT BASES 1 0.15 

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL ROUND 

SHARP Z-ANGLE, FLARED SIDES 

TALLER THAN 5.0CM AND DIRECT 

RIM 1 0.15 

    ANNULAR BASES 3 0.44 

    HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 1 0.15 
DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME 

DOS 

ARROYOS TOTAL POTSHERDS 25 3.63 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES TALLER 

THAN 5.0 CM AND DIRECT RIM 6 0.87 

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 4 0.58 

    ANNULAR BASES 1 0.15 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 3 0.44 

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE TOTAL POTSHERDS 13 1.89 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 2 0.29 
BALANZA 

BLACK BALANZA TOTAL POTSHERDS 30 4.35 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES TALLER 

THAN 5.0 CM AND DIRECT RIM 2 0.29 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 5 0.73 

    ANNULAR BASES 2 0.29 
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    FLAT BASES 1 0.15 

    

TRIPOD VESSEL WITH HOLLOW 

CYLINDRICAL SUPPORTS 1 0.15 

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE, UNDETERMINED HEIGHT 1 0.15 

LUCHA INCISED UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 19 2.76 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES TALLER 

THAN 5.0 CM AND DIRECT RIM 4 0.58 

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 2 0.29 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 6 0.87 

    FLAT BASES 1 0.15 
CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

#2 TOTAL POTSHERDS 15 2.18 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 3 0.44 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES TALLER 

THAN 5.0 CM AND DIRECT RIM 3 0.44 

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 3 0.44 
POTSHERD 

PAINTED WITH 

HEMATITE UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.15 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.15 
 YALOCHE 

GROUP RED ON 

CREAM UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 2 0.29 

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 2 0.29 

    TOTAL 689 100.00 

 

Trench 11 of Operation III.1 feature a collection of large pieces of different classes of 

vessels that were broken and spread all over the surface of a sub-structure (Escobar-Durand et al. 

2012), likely as part of a termination ritual where the sub-structure in question was buried under 

another construction stage (Figure 4.26b).  Balam late facet ceramics from Trench 11 (EU-1161 

and EU-1163) are placed on the lowest level of occupation in the area, underneath a construction 

filling formed by a matrix of mortar, loose soil, lithics, and some potsherds coated on mortar 

(Escobar-Durand et al. 2012, Patiño field notes).  Most bodies and rims collected from EU-1161 

and EU-1163 fit each other and show a relatively good degree of preservation, suggesting that the 

potsherds collected in these units were deposited in a single event that took place before the 

structure where the ceramics were laid out was buried.  The inventory of ceramic types and 

varieties documented in Test pit 8 and Trench 11 are relatively identical to those found in the late 
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occupation stages of Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pits 5, 7, and 8 of Operation II.2, plus 

several other types and varieties that include Maroma Impressed: Maroma Variety and other 

unnamed types belonging to the Aguila Group (Table 4.11). 

Table 4.11 Balam late facet ceramic types, varieties and vessel forms documented in Trench 11 

of Operation III.1. 

TYPE VARIETY VESSEL FORM/ MODE 
1161

(n) 
% 

1163

(n) % 

AGUILA ORANGE AGUILA 
TOTAL POTSHERDS 97 16.30 48 16.33 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 87 14.62 2 0.68 

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM     2 0.68 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM 2 
0.34 

    

    ANNULAR BASE 2 0.34     

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL SHARP Z 

ANGLE AND UNDETERMINED 

SIDES 1 
0.17 

    

    BASAL ANGLE 2 0.34     

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 1 0.17     

    

HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL 

SUPPORTS 1 0.17     

    

CYLINDRICAL TRIPOD VESSEL 

WITH HOLLOW CARVED 

RECTANGULAR SUPPORTS 1 
0.17 

1 0.34 
UNIDENTIFIED 

ORANGE RACKED UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS     1 0.34 

    

JAR WITH TALL NECK AND 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED RIM     1 0.34 

PITA INCISED UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 3 0.50 1 0.34 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17     

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 2 0.34 1 0.34 
DOS HERMANOS 

RED 

DOS 

HERMANOS TOTAL POTSHERDS 158 26.55 74 25.17 

    

VESSEL WITH BASAL ROUND 

SHARP Z-ANGLE, FLARED 

SIDES NOT TALLER THAN 5.0 

CM, AND DIRECT RIM   
  

1 0.34 

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM 3 0.50     

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 3 0.50 1 0.34 

    ANNULAR BASE 2 0.34 1 0.34 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17 3 1.02 

    

BASAL ROUND SHARP Z 

ANGLE 2 0.34 1 0.34 

    BASAL ANGLE     1 0.34 

UNNAMED HARD 

COMPACT RED 

GRAY FIRING 

CLOUDS 

VARIETY TOTAL POTSHERDS 12 
2.02 

    

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 0.17     
DOS ARROYOS 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME  DOS ARROYOS TOTAL POTSHERDS 6 
1.01 

7 2.38 
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FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM     5 1.70 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 2 0.34 1 0.34 
ACTUNCAN 

ORANGE 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 
0.17 

    

    

VESSEL WITH SHARP BASAL 

ANGLE AND FLARED SIDES 

NOT TALLER THAN 5.0 CM 1 
0.17 

    
CALDERO BUFF 

POLYCHROME 

UNSPECIFIED 

VARIETY #2 TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.17 22 7.48 

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM     1 0.34 

    

LARGE JAR WITH LONG NECK 

AND OUTCURVED NECK     1 0.34 

    

VESSEL WITH LONG BASAL 

FLANGE, FLARED SIDES 5.0 

CM TALL, AND DIRECT RIM     1 0.34 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM     3 1.02 

    ANNULAR BASE     4 1.36 

    LONG BASAL FLANGE     3 1.02 

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 1 0.17     

    BASAL SHARP Z ANGLE     2 0.68 
YALOCHE CREAM 

POLYCHROME UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.17     

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17     

BALANZA BLACK BALANZA TOTAL POTSHERDS 28 4.71 18 6.12 

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM     1 0.34 

    MINIATURE JAR     4 1.36 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17     

    ANNULAR BASE 1 0.17     

    LONG BASAL FLANGE 1 0.17     

    

GLOBULAR VESSEL WITH 

NARROW MOUTH 1 0.17     

LUCHA INCISED UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 14 2.35 8 2.72 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 2 0.34 2 0.68 

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM 1 0.17     

    

FLAT BASE CYLINDRICAL 

TRIPOD VESSEL 1 0.17     

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 1 0.17     

PARADERO FLUTED PARADERO TOTAL POTSHERDS 3 0.50 1 0.34 

    HEMISPHERICAL LID 1 0.17 1 0.34 
MAROMA 

IMPRESSED MAROMA TOTAL POTSHERDS 7 1.18 2 0.68 

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17     

    TOTAL POTSHERDS 2 0.34     
BALANZA GROUP 

CHAMPHERED UNSPECIFIED 

GLOBULAR VESSEL WITH 

NARROW MOUTH 2 0.34     

    TOTAL POTSHERDS     3 1.02 

BLACK MOTTLED ORANGE FLAT SPOUT     1 0.34 

    

HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL 

SUPPORT     1 0.34 

    ANNULAR BASE     1 0.34 

TRIUNFO STRIATED TRIUNFO TOTAL POTSHERDS 206 34.62 98 33.33 
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JAR WITH TALL NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 2 0.34 4 1.36 
QUINTAL 

UNSLIPPED QUINTAL TOTAL POTSHERDS 16 2.69 10 3.40 

    

HEMISPHERICAL VESSEL 

WITH DIRECT RIM     1 0.34 

    

SHALLOW HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT RIM     1 0.34 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

SLIGHTLY OUTCURVED SIDES 

AND DIRECT RIM     1 0.34 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM         

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 4 0.67     

    ANNULAR BASE 1 0.17     

    FLAT BASE      1 0.34 

    

LARGE CENSER WITH FLARED 

SIDES 1 0.17     

PUCTE BROWN PUCTE TOTAL POTSHERDS 9 1.51 1 0.34 
CREAM MOTTLED 

BROWN UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 26 4.37     

    UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL FORM 1 0.17     

UNIDENTIFIED   TOTAL POTSHERDS 5 0.84     

    TOTAL 595 

100.0

0 294 100.00 
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 a) 

  b) 

c) 

Figure 4.26.  a) Detail of Group A showing the location of Trench 11 (Trinchera 11) of Operation 

III.1 in red.  b) West profile of Trench 11.  The concentration of late facet Balam ceramics 

corresponding to a possible termination deposit was collected in EU-1163.  c) East profile of the 

buried structure (hatched figure) found in the bottom of Trench 11.  The Excavation Unit 

corresponding to the materials placed in the depression is EU-116.  From Escobar Durrand et al, 

2012: Figures 8,14, and 19. 
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The composition of these large deposits of late facet Balam ceramics differs in particular 

aspects.  For instance, Group B Test pit 8 of Operation 19 and Trench 11 of Operation III-1 

yielded very different assemblages of vessel lids.  Each collection includes very distinctive items 

indicative of idiosyncratic consumption of this particular vessel form (Figure 4.27).  Therefore, 

differences between both ceramic arrays lie not on their function, but in their styles and the 

messages these convey (Wobst 1977, 1999).  However, as each pot was made following the same 

technological and aesthetic parameters of other vessels, including double layers of slip, elaborate 

geometrical or figurative decoration on the exterior of vessels, gloss finish, and mottled surfaces, 

these characteristics allude to a shared cultural and social background materialized by a particular 

class of material culture (Demarrais et al. 1996).  
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 a)   b) 

 c)  d) 

  e) 

Figure 4.27.  Assemblages of lids found in Test pit 8 (a and b) and Trench 11 (c,d, and e): a) and 

b) Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety; c) Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2; d) 

Balanza Black: Balanza Variety; e) Paradero Fluted: Paradero Variety. 
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4.3.4.1 Late Preclassic assemblages  

An intriguing aspect of the seriations and the ceramic assemblages discussed above is the 

absence of Late Preclassic ceramics and layers of occupation dating from this period.  In fact, 

clear Late Preclassic contexts are not unambiguously identified in Naachtun to date, and large 

concentrations of Late Preclassic ceramics are documented in late construction programs (See 

also Walker and Reese Taylor 2012:15).  Scientific excavations conducted by the two 

archaeological projects that worked at Naachtun have uncovered limited evidence on Late 

Preclassic occupations (Nondédéo and Michelet 2011; Reese-Taylor and Rangel 2005).  On the 

basis of their physical characteristics, Late Preclassic materials from Naachtun can be securely 

placed in the Paso Caballo Waxy Ware and the Uaxactun Unslipped Ware (Forsyth 1989:21; 

Smith and Gifford 1966:167).  In most cases, Late Preclassic ceramics were collected in 

construction fillings mixed with materials from later periods, particularly Early Classic, Late and 

Terminal Classic period pottery.     

Excavations produced few Preclassic potsherds in many cases.  In 2010, 2011 and 2012 

Late Preclassic materials were documented in small numbers (between one and ten potsherds) in 

excavation units dubbed Test pits 18, 20, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 37, 38, 44, 46.  Late 

Preclassic potsherds were also identified in Test pits 3,4,6 and 7 of Operation 18, Trenches 1 and 

2, and in Trench 3 of Operation II-3; Test pit 8 of Sampling Operation II-1; Trench 3 of the 

excavation program of Structure 3 6O3, and Structure 6O5.  

  A particular set of EU’s (EU-334 of Test pit 29 and EU-354 of Test pit 7 of Structure 6O3) 

yielded meaningful amounts of Late Preclassic potsherds in good condition, particularly well-

preserved specimens of diagnostic rims and bodies. The former have retained a proportion of 20 
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to 25% of the total diameter of the vessel mouth. Intriguingly, these collections are not associated 

with distinctive Preclassic architectural features, although a line of stones was documented in the 

area covered by Test pit 29, but its function and chronology are not entirely clear yet (Nondédéo 

et al.2011: 63).  Pottery from Test pit 29 occurs in a layer of soil buried under several deposits 

that have been dated for the Early and Late Classic periods on the basis of the ceramics found 

with them (Figures 4.28 and 4.29). Similarly, the deposit spotted by Structure 6O3’s Test pit 7 

yielded one Late Classic potsherd mixed with Late Preclassic ceramics.  Furthermore, this 

particular concentration of Late Preclassic pottery was found on the bottom of a Late Classic 

construction program of a plaza associated with a pyramid in the Rio Bec Plaza (Michelet and 

Nondédéo 2012: 292-293).  This deposit may correspond to “basketloads” of broken vessels that 

were brought from an unknown locale to be laid down on the foundations of this complex 

(Figures 4.30).  For now, the question of the exact provenience of Late Preclassic ceramics 

remains open until evidence of occupation and cultural activity dating to this period is found in 

securely stratified deposits.  However, following the work of Walker (2009), I consider the 

current sample of Late Preclassic materials indirect evidence for a Late Preclassic ceramic 

complex for Naachtun, or Kuts’ Complex.  Inventories of Late Preclassic ceramics recovered in 

Test pit 29 and Test pit 7 are presented in Tables 4.12 and 4.13 respectively.   
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Figure 4.28. Map showing the location of Test pit 29 (S29) in the south sector of Group B. From 

Nondédéo et al. 2011.    

 

Figure 4.29.  North and east profiles of Test pit 29.  From From Nondédéo et al. 2011: Figure 89.   
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.30.  a) Map showing the location of Structure 6O3 (Number 3 in the map).  Test pit 7 is 

placed on the south face of the platform.  b) West (left), North (center), and East (right) profiles 

of Test pit 7 of Structure 6O3. From Nondédéo and Michelet 2012: Figure 5b. 
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Table 4.12 Kuts’ complex ceramic types, varieties and vessel forms documented in Test pit 29 of 

Operation 19 (2010). 

TYPE VARIETY 
VESSEL FORMS/ 

MODES 331 (n) % 

SIERRA ROJO SIERRA TOTAL POTSHERDS 140 32.71 

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIM 5 1.17 

    FLAT BOTTOM 15 3.50 

    

UNIDENTIFIED 

VESSEL FORM 11 2.57 

    TALL JAR NECKS 5 1.17 

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 3 0.70 

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

MEDIAL ANGLE AND 

BOLSTERED RIM 1 0.23 

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

SIDES AND DIRECT 

RIM 1 0.23 

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

SIDES AND EVERTED 

RIM 7 1.64 

LAGUNA VERDE INCISO 

LAGUNA 

VERDE TOTAL POTSHERDS 3 0.70 

    

FLARED VESSEL 

WITH STRAIGHT 

SIDES AND EVERTED 

RIM 3 0.70 

HONGO COMPOSITE HONGO TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.23 
SIERRA GROUP WITH 

CANE IMPRESSIONS UNSPECIFIED TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 0.23 

FLOR CREAM FLOR TOTAL POTSHERDS 24 5.61 

    

UNIDENTIFIED 

VESSEL FORM 4 0.93 

    

SHALLOW FLARED 

VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND 

DIRECT RIM 1 0.23 

    TALL JAR NECKS 1 0.23 

POLVERO BLACK POLVERO TOTAL POTSHERDS 89 20.79 

    SHORT JAR NECKS 2 0.47 

    FLAT BOTTOM 1 0.23 

    

UNIDENTIFIED 

VESSEL FORM 8 1.87 

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIM 1 0.23 

ACHIOTES UNSLIPPED ACHIOTES TOTAL POTSHERDS 16 3.74 

ZAPOTE STRIATED ZAPOTE TOTAL POTSHERDS 154 35.98 

    

JAR WITH SHORT 

NECK AND 

OUTCURVED RIM 11 2.57 

    SHORT JAR NECKS 7 1.64 

    TOTAL 428 100.00 
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Table 4.13 Kuts’ complex ceramic types, varieties and vessel forms documented in Test pit 7 of 

Structure 6O3. 

TYPE VARIETY VESSEL FORM/ MODE 
353 

(n) % 

354 

(n) % 

355  

(n) % 

SIERRA RED SIERRA 

TOTAL POTSHERDS 
64 74.42 104 21.94 33 

22.3

0 

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH DIRECT 

RIMS 3 3.49 2 0.42 1 0.68 

    

UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL 

FORM 2 2.33 7 1.48 1 0.68 

    

BOTTOM VESSEL WITH 

COMPOSITE FORM     1 0.21     

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK 

AND OUTCURVED RIM 2 2.33         

    

JAR WITH TALL NECK 

AND OUTCURVED RIM     2 0.42     

    CYLINDRICAL SPOUT     1 0.21     

    

GLOBULAR VESSEL 

WITH NARROW MOUTH         1 0.68 
LAGUNA 

VERDE INCISED 

LAGUNA 

VERDE 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     2 0.42 6 4.05 

    

FLARED VESSEL WITH 

STRAIGHT SIDES AND 

EVERTED RIM     2 0.42 5 3.38 
HONGO 

COMPOSITE HONGO 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     1 0.21     

REPASTO 

BLACK ONTED 

UNSPECIFI

ED 
TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 1.16 2 0.42     

    

HEMISPHERICAL 

VESSEL WITH 

BOLSTERED RIM 1 1.16 1 0.21     

FLOR CREAM FLOR 
TOTAL POTSHERDS 18 20.93 21 4.43 1 0.68 

POLVERO 

BLACK POLVERO 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     24 5.06 14 9.46 

IBERIA 

ORANGE IBERIA 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     4 0.84 1 0.68 

    

UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL 

FORM     1 0.21     
UNIDENTIFIED 

BROWN 

UNSPECIFI

ED 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     2 0.42 4 2.70 

ZAPATISTA 

TRICKELED ZAPATISTA 
TOTAL POTSHERDS     9 1.90     

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK 

AND OUTCURVED RIM     1 0.21     

ZAPOTE 

STRIATED ZAPOTE 

TOTAL POTSHERDS 
1 1.16 294 62.03 79 

53.3

8 

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK 

AND OUTCURVED RIM 1 1.16 5 1.05 1 0.68 

    MINIATURE JAR     1 0.21 2 1.35 
ACHIOTE 

UNSLIPPED ACHIOTE 
TOTAL POTSHERDS 1 1.16 11 2.32 9 6.08 

    

JAR WITH SHORT NECK 

AND OUTCURVED RIM         1 0.68 
ERODED 

POLYCHROME, 

PALMAR 

GROUP? (LATE 

CLASSIC)   

TOTAL POTSHERDS 

1 1.16     1 0.68 

    TOTAL 86 100.00 474 100.00 148 

100.

00 
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4.4 Closing remarks 

The ceramic sequence established for the early occupation of Naachtun documents the presence 

of at least two different classes of ceramics during the early facet of the Balam complex (AD 

150-250).  The first is characterized by well-fired monochrome and polychrome glossy and waxy 

pottery, waxy monochrome wares, and some unslipped pots with striated and smooth surfaces.  

The inventory of vessel forms documented for this set includes “short” polychrome open vessels 

with basal sharp Z angles, jars with short necks and direct rims, hemispherical vessels with 

incurved rims and lateral flanges, hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved rims, and flared 

vessels with straight walls and direct rims.  The inventory of ceramic types and varieties attested 

in this group comprises Actuncan Orange Polychrome, Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety, Balanza 

Black: Balanza Variety, Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2, Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Red, Polvero Black: 

Polvero Variety, San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified Variety, Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, 

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety, Unnamed Bright Glossy Red: Unspecified Variety, and 

Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified Variety.  

   The second group includes poorly fired monochrome and resist ceramics with soft pastes 

and slips.  The inventory of forms documented for this particular assemblage includes vessels 

with straight walls, thickened rims, and square lips with fine groove incisions, hemispherical 

vessels with direct or bolstered rims, jars with short neck and outcurved rims.  The inventory of 

ceramic types and varieties attested for this assemblage features Achiotes Unslipped: Achiotes 

Variety, Iberia Orange: Unspecified Variety, Polvero Black: Polvero Variety, Polvero Group 

with Grooved Incisions: Unnamed Variety, Polvero Group with Champhered Exterior Surface: 
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Unspecified Variety, Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Variety, Sacluc Black on Orange: 

Unspecified Variety, Sierra Red: Sierra Variety, and Zapote Striated: Zapote Variety.   

  The late facet of the Balam complex is characterized by a drastic reduction in the 

proportion of waxy wares, the predominance of glossy surfaces, and the continuity of unslipped 

striated ceramics.  Polychrome open vessels with basal sharp Z angles and sides not taller than 

4.0 or 5.0 cm are not attested during the late facet anymore and seem to be replaced by 

polychrome and monochrome open vessels with long basal flanges, and sides taller than 5.0cm.  

Basal sharp Z angles continue to be produced, but their frequencies are quite small by the late 

facet Balam complex.  Other common vessel forms attested for this facet are open vessels with 

basal round-Z angles with annular bases.  Hemispherical lids with cylindrical handles also occur, 

but their frequencies are generally low.  

   Continuities with the previous facet are attested as jars with short necks and direct rims, 

as well as hemispherical vessels are documented in late facet Balam collections.  The inventory 

of ceramic types and varieties attested for the late facet of the Balam Complex comprises Aguila 

Orange: Aguila Variety, Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety, 

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos 

Arroyos Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety, Quintal Unslipped: Quintal 

Variety, Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety, Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety, 

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety, Urita Gouged Incised: Unspecified Variety, and Unnamed 

Hard Compact Red: Red and Gray Firing Clouds Variety (Remate Group).  Sierra Red: Sierra 

Variety and San Antonio Golden Brown: San Antonio Variety are present in some late facet 

Balam assemblages, but these types constitute a minority within these collections. 
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   An intriguing aspect of the early facet of the Balam ceramic complex is the presence of 

two well-differentiated groups of ceramic assemblages.  The distribution of each group in 

Naachtun seems to be mutually exclusive, suggesting the presence of at least two co-existing and 

seemingly segregated systems of ceramic manufacture and consumption during the early facet of 

the Balam complex in Naachtun.  The technical and aesthetic separation between distinctive 

ceramic sets seems part of an overall process of technological change, triggered by a growing 

demand for pottery assemblages intended to supply patterns of exclusive ceramic consumption 

taking place between the 1
st
 century BC and the first half of the 3

rd
 century AD (Brady et al. 

1998:33; Walker and Reese-Taylor 2012:23). 

   Monochrome and polychrome ceramic types with glossy surfaces are ubiquitous during 

the late facet of the Balam ceramic complex, strongly indicating that patterns of manufacture and 

consumption in Naachtun became relatively more uniform over time, likely indicating the 

establishment of a single standard of ceramic manufacture and consumption among the 

inhabitants of Naachtun.  In this regard, the segregation of manufacturing and consumption 

systems seems less important during the late facet of the Balam ceramic complex.  The 

implications of these patterns of manufacture and consumption in the materialization of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth in Naachtun are explored in the next chapter.        
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Chapter 5: Patterns of Pottery Manufacture and Consumption in Naachtun in the Late 

Preclassic and the Early Classic Periods 

In this chapter, I address the developments of ceramic manufacture and consumption in Naachtun 

during the Kuts’ ceramic complex (?-50 BC?, Late Preclassic) and the Balam ceramic complex 

(50 BC?-AD400/450, Early Classic), placing a particular emphasis on developments attested 

during the early (50 BC?-AD 200/250) and late (AD 200/250-400/450) facets of the latter.  The 

discussion that pertains to this chapter is based on the results of type-variety classification of 

ceramics presented in Chapter 4.  Here, I examine inventories of ceramic types and varieties, 

vessel forms, decorative programs, and their diachronic developments to reconstruct patterns of 

pottery manufacture and consumption, and evaluate their possible roles in the instantiation of 

order, legitimacy, and wealth in Naachtun.  

 The present chapter is divided in three sections.  Part one presents inventories of frequencies 

and percentages of ceramic types, varieties, and vessel forms attested for pottery of the Kuts’ and 

Balam complexes (and its respective facets) documented in Naachtun until the 2012 field season.  

The samples presented and discussed here include potsherds from all contexts where materials 

belonging to the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods were identified with little 

ambiguity.  Part two reconstructs synchronic and diachronic patterns of ceramic manufacture and 

consumption on the basis of the results presented in part one and Chapter 4.   

  In part two, I provide a model for the development of social connections between Naachtun 

and other centers in the lowlands on the basis of the characteristics of ceramic assemblages 

attested for each ceramic complex in this site.  I argue that trends in the manufacture and 

consumption of Naachtun during the Kuts’ Complex and the late facet of the Balam Complex is 

relatively uniform and related to tendencies occurring in other sites of the Maya lowlands, 
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particularly in El Mirador, Tikal and sites in northern Belize.  The early facet of the Balam 

Complex is characterized by peculiar development that combines elements documented in El 

Mirador Basin, central Petén, and northern Belize.  At the same time, early facet Balam pottery 

shows a great deal of experimentation on surface treatment, vessel forms, and decoration. 

Finally, part three present a series of remarks on the relationship between the characteristics of 

ceramic production and consumption at Naachtun in each ceramic complex and the degree of 

inclusiveness of forms of social connections attested during the Late Preclassic and the Early 

Classic periods.  

5.1 Typological and formal characteristics of the ceramic assemblages of the Kuts’ and the 

Balam (early and late facets) ceramic complexes. 

This section presents the inventories of ceramic types and varieties established for the Kuts’ and 

Balam (early and late facets) ceramic complexes for Naachtun.  The reader will find a detailed 

description of the ceramic types and varieties in Appendix A.  Rim profiles of diagnostic forms 

are presented in Appendix B. 

5.1.1 Kuts’ ceramic complex: Late Preclassic period (Chicanel) 

As remarked previously, scientific excavations conducted by the Canadian and French 

archaeological projects that worked at Naachtun documented limited evidence on Late Preclassic 

occupations (Nondédéo and Michelet 2011; Reese-Taylor and Rangel 2005).  On the basis of 

their physical characteristics, Late Preclassic materials from Naachtun can be securely placed in 

the Paso Caballo Waxy Ware and the Uaxactun Unslipped Ware (Forsyth 1989:21; Smith and 

Gifford 1966:167) (Table 5.1).  In most cases, Late Preclassic ceramics were collected in 

construction fillings mixed with materials from later periods, particularly Early Classic, Late and 
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Terminal Classic pottery.    

Table 5.1 Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties documented for the Kuts’ 

ceramic complex. 

Ceramic Type Variety Frequency Percentage Percentage 

within 

Ceramic 

Group 

Sierra Red Sierra 678 36.34 93.26 

Laguna Verde 

Incised 

Grooved 

Incised Variety 
18 

0.96 
2.48 

Altamira Fluted Unspecified 6 0.32 0.83 

Hongo Composite Hongo 6 0.32 0.83 

Repasto Black on 

Red Unspecified 
8 

0.43 
1.1 

Reddish Brown Unspecified 10 0.54 1.36 

Sierra Group with 

Reed Impressions Unspecified 
1 

0.05 
0.14 

Flor Cream Flor 110 5.89 99.1 

Dichrome Red on 

Cream Unspecified 
1 

0.05 
0.9 

Polvero Black Polvero 188 10.08 98.95 

Lechugal Incised Lechugal 2 0.11 1.05 

Iberia Orange Unspecified 56 3.00 100 

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety 9 0.48 90 

Black Trickled 

Dichrome Unspecified 
1 

0.05 
10 

Zapote Striated Zapote 680 36.44 91.64 

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote 62 3.32 8.36 

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified 30 1.62 100 

  Total 1866     

    

As seen in Table 5.1, the inventory of Kuts’ Ceramic Complex documented in Naachtun 

includes series of types and varieties that can be placed within the Sierra, Polvero, Flor, Iberia, 

Zapote-Achiotes groups.  As well, ceramics belonging to an undetermined group represented by 
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Zapatista Trickled: Red and Black Varieties is present in Naachtun.  This catalog is remarkably 

similar to that reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989; Walker and Alvarado 2005:134), suggesting 

a common cultural affiliation shared by both settlements. 

Table 5.2 presents the frequencies and the percentages of vessel forms attested for the 

Kuts’ Ceramic Complex in Naachtun.  Results attested until the 2012 season show that Zapote 

Striated jars with short necks and outcurved rims and Sierra Red hemispherical vessels with 

either direct rim or bolstered rim are the most common forms in the inventory of Kuts’ complex 

ceramics, being 19.45% (n=28) and 18.76% (n=27) of the whole assemblage respectively.  The 

decision to group hemispherical vessels with direct rims and hemispherical vessels with bolstered 

rims is based on the general similarity in design between these forms, which, in turn, suggests 

comparable functions.  Sierra Red: Sierra Variety and Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised 

Variety flared vessels with straight walls and everted rims occur (each one) in a 9.73% (n= 14), 

the second being the more common vessel form in the Late Preclassic assemblage of Naachtun.  

Other classes of vessels are attested in lower percentages and proportions that show seemingly 

dispersed distributions.  An intriguing aspect of the current inventory of Kuts’ complex vessel 

forms in Naachtun is the relatively even percentage of unslipped jars and red slipped 

hemispherical vessels with direct rims and bolstered rims.  This pattern, however, is possibly the 

product of sampling biases and not the result of particular eating and serving habits, or patterns 

of demand, use, and production. 
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Table 5.2 Inventory of vessel forms per ceramic type and variety belonging to the Kuts’ ceramic complex documented in Naachtun 

until 2012. 

Group Type: Variety-Vessel Form n Percentage 

Zapote/Achiotes Achiote Unslipped: Achiote Var.  Jar with short neck and outcurved rim 2 1.39 

Sierra Alta Mira Fluted: Unspecified Var.  Globular vessel with incurved rim 2 1.39 

Flor Flor Cream: Flor Var.  Flared vessel with straight walls, and direct rims 1 0.69 

Flor Flor Cream: Flor Var.  Flared vessel with straight walls, and everted rims 3 2.08 

Flor Flor Cream: Flor Var.  Hemispherical vessel with bolstered and direct rims 1 0.69 

Flor Flor Cream: Flor Var.  Vessel with straight walls, direct rim, and medial flange 1 0.69 

Sierra Hongo Composite: Hongo Var.  Mushroom stand 6 4.18 

Iberia Iberia Orange: Unspecified Var.  Hemispherical vessel with direct rim  2 1.39 

Iberia Iberia Orange: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with flared and everted rim 2 1.39 

Sierra 

Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised Var.  Vessel with flared sides and 

everted rim 14 9.73 

Polvero Lechugal Incised: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with flared sides and everted rim 2 1.39 

Polvero Polvero Black: Polvero Var.  Jar with tall neck and outcurved rim 1 0.69 

Polvero Polvero Black: Polvero Var.  Flared vessel with straight sides, and direct rim. 1 0.69 

Polvero Polvero Black: Polvero Var.  Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 1 0.69 

Polvero 

Polvero Black: Polvero Var.  Vessel with straight walls, direct rim, and medial 

flange 1 0.69 

Sierra Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Var. Hemispherical vessel with bolstered rim 2 1.39 

Sierra 

Sierra Group, Unnamed Reddish-Brown: Unspecified Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with direct rims 1 0.69 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Flared vessel with straight walls, and direct rim 2 1.39 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Flared vessel with straight walls, and everted rim 14 9.73 

Sierra 

Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Flared vessel with straight walls, direct rim, and grooved 

lip 1 0.69 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Globular vessel with incurved rim 1 0.69 
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Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Hemispherical vessel with direct rim or bolstered rim 27 18.76 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Jar with tall neck and slightly outcurved rim 9 6.25 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Shallow flared vessel with exterior-folded rim 1 0.69 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Short shallow vessel with rounded sides 3 2.08 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Vessel with exterior basal break, and direct rim 2 1.39 

Sierra Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Vessel with straight walls, direct rim, and medial flange 1 0.69 

Undetermined Unnamed Red Matte: Unspecified Var. Hemispherical Bowl with direct rim 1 0.69 

Undetermined 

Unnamed Red Matte: Unspecified Var.  hemispherical vessel with thin walls and 

direct rim 1 0.69 

Undetermined Unnamed Red Matte: Unspecified Var. Vessel with basal sharp-Z angle 1 0.69 

Flor 

Unnamed Red on Cream: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with flared sides and everted 

rim 1 0.69 

Undetermined Zapatista Trickled: Red Var. Jar 1 0.69 

Zapote/ Achiotes Zapote Striated: Zapote Var.  Jar with short neck and outcurved rim 28 19.46 

Zapote/Achiotes Zapote Striated: Zapote Var.  Small jar with short neck and outcurved rim 7 4.88 

  Total 144 100.00 
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 5.1.2.  Balam ceramic complex, early facet: Early Classic period (Tzakol I)  

As discussed in Chapter 4, the ceramics of the early facet of the Balam Complex in Naachtun 

include at least two classes of assemblages with distinctive technical and aesthetic characteristics, 

as well as seemingly mutually exclusive distributions.  One of these assemblages shows technical 

characteristics observed in Late Preclassic ceramics, particularly waxy surfaces, monochrome 

slips, and grog temper.  At the same time, this group of ceramics has a series of innovative forms 

that differ greatly from those documented in Late Preclassic vessels, mainly containers with flat 

bottoms, straight walls, exterior thickened rims, and square lips with two parallel grooves, as 

well as jars with tall necks slightly inclined to the interior with a series of light grooves or 

incisions on the neck (Tables 5.5 and 5.6). These novel forms appear in ceramics of the Polvero 

and Iberia groups, usually in association with fragments of Flor group ceramics, Zapote Striated, 

Sierra Red and Achiotes Unslipped.  The inventory also includes potsherds of Iberia/Sacluc 

Orange and a possible fragment of Society Hall Red: Unspecified variety (Table 5.3).  

Intriguingly, all specimens belonging to this group of ceramics are poorly fired and commonly 

have black cores, very soft pastes and slips that can be easily scratched with the thumbnail, likely 

the product of firing at very low temperature. 

As seen in Table 5.4, the second group of ceramics documented for the early facet of the 

Balam ceramic complex is characterized by the predominance of monochrome and polychrome 

ceramic types and varieties with glossy surfaces belonging to the Aguila, Balanza, Dos Arroyos, 

and Dos Hermanos groups.  The decoration programs observed in polychrome assemblages are 

dominated by geometrical designs such as stepped pyramids in red and black depicted on the 

exterior surface of vessels, stepped frets in black on orange, rectangular fields in black and red on 
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buff, and red thick bands on cream parallel to the rim of lids or plates (Figures 5.1).  No 

zoomorphic or anthropomorphic figures are attested in the painted decoration of the early facet of 

the Balam complex.  Monochrome wares with waxy surfaces belonging to the San Felipe, 

Polvero, and Sierra groups are also attested, although specimens of the Sierra and Polvero 

groups constitute a minority in the sample.  As well, one type of polychrome waxy ware 

belonging to the Actuncan group is documented in this class of ceramic assemblages.  

Additionally, an important number of unslipped ceramics are documented in this group in the 

form of Quintal Unslipped and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety.  This group of ceramics shows 

relatively well-fired and hard pastes.   
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 a)   b) 

   c)  d) 

Figure 5.1.  Examples of decoration programs in early facet Balam ceramics: a) stepped pyramids 

in black and red on orange (Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, Test pit 11 

of Operation II.1), b) black fields on buff (Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2,  

Test pit 5 of Operation II.2), c) stepped frets in black on orange (Dos Arroyos Group 

Unidentified Black on Orange, Test pit 11 of Operation II.1), d) red and black horizontal bars on 

cream (Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified Variety, Test pit 11 of Operation II.1).   

 

Vessel forms documented for these types include hemispherical vessels and jars with tall 

necks and outcurved rims.  The inventory of vessel forms present in this set includes sharp Z 
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angle monochrome and polychrome vessels with low vessel walls not much higher than 5.0 or 

5.5 cm tall, hemispherical vessels with incurved rims and lateral flanges, slipped jars with short 

necks and direct rims, flared vessels with straight sides and direct rims, hemispherical vessels 

with direct rims, as well as unslipped vessel forms such as hemispherical shallow vessels with 

direct rims, flared vessels with straight sides and direct rims, and small discs (Table 5.6).  

Some of the characteristics observed in the ceramics of the early facet of the Balam 

complex indicate continuities with the preceding Kuts’ complex, particularly the use of waxy 

finish and the application of red, cream, orange, and black slips over layers of underslip of lighter 

color.  As well, unslipped ceramics are present in early facet Balam complex ceramics.  At the 

same time, new technical elements are documented in this group of ceramics, particularly the 

appearance of glossy finish, the use of polychrome painted decoration, the presence of soft pastes 

in some waxy assemblages and hard pastes in glossy ceramics, and the manufacture of “short” 

serving vessels with sides usually not taller than 5.0cm (Table 5.6).  This trend speaks of a great 

deal of experimentation in ceramics indicative of patterns of invention and readjustment of 

manufacture and consumption of ceramics during the time line of the early facet of the Balam 

Complex.  Moreover, the presence of at least two groups of ceramics with very distinctive 

technical characteristics (waxy and glossy surface finish, monochrome and polychrome surfaces) 

strongly indicates the presence of synchronic and separate systems of manufacture and 

consumption.  However, the presence of polychrome ceramic types such as Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome: Variety Unspecified with waxy surfaces and polychrome decoration and the 

monochrome San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified Variety suggests that some potters knew 

all the technological elements present in the two ceramic assemblages attested for the early facet 

of the Balam Ceramic Complex.     
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Table 5.3 Frequencies, and percentages of ceramic types and varieties of the group of early facet 

Balam complex ceramics from Test pit 7 and Test pit 8 of Operation II.2. 

Ceramic Type Variety Frequency Percentage Percentage within 

Ceramic Group 

Sierra Red Sierra 43 27.04 86.00 

Society Hall Red? Unspecified 2 1.26 4.00 

Repasto Black on 

Red Unspecified 
5 

3.14 10.00 

Flor Cream Flor 25 15.72 100.00 

Polvero Group 

Champhered 

Exterior Unspecified 

2 

1.26 50.00 

Polvero Group 

unnamed grooved 

incised Unspecified  

2 

1.26 50.00 

Iberia Orange Unspecified 36 22.64 94.74 

Sacluc Black on 

Orange Unspecified 
2 

1.26 5.26 

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote 12 7.55 100.00 

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified 30 18.87 100.00 

  Total 159     
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Table 5.4 Frequencies, and percentages of ceramic types and varieties of the group of early facet 

Balam complex ceramic types and varieties from Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 and Test pit 11 of 

Operation II.1. 

Ceramic Type Variety Frequencies Percentage 
Percentage within 

Ceramic Group 

Sierra Red Sierra 1 0.21 100.00 

Polvero Black Polvero 2 0.41 100.00 

San Antonio Golden 

Brown 
Unspecified 14 2.89 100.00 

Aguila Orange Aguila 77 15.88 100.00 

Dos Hermanos Red 
Dos 

Hermanos 
60 12.36 100.00 

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified 38 7.84 100.00 

Balanza Black Balanza 36 7.42 83.72 

Black Mottled Red Variety 3 0.62 6.98 

  
Orange 

Variety 
4 0.82 9.30 

Pucte Brown Pucte  4 0.82 100.00 

Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome 

Dos 

Arroyos 
10 2.06 90.01 

Unidentified Orange 

Polychrome, Dos 

Arroyos Group 

Unspecified 1 0.21 9.09 

Caldero Buff 

Polychrome 

Unspecified 

2 
7 1.44 100.00 

Yaloche Cream 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 3 0.62 75.00 

Unnamed Red on 

Cream 
Unspecified 1 0.21 25.00 

Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 1 0.21 100.00 

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 194 40.00 87.39 

Quintal Unslipped Quintal 28 5.77 12.61 

Unnamed Red 

Mottled 
Unspecified 1 0.21 100.00 

  Total 485 100.00   
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Table 5.5.  Frequencies and percentages of all ceramic types and varieties assigned to the early 

facet of the Balam ceramic complex. 

Ceramic Type Variety Frequency Percentage 
Percentage within 

Ceramic Group 

Sierra Red Sierra 44 6.67 89.80 

Repasto Black on 

Red 
Unspecified 5 0.76 10.20 

Flor Cream Flor 25 3.79 100.00 

Polvero Black Polvero 2 0.30 33.33 

Polvero Group 

Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified 2 0.30 33.33 

Polvero Group 

unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified  2 0.30 33.33 

Iberia Orange Unspecified 36 5.45 94.74 

Sacluc Black on 

Orange 
Unspecified 2 0.30 5.26 

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote 12 1.82 100.00 

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified 30 4.55 100.00 

San Antonio Golden 

Brown 
Unspecified 16 2.42 100.00 

Aguila Orange Aguila 77 11.68 100.00 

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 60 9.10 100.00 

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified 38 5.76 100.00 

Balanza Black Balanza 36 5.45 83.72 

Black Mottled Red Variety 3 0.45 6.98 

  
Orange 

Variety 
4 0.61 9.30 

Pucte Brown Unspecified  4 0.61 100.00 

Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome 
Dos Arroyos 10 1.52 90.91 

Unidentified Orange 

Polychrome, Dos 

Arroyos Group 

Unspecified 1 0.15 9.09 

Caldero Buff 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 2 7 1.06 46.67 
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  Unspecified 1 8 1.21 53.33 

Yaloche Cream 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 3 0.45 75.00 

Unnamed Red on 

Cream 
Unspecified 1 0.15 25.00 

Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 9 1.36 100.00 

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 194 29.40 87.39 

Quintal Unslipped Quintal 28 4.24 12.61 

Unnamed Red 

Mottled 
Unspecified 1 0.14 100.00 

  Total 660 100.00   
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Table 5.6 Inventory of Balam early facet vessel forms per ceramic type and variety documented 

in Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pits 5, 7 and 8 of Operation II.2. 

Group Type: Variety-Vessel Form N Percentage 

Actuncan 

Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Unspecified 

Variety.  Vessel with basal sharp Z-angle, 

flared sides not taller than 5.5 cm, and direct 

rim 

1 1.79 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
3 5.36 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. Flared vessels 

with straight sides and direct rim 
3 5.36 

Aguila  

Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety.  Vessel with 

basal round sharp-Z angle and flared sides not 

taller than 5.0 cm 

1 1.79 

Balanza 

Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  

Hemispherical vessel with incurved rim and 

lateral flange 

1 1.79 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Black.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
4 7.14 

Caldero 

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified 

Variety #2.  Vessel with basal sharp-Z angle, 

flared sides not taller than 5.0cm, and direct 

rim  

1 1.79 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos 

Arroyos Variety.  Vessel with basal sharp-Z 

angle, flared sides not taller than 5.0cm, and 

direct rim 

2 3.57 

Dos Hermanos 
Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Red.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
1 1.79 

Dos Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety.  

Jar with short neck, direct rim, and globular 

body 

1 1.79 

Dos Hermanos 
Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety.  

Vessel with flared sides and direct rim 
4 7.14 

Iberia 

Iberia Orange: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with 

straight walls, flat bottom, thickened rim, and 

flat lip with grooved incisions 

1 1.79 

Polvero 
Polvero Black: Polvero Var.  Jar with tall 

neck and ourcurved rim 
1 1.79 
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Polvero 

Polvero Group Champhered Exterior: 

Unspecified Var.  Vessel with straight walls, 

flat bottom, thickened rim, and flat lip with 

grooved incisions 

1 1.79 

Polvero 

Polvero Group Unnamed Grooved-Incised: 

Unspecified Var.  Jar with tall neck and 

incurved rim 

1 1.79 

San Felipe 

San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified 

Variety.  Hemispherical vessel with slightly 

incurved rim 

1 1.79 

Sierra 
Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Flared vessel with 

straight walls, and direct rim 
2 3.57 

Sierra 

Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Var.  

Hemispherical vessel with short neck and 

direct rim 

1 1.79 

Sierra 
Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with incurved rims and narrow mouth 
1 1.79 

Sierra  
Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with direct rim 
2 3.57 

Triunfo/Quintal 
Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
1 1.79 

Triunfo/Quintal 
Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety.  Jar with 

tall neck and outcurved rim 
7 12.50 

Triunfo/Quintal 
Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety.  Small 

disc 
1 1.79 

Triunfo/Quintal 
Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety.  

Hemishpherical shallow vessel with direct rim 
9 16.00 

Triunfo/Quintal 
Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety.  Flared 

vessel with straight sides and direct rim 
1 1.79 

Undetermined 

Bright Glossy Red: Unspecified Variety.  Jar 

with short neck, direct rim, and gloabular 

body 

3 5.36 

Yaloche 
Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified 

Variety.  Flared vessel/lid? 
1 1.79 

  Total 56 100.00 
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As remarked previously, the inventory of technological, typological, and modal traits 

observed for the early facet of the Balam complex partially overlaps with a constellation of 

features documented for ceramics in the southern Maya lowlands, the southeast Maya periphery, 

northern Belize, and the Maya highlands between the 1
st
 and 5

th
 centuries AD (see Arnauld 

2003:38; Brady et al. 1998; Chase and Chase 2005; Forsyth 1989; Hammond et al. 1991:67; 

Kosakowsky 2012:51; Smith 1955).  To date, there is no agreement about the nature of these 

developments, commonly dubbed under the rubric of “Protoclassic”.   

The term “Protoclassic” is commonly used in three different ways: 1) to refer to a time 

period between 50 BC and AD 250; 2) to describe cultural contents in ceramics, particularly 

orange slipped vessels, tetrapod open vessels with mammiform supports, Usulutan pottery 

characterized by an orange resist painting, and Ixcanrio Orange Polychrome ceramics; and 3) to 

describe a stage of cultural development (Brady et al. 1998:18; Forsyth 1989:51; Willey 1977a: 

391).   The application of any of these three definitions, however, is fraught with difficulty for 

two reasons.  First, there are indeed a number of traits shared between ceramics present in the 

Maya lowlands between 50 BC and AD 250, but at the same time each local and regional 

collection of pottery assemblages is everything but uniform through different regions (Forsyth 

1989:51).  Second, orange slipped ceramics, tetrapod open vessels with mammiform supports, 

polychrome decoration on orange, and Usulutan pottery, among others, constitute complete 

ceramic complexes at several sites, whereas in other locales one or two of these features are 

present as minor additions to pre-existing Late Preclassic ceramic assemblages (Arnauld 2003; 

Forsyth 1989:51; Kosakoswky 2012, Valdez 1987:139; Willey et al. 1967:297-298).   

Brady et al. (1998:18) propose that the Protoclassic should be considered a ceramic stage 
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characterized by the presence of a particular constellation of forms, surface finishes, decorative 

treatments, designs, and technologies that overlaps chronologically with the Late Preclassic and 

the Early Classic periods.  The problem with the definition advanced by Brady and colleagues is 

how many and what particular traits define such a ceramic stage at a site (Wauchope 1975:50).  

This predicament poses the question of establishing a straightforward separation between the 

final facet of the Late Preclassic and the first stages of the Early Classic, an issue complicated by 

the fact that the technological characteristics of the Chicanel-Tzakol spheres clearly overlap in 

several sites and that “Protoclassic” traits are not found in all contemporary sites.  Moreover, 

researchers may ignore the presence of several contemporary potting traditions sharing technical 

elements by trying to make them fit into a pre-existing notion of one “protoclassic ceramic 

stage”.   

The ceramics of the early facet of the Balam Complex in Naachtun share modal and 

typological elements with materials documented in El Mirador (particularly thickened rims with 

square lips, straight walls, and the presence of Sacluc Black on Orange, and Iberia Orange [see 

Forsyth 1989: Chapter 4]), but other elements such as tetrapod vessel forms and mammiform 

supports are absent (Tables 5.5 and 5.6).  At the same time, the early facet Balam complex 

ceramics of Naachtun show very peculiar forms that include the glossy and polychrome open 

vessels with basal sharp Z angle and flared sides with direct rims not taller than 5.0cm (Tables 

5.5 and 5.6).  This vessel form resembles that of Tixcacal Orange Polychrome: Tixcacal Variety 

of the late facet of the Pakluum complex (AD 150-AD 250) reported in Becan (Ball 1977:67, 

Figure 24c), suggesting social connections common between this site and Naachtun during the 

early facet of the Balam complex.  The occurrence of San Felipe Group ceramics, like San 

Antonio Golden Brown, in the early facet of the Balam Complex also suggests contacts with 
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northern Belize, where this particular type is relatively common after the end of the Late 

Preclassic period (Gifford 1976:115-116; Reese 1989:56; Valdez 1987:143).  The presence of 

these peculiar elements in the inventory of ceramics of the early facet of the Balam complex in 

Naachtun seem to belong to a ceramic sphere separate from that characterized by the presence of 

“Protoclassic” elements (Walker and Reese Taylor 2012:26).   

Similar developments are documented in other sites of the Maya lowlands, although no 

case is identical.  In Caracol, for instance, monochrome assemblages with waxy surfaces and 

Late Preclassic vessel forms are contemporary with waxy orange, glossy monochrome and 

polychrome orange ceramics (including polychrome vessels with basal flanges and “short” sides) 

during the Early Classic (Chase and Chase 2005).  Smith (1955) reports a similar trend in the 

ceramics of Waxaktun, as well as Laporte (1995) in the Dolores-Poptun Plateau and Bachand 

(2010) in Punta de Chimino.  In the Northern Belize site of Chan Late Preclassic slips continue 

into the Early Classic, although in some instances pottery shows a tendency to be glossier, 

resembling more Petén gloss wares than Paso Caballo Waxy wares (Kosakowsky 2012:50-51).  

In Cuello monochrome ceramics also become hardier and glossier (Kosakowsky 1987a: 25).  To 

complicate matters, glossy assemblages characteristic of the Tzakol sphere and common in 

central and Northeast Petén are rare in the Dolores-Poptun area (Laporte 1995:618) and Aguila 

Orange ceramics constitute a small amount of the entire Hermitage Ceramic Complex in Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976:182).   

Similarly, orange wares and Usulutan ceramics considered diagnostic Protoclassic 

material are present in sites of Southeastern Guatemala and Northern Belize such as Naj Tunich 

and Chan (Brady 1987:471-475; Kosakowsky 2012:51), but they are absent in sites like 
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Kichpanha (Reese 1989:56).  Overall, the diffusion and consumption of both Tzakol and 

Chicanel ceramics were not mutually exclusive processes, and likely responded to particular 

needs, tastes, and socio political affiliations that must be understood in a case-by-case basis.   

5.1.3 Balam ceramic complex, late facet: Early Classic period (Tzakol II and III) 

The late facet of the Balam Complex is probably the best-defined and identified segment of the 

Early Classic in Naachtun to date.  As remarked in Chapter 4, the late facet of the Balam 

complex is characterized by the predominance of glossy surfaces, the introduction of open 

vessels with long basal flanges and flared sides taller 6.0 cm to 10.0 cm, and vessels with round 

sharp-Z angles also with sides 6.0 cm height and taller, as well as the presence of decoration 

programs with geometric and a few zoomorphic elements (Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 Table 

5.8), of which the bat is shared with other lowland sites such as Waxaktun (Smith 1955).  An 

element peculiar to Naachtun is a motif on long basal flanges consisting of stepped frets in red 

and black (Figure 5.3).  Decorations on basal flanges reported in other sites generally feature 

rows of black trianges or black “hand bells” (Smith 1955 Volume 1).  The red and black soet 

frets seem a local innovation in Naachtun.  Another innovation is the black cylindrical tripod 

vessels with hollow rectangular supports.  Likewise, a series of novel ceramic types and varieties 

are added to the list of glossy wares documented for the early facet of the Balam complex, 

including a ceramic type of the Remate Group (Laporte 2007) (Figure 5.6), Caal Red 

Polychrome: Caal Variety, Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety (Appendixes D and E), 

Unnamed Mottled Cream-Brown, an undetermined cream ware, Unnamed Hard Compact Red 

type of the Remate Group, and possibly Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety (Table 5.7). 
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 a) 

 b) 

Figure 5.2.  a) Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety rimsherd of tall open 

vessel with long basal flange decorated with a figurative motif, b) specimens of Caldero Buff 

Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2 with possible figurative decoration.   
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Figure 5.3.  Examples of long basal flanges decorated with stepped frets in solid black and red.  

This motif is common across late facet Balam complex polychrome vessel with long basal 

flanges.  
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Figure 5.4.  Example of Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety open vessel with long basal flange, 

tall sides, direct rim and bat motif on the rim made of applique and incisions.  
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Figure 5.5.  Specimens of Remate group ceramics (Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Gray Firing 

Clouds Variety) from Test pit 11 of Operation II.1.  

Ceramic types, varieties and vessel forms attested first in the glossy set of ceramics of the 

early facet of the Balam ceramic complex continue to be manufactured and consumed during the 

late facet of the Balam complex.  The list of ceramic types and varieties include Aguila Orange, 

Balanza Black, Boleto Black on Orange, Caldero Buff Polychrome, Dos Hermanos Red, Dos 

Arroyos Orange Polychrome, Quintal Unslipped, Triunfo Striated, and Yaloche Cream 

Polychrome (Table 5.7).  Monochrome hemispherical vessels with direct rims, monochrome jars 

with short necks and direct rims, and flared vessels with straight walls and direct rims continue 

during the late facet of the Balam complex (Table 5.8).  Pots with waxy finish belonging to the 

Sierra ceramic group are also present in the late facet of the Balam complex, although their 
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popularity decreases considerably (Tables 5.7 and 5.8). 

Items intended for special uses as offerings were crafted using the same generic and 

unique technical, morphometric, and aesthetic parameters when creating special arrays of 

ceramics with possible key ideological meanings.  A clear example is that of two orange 

monochrome flared vessels with straight walls, flat bottoms, and direct rims with a mouth 

diameter average of 80cm found in a dedicatory cache excavated in Group A in 2011 (Morales-

Aguilar 2012: 113-114; Figure 19).  No pots with similar dimensions are documented to date in 

arrays of Balam ceramics from other contexts, implying that planning and performance of 

ceremonial occasions paved the way for production of goods with hyperthrophic (sensu Clark 

and Parry 1990:293-294) characteristics (Arnold 1989 [1985]: 158-165). 

The observed continuities in ceramics suggest that the social networks responsible for the 

diffusion, adoption, and use of gloss ceramics did not hinder those involved in the production of 

waxy and unslipped ceramics, although the success of the latter can be explained in terms of its 

technological success as artifacts intended to process and store food (Lopez Varela 2005:163).  In 

addition, there are also a series of vessel forms present in small frequencies and fractions during 

the middle and late facets of the Balam complex, a pattern that resembles the spotty distribution 

of vessel forms with small percentages and frequencies seen in Kuts’ complex assemblages.  

Nevertheless, diversification in vessel forms and types during the late facet of the Balam 

complex suggests an increase in the number of producers and consumers in Naachtun between 

the second half of the 3
rd

 century and the first part of the 6
th

 century.  As late facet Balam 

complex contexts are relatively common in Naachtun, the sample of Late Balam materials is, by 

large, the best one for the Early Classic.
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Table 5.7 Frequencies and percentages of ceramic types and varieties documented for the late 

facet of the Balam complex. 

Ceramic Type Variety Frequencies Percentage 
Percentage within 

Ceramic Group 

Sierra Red Sierra 6 0.03 50 

Unnmed Reddish 

Brown 
Unspecified 6 0.03 50 

Aguila Orange Aguila 6568 34.48 99.25 

Pita Incised Unspecified 28 0.15 0.42 

Nitan Composite Unspecified 19 0.10 0.29 

Aguila Group 

Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified 1 0.01 0.02 

Unindentified 

Orange Racked 
Unspecified 1 0.01 0.02 

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 3493 18.34 100 

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified 18 0.09 100 

Balanza Black Balanza 1014 5.32 69.54 

Lucha Incised Lucha 259 1.36 17.76 

Urita Gouged 

Incised 
Unspecified 7 0.04 

0.48 

San Roman Plano-

Relief 
Unspecified 3 0.02 

0.21 

Paradero Fluted Paradero 15 0.08 1.03 

Maroma Impressed Unspecified 10 0.05 0.69 

Black Mottled Unspecified 29 0.15 1.99 

  Red Variety 73 0.38 5.01 

  
Orange 

Variety 
38 0.20 

2.61 

Black Mottled 

Incised 
Unspecified 1 0.01 

0.07 

  
Orange 

Variety 
5 0.03 

0.34 

Unnamed Balanza 

Group Ext 

Champhered 

Unspecified 4 0.02 

0.27 

Pucte Brown Pucte  166 0.87 100 

Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome 
Dos Arroyos 1071 5.61 98.8 
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  Unspecified 8 0.04 0.74 

San Blas Red on 

Orange 
Unspecified 4 0.02 0.37 

Boleto Black on 

Orange 
Unspecified 1 0.01 0.09 

Caldero Buff 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 2 185 0.97 99.46 

  Unspecified 1 1 0.01 0.54 

Yaloche Cream 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 25 0.13 86.21 

Unnamed Red on 

Cream 
Unspecified 4 0.02 13.79 

Caal Red 

Polychrome 
Caal 15 0.08 100 

Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome 
Unspecified 1 0.01 100 

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 4938 25.93 91.41 

Quintal Unslipped Quintal 464 2.44 8.59 

Triunfo/Quintal   56 0.29 100 

Cream Mottled 

Brown 
Unspecified 103 0.54 100 

Sambula Black on 

Gray 
Unspecified 1 0.01 100 

Unnamed Hard 

Compact Red 

Gray Firing 

Clouds 
170 0.89 42.93 

  
Buff Firing 

Clouds 
79 0.41 19.95 

  Red Variety 147 0.77 37.12 

Unnamed Brown Unspecified 6 0.03 100 

Matte Red Unspecified  4 0.02 100 

  Total 19048 100.00   
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Table 5.8 Inventory of late facet Balam complex vessel forms per ceramic type and variety 

documented in Naachtun until 2012. 

Group Type: Variety-Vessel Form N Percentage 

Actuncan 

Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Var.  

Vessel with basal long flange, flared sides, direct 

rim, concave bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Miniature jar with 

short neck, outcurved rim, and globular body 
4 0.38 

Aguila  
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Cylindrical vessel 

with straight sides and direct rim. 
1 0.10 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with direct rim and annular base 
43 4.12 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with incurved rim, and narrow mouth 
1 0.10 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with interior basal inflection 
5 0.48 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Jar with short neck, 

direct rim and globular body 
58 5.56 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Jar with short neck, 

slightly outcurved rim, and globular body 
1 0.10 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Large jar with wide 

mouth and exterior folded rim with rounded lip 
3 0.29 

Aguila 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with basal 

angle, flared sides, concave bottom, and annular 

base 

3 0.29 

Aguila 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with basal 

rounded sharp-Z angle, flared sides, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

8 0.77 

Aguila 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with basal 

sharp-Z angle, flared sides, concave bottom, and 

annular base 

8 0.77 

Aguila  

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with flared 

sides, slightly outcurved sides, direct rim, and flat 

bottom 

2 0.19 

Aguila 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with long basal 

flange, flared sides, concave bottom, and annular 

base 

3 0.29 

Aguila 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Var.  Vessel with basal 

flange, flared sides, outcurved short walls, direct 

rim, and concave bottom 

2 0.19 

Aguila Aguila Orange: Aguila Var. Hemispherical lid 1 0.10 
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Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var. Vessel with flared 

sides, straight walls, direct rims, and flat bottom 
43 4.12 

Aguila 
Aguila Orange: Aguila Var. Hemispherical vessel 

with thin walls, and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Balanza  
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Barrel-shaped vessel 

with direct rim and spout 
6 0.57 

Balanza Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Hemispherical lid 2 0.19 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with direct rim 
22 2.11 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Hemispherical vessel 

with slightly incurved rim and flange 
4 0.38 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Hollow rectangular 

support cylindrical tripod vessel 
5 0.48 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Jar with short neck 

and outcurved rim 
2 0.19 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Jar with short neck, 

direct rim, and globular body 
7 0.67 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Minuature jars with 

short neck, outcurved rim, and globular body 
4 0.38 

Balanza  

Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Vessel with basal 

sharp-Z angle, flared sides, concave bottom, and 

annular base 

3 0.29 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Vessel with flared 

sides, basal angle,direct rim, and concave bottom 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Vessel with flared 

sides, straight walls, direct rim 
5 0.48 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Vessel with long 

basal angle, flared sides, and direct rim 
3 0.29 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var.  Vessel with long 

basal flange, flared sides, and annular base 
14 1.34 

Balanza 
Balanza Black: Balanza Var. Cylindrical vase with 

direct rim, and flat bottom 
4 0.38 

Balanza 
Mottled Black Incised: Orange Variety.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
2 0.19 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Orange Variety.  Hemispherical 

vessel with direct rim 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Orange Variety.  Hemispherical 

vessel with incurved rim, and narrow mouth 
1 0.10 

Balanza  
Mottled Black: Orange Variety.  Jar with short 

neck, direct rim, and globular body 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Red Variety.  Cylindrical vase with 

direct rim 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Red Variety.  Hemispherical vessel 

with direct rim 
1 0.10 
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Balanza 
Mottled Black: Red Variety.  Miniature 

hemispherical vessel with thin walls and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Balanza 

Mottled Black: Red Variety.  Vessel with wide 

mouth, basal round-sharp Z angle, interior 

inflection, and thickened rim 

1 0.10 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Red Variety. Hemispherical vessel 

with interior basal inflection, and direct rim 
3 0.29 

Balanza 
Mottled Black: Red Var.  Vessel with flared sides, 

slightly outcurved walls, and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Dos Arroyos 
Boleto Black on Orange: Unspecified Var.  Vessel 

with flared sides and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Unspecified 
Bright Glossy-Red: Unspecified Var.  Jar with short 

neck, direct rim, and globular body 
3 0.29 

Caal 

Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety.  Vessel with 

long basal flange, flared sides, direct rim, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Caal 

Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety.  Vessel with 

short basal flange, flared sides, direct rim, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

5 0.48 

Caal 

Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety.  Vessel with 

short basal flange, flared sides, direct rim, spout, 

concave bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Caldero 

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #1.  

Vessel with basal angle, flared sides, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Caldero 
Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
7 0.67 

Caldero  
Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2.  

Jar with short neck, direct rim, and globular body 
6 0.57 

Caldero 
Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2.  

Jar with wide mouth and tall neck 
1 0.10 

Caldero  

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2.  

Vessel with basal angle, flared sides, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

4 0.38 

Caldero 

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2.  

Vessel with basal long flange, flared sides, direct 

rim, concave bottom, and annular base 

14 1.34 

Caldero 
Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Var. #2. 

Hemispherical lid 
5 0.48 

Dos Arroyos  
Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Var.  Hemispherical vessel with direct rim. 
2 0.19 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Var.  Jar with short neck, direct rim, and globular 

body 

11 1.05 

Dos Arroyos Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 19 1.82 
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Var.  Vessel with flared sides, direct rim, concave 

bottom, basal angle, and annular base 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Var.  Vessel with long basal flanges, flared sides, 

and annular base. 

106 10.15 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Variety: Vessel with wide mouth, flared sides, 

stright walls, direct rim, and annular base 

5 0.48 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Var.  Hemispherical vessel with interior inflection 

and direct rim 

1 0.10 

Dos Arroyos 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Unspecified 

Variety.  Vessel with short basal flange, flared 

sides, and annular base 

9 0.86 

Dos 

Hermanos  

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  

Cylindrical vessel with straight sides and direct 

rim. 

1 0.10 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Globular 

vessel with slightly incurved rim 
1 0.10 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  

Hemispherical vessel with interior basal inflection 

and direct rim 

7 0.67 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Jar with 

short neck, direct rim, and globular body 
46 4.41 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Jar with 

short neck, outcurved lip, and globular body 
2 0.19 

Dos 

Hermanos  

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with exterior basal inflection, interior medial 

inflection, rounded sides, and direct rim 

1 0.10 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with flared sides, direct rim, concave bottom, basal 

angle, and annular base 

2 0.19 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with flared sides, slightly ourcurved walls and 

direct rim 

15 1.44 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with long basal flange, flared sides, direct rim, and 

concave bottom 

1 0.10 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with short basal flange, flared sides, and annular 

base 

1 0.10 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var.  Vessel 

with wide mouth, basal round-sharp Z angle, 

interior inflection, and thickened rim 

5 0.48 

Dos Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var. 24 2.30 
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Hermanos  Hemispherical vessel with direct rim, and annular 

base 

Dos 

Hermanos 

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Var. Vessel 

with basal rounded sharp-Z angle, flared sides, 

concave bottom, and annular base 

17 1.63 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Cylindrical vase 

with direct rim 
7 0.67 

Balanza Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Hemispherical lid 3 0.29 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Hemispherical 

vessel with direct rim 
16 1.53 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Hemispherical 

vessel with direct rim and applique 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Jar with short 

neck, direct rim, and globular body 
1 0.10 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with flared 

sides, basal angle, and concave bottom 
6 0.57 

Balanza 
Lucha Incised: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with long 

basal flanges, flared sides, and annular base 
8 0.77 

Balanza 
Maroma Impressed: Maroma Variety.  

Hemispherical bowl 
1 0.10 

Aguila  
Nitan Composite: Nitan Variety.  Vessel with short 

neck, everted rim, and globular body 
6 0.57 

Aguila 

Pita Incised:Pita Var.  Vessel with basal round-

sharp Z angle, short flared sides, straight walls, 

direct rim 

1 0.10 

Pucte 
Pucte Brown: Pucte Var.  Hemispherical Vessel 

with direct rim 
2 0.19 

Pucte 
Pucte Brown: Pucte Var.  Jar with short neck, 

outcurved rim, and globular body 
1 0.10 

Pucte 
Pucte Brown: Pucte Var.  Vessel with basal round-

sharp Z angle, flared sides, and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Pucte 
Pucte Brown: Pucte var.  Vessel with flared sides, 

straight walls and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Pucte 
Pucte Brown: Pucte Var.  Jar with short necks, 

direct rim, and globular body 
2 0.19 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Var. (orange/red 

exterior self slip).  Jar with long neck and 

outcurved rim 

7 0.67 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Var.  Hemispherical 

vessel with direct rim and flat bottom 
7 0.67 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Var.  Jar with long 

neck and outcurved rim 
15 1.44 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 
Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Var.  Large censer 1 0.10 

Triunfo/ Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Var.  Vessel with 23 2.20 
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Quintal flared sides, straight walls, direct rims, and flat 

bottom 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety (orange/red 

self slip).  Hemispherical censer lid 
4 0.38 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety.  

Hemispherical censer lid 
3 0.29 

Unspecified 
Red Matte: Unspecified Var.  Jar with tall neck and 

ourcurved neck 
1 0.10 

Unspecified 
Red Mottled: Unspecified Var.  Vessel with flares 

sides, straight walls, and everted rim 
1 0.10 

Unspecified 
Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Var.  

Hemipsherical vessel with direct rim 
1 0.10 

Dos Arroyos 
San Blas Red on Orange: Unspecified Var.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rims 
1 0.10 

Sierra 
Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Jar with long neck and 

ourcurved rim with rounded lip 
1 0.10 

Sierra 
Sierra Red: Sierra Var.  Vessel with everted rim, 

flared sides, and straight walls 
1 0.10 

Tinaja? 

Tinaja Red: Unspecified Var? Vessel with basal 

rounded sharp-Z angle, flared sides, concave 

bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Var (red self slip).  Jar 

with short neck and outcurved rim 
1 0.10 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Var.  Jars with long neck, 

ourcurved rim, and grooved lip 
1 0.10 

Triunfo/ 

Quintal 

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Var.  Jars with long necks 

and outcurved rims 
250 23.75 

Balanza 
Unnamed Mottled Black: Unspecified Var.  

Globular vessel with incurved rims 
2 0.19 

Unspecified 
Cream Mottled Brown: Unspecified Var.  

Hemispherical vessel with slightly incurved rim 
5 0.48 

Unspecified  
Cream Mottled Brown: Unspecified Var.  Jar with 

short neck and direct rim 
1 0.10 

Unspecified 

Cream Mottled Brown: Unspecified Var.  Vessel 

with basal rounded sharp-Z angle, flared sides, 

concave bottom, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Unspecified 
Cream Mottled Brown: Unspecified Var.  Vessel 

with flared sides, direct rim, straight walls 
4 0.38 

Remate 
Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety.  Vessel 

with flared sides, stright walls, direct rim 
1 0.10 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Buff 

Firing Clouds: Jar with short neck, direct rim, and 

globular body 

1 0.10 

Remate 
Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Buff 

Firing Clouds.  Hemispherical vessel with direct 
1 0.10 
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rim 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Buff 

Firing Clouds.  Jar with tall neck, outcurved rim, 

and globular body 

2 0.19 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Gray 

Firing Clouds.  Jar with short neck, direct rim, and 

globular body 

3 0.29 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Gray 

Firing Clouds.  Vessel with basal round-sharp Z 

angle, flared sides, direct rims, concave bottom, 

and annular base 

1 0.10 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Gray 

Firing Clouds.  Vessel with flared sides, straight 

walls, and direct rim. 

3 0.29 

Remate 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety with Gray 

Firing Clouds.  Vessel with short basal flange, 

flared sides, and annular base 

1 0.10 

Sierra 
Unnamed Reddish-Brown: Unspecified Var.  

Hemispherical vessel with direct rim 
6 0.57 

Yaloche 

Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified Var. 

Vessel with long basal flange, flared sides, direct 

rims 

28 2.68 

  Total 1044 100.00 
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5.2 Patterns of development of ceramic manufacture and consumption in Naachtun during 

the Late Preclassic and the Early Classic periods as determined by the analysis of the type-

variety classification 

In this section, I assess to which extent Late Preclassic and Early Classic ceramic assemblages in 

Naachtun are connected or dissociated from ceramic sequences in other sites of the lowlands.  By 

determining to which extent Naachtun participated of the cultural developments taking place in 

other places in the Maya lowlands in the form of pottery technology, I intend to document the 

characteristics of the social networks where patterns of ceramic manufacture and consumption in 

Naachtun were taking place, particularly issues of interconnection between social groups living 

within Naachtun and between Naachtun and other centers in the lowlands.  Ultimately, the 

question of interconnection seeks to appraise to which extent ceramic manufacture and 

production served to materialize notions of order, legitimacy, and wealth from the Late Preclassic 

period to the end of the Early Classic period.   

5.2.1 Ceramic manufacture and consumption in the Kuts’ ceramic complex in Naachtun  

From the final facet of the Late Preclassic to the end of the Early Classic, the denizens of 

Naachtun produced and consumed ceramic wares, types and varieties present in most southern 

central lowland centers (Adams 1971; Ball 1977; Culbert 1993; Forsyth 1989; Sabloff 1975; 

Sagebiel 2005; Smith 1955 Vols. 1 and 2).  At the same time, Late Preclassic ceramic 

assemblages have distinctive characteristics that give a local flavor to the ceramics of each 

period.  The array of Late Preclassic ceramic types and varieties found in Naachtun is relatively 

uniform.  This apparent homogeneity, however, may be the result of sampling biases.   

 Contextual issues aside, the array of Kuts’ complex ceramics in Naachtun resemble that 
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of the Cascabel ceramic complex in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989: Chapter 3).  This patterning 

indicates socio-cultural bonds between populations living in both centers.  The use of 

monochrome slips, groove incisions on everted rims, waxy finish, calcite inclusions, as well as 

the predominance of Sierra group ceramics in the current inventory of Kuts’ pottery (Table 5.1) 

also bonds production and consumption patterns in Naachtun to those documented in southern 

centers like Waxaktun  (Smith 1955 Vol.1: 21-22), as well as in sites in northern Belize such as 

Cuello (Kosakowsky 1987:54-83 and 1987a, although specimens of Sierra Red: Sierra Variety 

reported in Cuello have mica inclusions, (see Kosakowsky 1987:59), La Milpa (Sagebiel 

2005:178-201, 203-206, 210-211), and Colha (Valdez 1987:127).  Ceramic affiliations with sites 

to the south such as Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:77-101) are also attested on the basis of the same 

elements.      

Interestingly, Kuts’ complex ceramics also include materials of the Iberia group, an 

arrangement slightly different from that reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:53-54), but 

documented in Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:90).  Orange monochrome pottery is also found in Late 

Preclassic assemblages from the Belizean sites of Cuello (Hammond et al.1991: Figure 3.40; 

Kosakowsky 1987:81-83, 1987a: 31) and Kichpanha (Reese 1989:55-56, 84-88), although these 

instances of monochrome orange ceramics belong to the Chicago Orange ceramic type.    

The list of Kuts’ complex ceramic wares, types and varieties documented to date place 

Naachtun within the Chicanel ceramic sphere (Smith 1955 Vol. 1:21; Smith and Gifford 

1966:167, 169-170).  In general terms, the Chicanel ceramic sphere is characterized overall by its 

great homogeneity all over the Maya lowlands (Kosakowsky 1987:92).  Chicanel sphere spreads 

throughout the entire central lowlands and encompasses sites of different size and political 
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ranking (Adams 1971:123-124, 126; Ball 1977:154; Forsyth 1989:128; Willey et al. 1967:309).  

The spread and wide adoption of characteristic fashioning technologies, vessel forms, and 

aesthetic principles in such a large area suggests that any existing political boundaries did not 

deter the diffusion of Chicanel pottery technology and aesthetics, an observation that also 

suggests that the political agendas of paramount social groups had little concerns about 

appropriating systems of ceramic production and consumption at this time.  The spread of 

Chicanel ceramics is likely the result of an upsurge in direct and indirect social and economic 

connections between people living in different settlements during the Late Preclassic period 

(Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:93).  

5.2.2 Ceramic manufacture and consumption in the Balam ceramic complex in Naachtun  

In contrast to the relatively technological uniformity of ceramics from the Kuts’ complex, 

the early facet of the Balam complex is characterized by the presence of two classes of ceramic 

assemblages with distinctive technical and aesthetic characteristics.  The first group of ceramics 

features waxy surfaces, monochrome red, black, orange, and cream slips, black resist decoration 

on orange and red slips, and very soft pastes and, as well, unslipped types with striated and 

smooth surfaces are present.  The inventory of forms includes open vessels with thickened rims 

and flat lips, hemispherical vessels with direct rims, jars with short necks and outcurved rims, as 

well as flared vessels with straight walls and direct rims.  The presence of elements documented 

in ceramics of the Kuts’ complex among early facet Balam complex ceramics, particularly the 

use of waxy finish, monochrome red, orange, black, and cream slips, unslipped surfaces, and 

double layers of slip, argues for a certain degree of continuity between them.  Moreover, this 

group of early facet Balam ceramics seems part of a gradual development from pre-existing 
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technical and aesthetic elements taking place in El Mirador Basin region (Forsyth 1989: Chapter 

4).    

The second group of ceramics of the early facet of the Balam complex encompasses 

monochrome and polychrome assemblages with glossy surfaces and layers of bright dark red, 

orange, and black slips applied over a light underslip.  This set of glossy pottery was found to be 

associated with pottery with waxy surface, mainly San Antonio Golden Brown and a minority of 

Sierra Red: Sierra Variety and Polvero Black: Polvero Variety potsherds.  Vessels with this 

glossy finish present very distinctive forms that include flared vessels with direct rim, globular 

vessels with incurved rim and lateral flanges, jars with short necks and direct rims, hemispherical 

vessels with direct rim, and vessels with basal sharp-Z angles and flared sides not taller than 

5.0cm, whereas the inventory of waxy ceramics is limited to hemispherical vessels with slightly 

incurved rims.  In addition, geometrical polychrome painted decoration on buff, orange and 

cream is observed in glossy assemblages.  

Compared to its contemporary counterpart, this second set of ceramics shows a great deal 

of technological novelty in the form of experimentation with new potting techniques and forms.  

Furthermore, the presence of particular vessel forms and ceramic types indicates social 

affiliations with centers outside of the Mirador Basin.  In particular, the polychrome orange, or 

buff vessel with basal sharp Z angle and flared sides not taller than 5.0 cm. strongly indicates 

connections with Becan between AD 150 and AD 250 (Ball 1977:130). The presence of San 

Antonio Golden Brown ceramics also indicates connections with northern Belize (Gifford 

1976:115-116; Reese 1989:55; Sagebiel 2005:224-227; Valdez 1987:143).  In addition, there are 

particular classes of vessels with glossy finish that seem unique to Naachtun, in particular a set of 
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three Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #1 (called Provisional Variety by Walker) 

open vessels with annular bases, basal angle, and direct rim collected by the Canadian project in 

association to a looted tomb at Structure XXIIIb in Group A (Walker and Reese Taylor 2012:26-

34).  Few fragments of this particular ceramic type, variety and vessel class were documented in 

the 2010 and 2011 seasons, although they were present in construction fills mixed with later 

materials.  Overall, the innovations in surface treatment, decoration, and vessel form attested for 

this set of ceramics of the early facet of Balam complex suggests that people manufacturing and 

using this assemblage in Naachtun participated in social networks encompassing particular sites 

and regions to the north and to the east.  At the same time, the presence of particular assemblages 

speaks of systems of manufacture and consumption that are very local in scope.  

The presence of very idiosyncratic ceramic assemblages made of a combination of novel 

and old technologies and aesthetic standards is a phenomenon attested in other sites of the 

lowlands (Bachand 2010:25-31; Brady et al. 1998:27-32; Gifford 1976:129-153; Laporte and 

Fialko 1995:52).  Ceramic assemblages combining Preclassic and Classic period technical 

characteristics occur in elite contexts in several Maya sites, suggesting an association with 

practices of social distinction (Brady et al. 1998:33).  This assertion is difficult to document in 

Naachtun on the basis of current evidence, but the seemingly exclusive distribution of ceramics 

with glossy surfaces and polychrome painted decoration argues for a pattern of restricted 

manufacture and consumption of these assemblages.  

The presence of glossy surfaces, double slips, and polychrome painting in Naachtun and 

other sites of the lowlands suggest the existence of particular social networks responsible for the 

transmission of these elements (Brady et al. 1998:27-31).  However, these technical aspects were 
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adopted and applied differently at each site, likely responding to very specific forms of 

consumption unique to each site and practiced by few groups there.  If this statement is correct, it 

implies that the regional networks of open social relations responsible for the transmission of 

parameters of ceramic manufacture and consumption during the Late Preclassic was replaced by 

a series of local and small systems of social connections that impelled experimentation in potting 

techniques and decorative programs during the beginning of the Early Classic.  

A return to participation in larger regional systems of ceramic manufacture and 

production is documented for the late facet of the Balam ceramic complex.  The late facet of the 

Balam complex in Naachtun relates to the Tzakol ceramic sphere of the central lowlands in terms 

of ceramic types and technological characteristics (Ball 1977:155-156; Smith 1955 Vol. 1:23-24; 

Smith and Gifford 1966:167, 169,171).  In this regard, cultural and technological affiliations 

attested in Naachtun ceramics remain rooted in traditions of the central Petén area in the Early 

Classic.  The late facet of the Balam complex are characterized by an increased popularity in the 

use of layers of orange, red or black slip over an underslip of a lighter color and a glossy finish.  

As well, basal flanged vessels, open hemispherical vessels with annular supports, and globular 

jars with short necks become popular during this time.  As the present sample comes mainly from 

the center of Naachtun, it is impossible to determine if people living in the periphery of the 

center employed similar ceramics or distinctive sets.  At best, assemblages produced for and 

consumed by paramount socio-economic groups seem to be represented in the sample. 

The inventory of late facet ceramics presented in Table 5.4 resembles, very strongly. that 

reported in sites of central Peten, particularly Tikal and Waxaktun (see Culbert 1993; Smith and 

Gifford 1966), suggesting stronger cultural and, perhaps, political links with this area. Naachtun 
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also shares some ceramic types with settlements to the east, particularly Rio Azul (Jackson and 

Jackson Adams 2000).  In contrast to the patterns of affiliation documented during the Kuts’ 

complex and the early facet of the Balam complex, the inventory of late facet Balam complex 

ceramic types and varieties in Naachtun is less similar to that of sites in northern Belize (see 

Sagebiel 2005; Valdez 1987), although all sites produced and consumed generic types such as 

Aguila Orange, Balanza Black, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome and Triunfo Striated.   

Moreover, the significant percentage of Dos Arroyos Variety vessels with long basal 

flanges, flared sides, direct rims, concave bottoms, and annular bases in Naachtun argues for 

close affinities with sites in central Petén, particularly Tikal (Table 5.8).  The relatively high 

proportions of polychrome containers with flared sides, direct rims, long basal flanges, and 

annular bases are difficult to explain, mainly in functional terms, as this vessel form played 

different roles, ranging from food serving to container of offerings (see an instance of the latter in 

Naachtun in Walker and Reese-Taylor 2012: Figure 29).  Nevertheless, the open pot with long 

basal flange, annular base, flared sides, and direct rim is present in sites and geographical areas, 

directly or indirectly, under the economic, social, and political influence of Tikal (Reese-Taylor 

and Walker 2002:107), as documented in the lowland sites of Waxaktun (Smith 1955: Figures 

20, 21, 26, 27,28,29,30) and Rio Azul (Adams 1999: Figure 3-24), as well as in the Pasion-

Verapaz region in the highlands (Woodfill and Andrieu 2012: 194, Figures 11 and 12).  In this 

regard, the considerable number of this class of vessel in Naachtun indicated affinities between 

this center and Tikal during the late part of the Early Classic. 

Relations between Naachtun and sites to the east during the late facet of the Balam 

complex are suggested by the presence of Caal Red Polychrome, a common type, in the center of 
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Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:266).  However, Caal Red Polychrome is quite rare 

in Naachtun (Table 5.7), and it is not present in every large deposit of late facet Balam ceramics 

as is the case of Trench 7 and Trench 11 of Group A.  In this regard, the meaning behind the 

consumption of this particular ware and its role in socio-political interaction during the late part 

of the Early Classic in Naachtun must be questioned.  

Additionally, a Competencia Incised rimsherd indicates the movement of ceramics from 

Central Mexico, Tikal, or another site where ceramic templates common in these sites inspired 

manufacture of these goods, to Naachtun (Figure 5.6). The mechanisms involved in the 

allocation of Competencia Incised are undetermined, but low frequencies argue for either 

sporadic flow of this good to Naachtun, low outputs, or both.  Competencia and other Ratones 

group ceramics are reported in Tikal as part of sets of foreign inspired traits displayed by a royal 

dynasty installed at Tikal by the 4th century AD (Iglesias Ponce de Leon 2003:186-191; Laporte 

and Fialko 1990:59). In this regard, the presence of Competencia signals interaction with Tikal, 

rather than face-to-face dealings with Teotihuacan.  
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a)      b) 

Figure 5.6.  Specimen of Competencia Incised found in a looter’s trench in Naachtun: a) interior 

surface, b) exterior surface.  

The exact placement of Competencia Incised within the Balam Complex is unknown.  

However, the presence of this type indicates a trend to include some foreign elements in ceramic 

assemblages from the late facet of the Balam complex and onwards in Naachtun.  During this 

time central lowland pottery from other sites features a series of surface treatments, vessel forms, 

and modal configurations observed in the northern Maya lowlands, the highlands of Guatemala, 

the Gulf Coast, and Central Mexico.  These include cylindrical tripod vessels with hollow or 

solid supports, resist painting, plano-relief decoration on black slipped vessels, and coatings of 

painted stucco (Ball 1977:100-101; Culbert 1993: Figures 15, 16, 17, 19, 27a, 30b, 124a and b, 

128, 134; Laporte and Fialko 1995: Figures 51 and 53; Rattray 2001:221,223, 363; Santley 

2004:387, Figure3; Smith 1955 Vol. 1:24, Vol. 2: Figure 1a,b, and c, Figure 5 f,g,j, Figure 6i-p, 

Figure 8e,g-i and n, Figure 13a, d, and f).  The spread and adoption of these particular techniques 

in several Mesoamerican sites from the 4
th

 century AD and beyond was an ongoing process of 
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mutual influence between different regions, settlements, and people (Laporte 2003:214-216; 

Laporte and Fialko 1990:59).  For instance, the earliest examples of stucco-coated ceramics 

documented in Teotihuacan are imports from the Gulf Coast (Rattray 2001:117).  Likewise, resist 

painting seems to have entered Teotihuacan from the Gulf Coast region via Cholula (Rattray 

2001:363).  

For the particular case of polished black cylindrical tripod vessels with hollow or solid 

rectangular supports, Laporte and Fialko (1990:59) appraise the production and consumption of 

such vessels as a local affair, different from the allocation of ceramics from central Mexico like 

Thin Orange wares.  In Teotihuacan, black polished cylindrical vessels are documented first in 

the Late Tlamilminopa Phase (A.D. 350-450) (Cowgill 2003:318; Rattray 2001:115), whereas 

these items are attested since the second half of the 3
rd

 century in Lowland Maya sites like 

Waxaktun (Smith Vol. 2:Figure 52a 1-14).   Cylindrical tripod dishes are found outside elite 

deposits in paramount sites, such as Tikal (Culbert 2003:60), suggesting that social groups other 

than elites were involved in the processes of adoption and spread of some vessel assemblages.  

The adoption, production, and use of these ceramics in Naachtun show a growing interest in the 

display of pan-regional affiliations in ceramic assemblages.    

Pan-Mesoamerican elements in pottery occur with novel ceramic types during the late 

facet of the Balam complex, including red monochrome pottery with hard compact pastes of the 

Remate group resembling materials common in eastern Petén (Laporte 2007) and Tinaja Red: 

Unnamed Variety.  Polychrome ceramics also show changes that comprise the placement of 

elaborate decoration on the interior surface of vessels and reduction of basal flanges. These 

features indicate a departure from the typical characteristics of early and late facet Balam 
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assemblages, suggesting a growing number of producers supplying consumers with increasingly 

different preferences.    

As observed for the Late Preclassic period, no social boundaries seem to have prevented 

the diffusion of forming techniques and aesthetic parameters between producers living in 

different centers during the first part of the Early Classic.  In this regard, restricted use of these 

ceramics by a few does not seem to have restrained artisans from sharing techniques and 

aesthetic principles.  Moreover, particular groups of consumers likely appropriated aspects of 

pre-existing production systems for purposes of materialization of ideologies and social 

affiliations.  Consumer demand likely influenced the organization of production and the degree 

of variation in ceramic assemblages during the late facet of the Balam complex.  The use of 

relatively homogeneous standards for surface finish, polychrome decoration, slip color, and sets 

of vessel forms indicates the presence of shared tastes, well defined preferences, and likely 

shared notions of life in society between consumers in the central area of Naachtun during the 

Early Classic.   

5.3 Closing remarks  

Ceramic manufacture and consumption attested for the Kuts’ ceramic complex and the late part 

of the Balam complex in Naachtun are closely related to the Chicanel and Tzakol pottery spheres 

documented during the Late Preclassic and late Early Classic periods in lowland centers.  

Overall, typological patterns attested in Naachtun ceramics indicate social affinities with the 

central Petén area and northern Belize during the Late Preclassic, and bonds with central Petén 

and the Three Rivers Region during the late part of the Early Classic.  At a more specific level, 

the Kuts’ complex ceramics of Naachtun show very close affinities with assemblages 
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documented in El Mirador during the Late Preclassic, whereas materials of the late facet of the 

Balam complex are related to materials present in Tikal during the last part of the Early Classic, 

suggesting close social (and arguably political) affinities between these centers at each particular 

period. 

Intriguingly, distinguishable foreign technological elements and wares are rare in 

Naachtun and occur exclusively during the late facet of the Balam complex. Only one lowland 

ceramic type, Caal Red Polychrome, can be assessed as an import from a site to the east. That 

being said, it is plausible that other assemblages were brought from other centers, but it is rare to 

find vessels that unambiguously indicate their origin in a given region or place.  In this regard, I 

believe that ceramic production and consumption during the Late Preclassic and the late part of 

the Early Classic was highlighting regional commonalities between several local assemblages, 

rather than accentuating their different and individual origins.                        

This scenario is not surprising given the fact that El Mirador and Tikal were paramount 

places during their “heyday” that possibly promoted socio-economic integration in the form of 

long distance trade between independent centers (Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002:112).  I suggest 

that such connections opened the way for a relatively open transmission of potting technologies, 

vessel forms, and aesthetic standards observed in lowlands pottery during the Late Preclassic and 

the late part of the Early Classic period.  Moreover, systems of direct and indirect social 

interconnections working at the local and regional levels are likely responsible for the fact that 

Kuts’ complex ceramic assemblages are predominantly waxy wares, whereas types with glossy 

finish dominate late facet Balam complex ceramics.  

The pottery attested for the early facet of the Balam Complex shows a great deal of 
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experimentation in the form of at least two different classes of surface treatments, and novel 

vessel forms that suggest, as well, shifting social connections.  Early facet Balam ceramics 

include one type of assemblage with technical elements from the Kuts’ complex, particularly 

waxy finish and monochrome slips, and another class of ceramics characterized by glossy 

surfaces and painted polychrome decoration.  The former has elements attested in the El Mirador 

Basin that indicate continued interaction between this area and Naachtun after the end of the Late 

Preclassic.  The latter shows a constellation of novel technical and aesthetic elements that speak 

of social bonds with sites north and the east of Naachtun, as well as forms of ceramic 

consumption in the form of special assemblages that seem unique to this site.  These seemingly 

innovative developments in ceramics occur at a time of social upheaval when no paramount site 

was orchestrating the regional economy and politics of the Maya lowlands (Reese-Taylor and 

Walker 2002:99-105).  Instead, thriving experimentation in pottery manufacture seems to have 

taken place at a time when old regional social networks were fragmented, and novel forms of 

elite interaction with limited geographical scope were on the rise.  The implications of these 

patterns, particularly in terms of the materialization of notions of order, legitimacy, and wealth, 

are the subject of the next and final chapter of this work.    
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Chapter 6:  Forms of Regional Social Interaction in the Maya Lowlands and their Relation 

to Ceramic Manufacture and Consumption in Naachtun from the Late Preclassic to the 

Early Classic 

In this final chapter, I evaluate the hypothesis that patterns of ceramic manufacture and 

consumption in Naachtun experienced sudden and identifiable technological and stylistic 

innovations as the result of transformations in social, economic and political relations in the 

Maya lowlands from the Late Preclassic to the Early Classic periods.  In particular, I argue that 

the creation and adoption of novel technical and aesthetic elements in ceramics serves to 

represent new ideals of order, whereas the social networks involved in the manufacture and the 

consumption of pottery supports the social (legitimacy) and economic (wealth) arrangements 

inherent to those conceptions of order.   

  The present chapter is divided into three parts.  The first section addresses in brief fashion 

the theory and the research questions pertaining to this work, particularly the notions of order, 

legitimacy, and wealth.  In the second part, I recall the results of type-variety classifications and 

their analysis as presented and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  This is in order to illustrate the 

level of resemblance and difference between the ceramic assemblages of Naachtun and those 

reported in other lowland sites.  The purpose of this exercise is to determine if the deployment of 

regional networks of social and economic interaction orchestrated by paramount sites like El 

Mirador and Tikal paved the way for patterns of innovation and transmission of technological 

and aesthetic templates attested in ceramic manufacture and consumption in Naachtun during its 

early occupation.  This inquiry intends to determine if the model of Late Preclassic and Early 

Classic coalescent ideologies presented in Chapter 3 explains satisfactorily observed trends in 
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ceramic manufacture and production in Naachtun.  Finally, part three presents the concluding 

remarks of this work.   

6.1 Order, legitimacy, and wealth 

In Chapter 1, I argue that the organization of networks of socio-economic interaction in ancient 

social formations is informed by particular understandings of society characterized by specific 

notions of order, legitimacy, and wealth (Baines and Yoffee 1998, 2000).  Since technological 

and aesthetical parameters of ceramic manufacture and consumption are transmitted through 

social networks informed by conceptions of order, legitimacy, and wealth, any sudden changes in 

these notions should be translated in technical and artistic innovations in pottery assemblages.   

  Is there a connection between the establishment of new centers of power in the Maya 

lowlands by the end of the Late Preclassic and the adoption of new potting techniques and novel 

arrays of vessel forms in Naachtun?  Are changes in pottery manufacture and consumption in 

Naachtun related to transformations in regional networks of socio-economic interaction?  Current 

research in this site is collecting important clues to address these questions as this center survived 

the convoluted transition from the Late Preclassic to the Early Classic (Nondédéo et al. 2011; 

Reese-Taylor et al. 2005:92; Walker et al. 2006).  In this regard, the present study can illustrate 

the effect of transformations of lowland networks of socio-economic interaction in patterns of 

ceramic manufacture and consumption attested in Naachtun.   

6.2 Patterns of ceramic manufacture and consumption in Naachtun in the Kuts’ (?- 50 BC) 

and the Balam (50 BC- AD 450) ceramic complexes 

Direct and unambiguous evidence of Late Preclassic occupation in Naachtun remains elusive as 

no distinctive formative architecture and sealed contexts are known to this date.  This situation 
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can change as excavation programs continue and expand.  For now, Late Preclassic occupation is 

inferred from the presence of Chicanel pottery (Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966) retrieved in 

different areas of the site.  However, fills in construction programs undertaken in Group B during 

the Classic period yielded the largest concentration of diagnostic Chicanel ceramics (this is Paso 

Caballo Waxy wares and Waxaktun Unslipped wares) known to date in Naachtun.  Elsewhere, 

Chicanel pottery occurs in a spotty fashion and low frequencies.  Such instances include: 1) 

deposits constituted by pure concentrations of Balam late facet ceramics (Tzakol II/III); 2) Late 

and Terminal Classic construction fillings and dedicatory deposits; and 3) early construction 

stages in the water reservoir of Group A (Walker 2009; Walker and Alvarado 2005).   

In general, Late Preclassic ceramics in Naachtun are characterized by monochrome 

pottery with soapy/waxy surfaces coated on red, black, and cream slips applied over an underslip 

of a lighter color. Unslipped and matte monochrome ceramics also occur, but they are present in 

very low percentages.  Pastes usually show inclusions of grog and calcite particles in most cases.  

Common forms are flared vessels with flat bottoms, direct or everted rims, jars with 

hemispherical bodies and tall or short necks with direct rims or outcurved rims, as well as 

hemispherical vessels.  Vessels with straight wall and medial flanges are also observed.   

Sierra Group types are preeminent in Kuts’ complex collections, the most ubiquitous 

being Sierra Red: Unspecified Variety and Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised Variety.  The 

list of Sierra Group types also includes the less common Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified 

Variety, Lagartos Punctuated: Unspecified Variety and Hongo Composite: Unspecified Variety.  

The second most common Kuts’ Complex ceramics are the Zapote-Achiote Group represented by 

Zapote Striated: Zapote Variety and Achiote Unslipped: Achiote Variety.  Finally, ceramics 
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belonging to the Polvero (Polvero Black: Unspecified Variety, Lechugal Incised: Lechugal 

Variety), Flor (Flor Cream: Unspecified Variety), and Iberia (Iberia Orange: Unspecified 

Variety) groups are also present, although their frequencies are remarkably lower than those of 

red slipped ceramics (see Table 5.1 Chapter 5).    

The Kuts’ ceramic complex in Naachtun belongs to the relatively uniform Chicanel 

ceramic sphere of the Maya lowlands.  The present inventory of Late Preclassic types and 

varieties in Naachtun resembles foremost the catalog of ceramics documented in the nearby site 

of El Mirador (Forsyth 1989: Chapter 3).  This observation is an anticipated finding given the 

close geographical proximity between Naachtun and sites in the Mirador Basin to the west, 

although connections with other sites participating in the Chicanel sphere, such as Waxaktun 

(Smith 1955 Vol. 1 and 2), Edzna (Forsyth 1983), Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976), Altar de 

Sacrificios (Adams 1971), and the southeastern Petén region (Laporte 2007) are attested in the 

form of common ceramic groups, technological aspects, and vessel forms.  The presence of the 

particular Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised Variety strongly indicates that Naachtun 

potters and consumers also held direct and indirect relations with the area of Ceibal (Sabloff 

1975) and northern Belize (Kosakowsky 1987, 1987a; Sagebiel 2005; Valdez 1987).  Last but 

not least, unusual ceramic types with matte finish and trickled coatings of slip (Zapatista 

Tricked) show connections of an undetermined nature between Naachtun, El Mirador, and 

northern sites in Campeche like Becan (Ball 1977:50; Forsyth 1989:45).  This line of evidence 

shows that the Late Preclassic denizens of Naachtun had cultural and social connections with 

other centers in the central lowlands during the Late Preclassic.  During this timeline, the 

occurrence of similar distinctive pottery in different areas and sites argues for relatively open 

social channels that allowed unrestricted diffusion of either vessels or potting techniques to 
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particular areas (Henrich 2010:106-107).  Surging economic and social connections occurring by 

the Late Preclassic likely fomented the path towards such technological and aesthetic integration 

in ceramics (Reese Taylor and Walker 2002:92-99).  The presence of Chicanel assemblages in 

Naachtun suggests that carriers of this pottery at the site were organized in socio-economic and 

political templates similar, if not identical, to those present on other sites of the Maya lowlands 

during the Late Preclassic.  

Information about the Balam Complex is the most comprehensive of all early ceramic 

complexes in Naachtun, particularly its last segment.  The early facet of the Balam Complex (50 

BC-450 AD) is represented by materials collected in four excavations: Test pit 11 of the walled 

compound of Group A and Test pits 5, 7 and 8 of the settlement area south of Groups A and B. 

The analysis of the type-variety classification of these materials presented in Chapters 4 and 5 

document the presence of two very distinctive classes of pottery.  The first group was attested in 

Test pits 7 and 8 of Operation II.2.  The pottery that comprises this set has technical, typological, 

and aesthetic elements documented in pottery of the Kuts’ complex, particularly grog and calcite 

temper, layers of red, black, orange, and cream monochrome slips applied over a light underslip, 

and waxy surfaces.  Balam early facet ceramics are poorly fired as indicated by soft pastes and 

abundant black and gray cores in pastes.   

In particular, Sierra Red: Unspecified Variety, Polvero Black: Polvero Variety, Flor 

Cream: Flor Variety, Iberia Orange: Unspecified Variety, Zapote Striated: Zapote Variety, and 

Achiote Unslipped: Achiote Variety comprise this ceramic assemblage of the early facet of the 

Balam complex.  At the same time, other common types of the Kuts’ ceramic complex seemingly 

disappear, including Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised Variety and possibly Lechugal 
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Incised: Unspecified Variety.  This ceramic assemblage also includes new types of the Polvero 

Group that show a series of modal innovations that include grooved incised geometrical designs 

in the necks of jars and thickened rims in vessels with straight walls and flat bottoms, the latter 

also observed in collections from the Mirador Basin (Forsyth 1989:57, Figures 20 J and K).  

Sacluc Black on Orange: Unspecified Variety is also attested here, although this development 

occurs within the tradition of the preexisting Iberia Group present since the Kuts’ complex.   

The second group of ceramics is represented by materials collected in the lowest EU’s of 

Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 and Test pit 11 of the walled compound of Group A (Operation II.2).  

The inventory of ceramic types and varieties documented for this set includes a mix of glossy 

and waxy ceramics encompassing Actuncan Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Variety, Aguila 

Orange: Aguila Variety, Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified 

Variety #2, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, Dos Hermanos Red: Dos 

Hermanos Variety, Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety, and Yaloche Cream Polychrome: 

Unspecified Variety, San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified Variety, and a minority of Sierra 

Red: Sierra Variety and Polvero Black: Polvero Variety.  As well a series of red and black 

monochrome ceramics with mottled surfaces and shiny lustrous glossy finish are attested in this 

assemblage.  

Characteristic modal elements of this second group of ceramics of the early facet of the 

Balam complex include: 1) monochrome and polychrome vessels with basal sharp Z-angles, 

flared sides with an average height of 5.0 cm, direct rims, and annular bases, 2) open vessels with 

round-z angles and flared sides not taller than 5.0 cm, 3) hemispherical vessels with incurved 

rims and lateral flanges, 4) hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved rims, 5) short necked 
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monochrome jars with restricted mouth, and 6) vessels with flared sides, direct rim, and possibly 

a flat bottom.  Decoration programs attested in polychrome ceramics are limited to geometrical 

motifs on the exterior surface of vessels and horizontal bands in red and black on the exterior and 

interior surfaces of rims.  The overall pattern of manufacture and consumption attested for the 

two groups of ceramics present in the early facet of the Balam complex is one of gradual 

innovation within the tenets of pre-existing technological and aesthetic elements on the one hand, 

and new co-existing technological and cultural traditions represented by ceramics with glossy 

finish and polychrome decoration (Lincoln 1985:73-75). 

The typological and modal elements of the waxy wares of the early facet of the Balam 

complex recovered in Test pits 7 and 8 of Operation II.2 attest to socio-cultural connections with 

El Mirador to the west (Forsyth 1989), whereas the inventories of the glossy and waxy ceramic 

assemblages from Test pit 11 of Operation II.1 and Test pit 5 of Operation II.2 hint at 

associations with Becan to the north (Ball 1977) and northern Belize to the west (Gifford 1976; 

Reese 1989; Sagebiel 2005; Valdez 1987).  In addition, a series of Caldero Buff Polychrome: 

Unspecified Variety #1 large open vessels with basal angle, flared sides, direct rims, and annular 

bases that seem unique to Naachtun strongly indicate the existence forms of ceramic manufacture 

and consumption that occur only in this site (Walker and Reese-Taylor 2012) (Figures 6.1 and 

6.2). 
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Figure 6.1.  Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #1 complete vessel from Naachtun 

collected in a looted area in Structure XXIIIb.   Drawing by author. 
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    a) 

   b) 

Figure 6.2 Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #1 rimsherd found in 2010 in a Late 

Classic construction fill containing materials from different ceramic complexes: a) interior 

surface, b) exterior surface. 
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As documented for the Kuts’ ceramic complex, the pottery of the early facet of the Balam 

complex attests social and cultural affiliations with El Mirador basin, southern Campeche, and 

northern Belize.  However, the seemingly exclusive distribution of waxy and glossy wares in 

Naachtun in the early facet of the Balam complex strongly suggests that individual social groups 

in the site were associated only with specific regions represented by particular inventories of 

ceramic traits and modes.  In this regard, the regional socio-economic networks involved in the 

transmission of technological and aesthetic templates of ceramic manufacture and consumption 

during the Late Preclassic seem to have fragmented into several very localized systems 

controlled by particular groups by the beginning of the Early Classic.      

The late facet of the Balam Complex is more widely present at the site and is exemplified 

by several classes of deposits housing relatively large amounts of well-preserved ceramics of 

different kinds.  The widely spread presence of architecture associated to late facet Balam 

deposits hints at an increase in population and building activity during the last part of the Early 

Classic.  Glossy surfaces become a predominant trait in the late facet of the Balam complex. 

Vessels with red and orange slips, unslipped and striated surfaces are present, as well as the 

technique of application of layers of dark slip atop a coating of light underslip.  Waxy surfaces 

remain in use but their occurrence declines greatly.  Polychrome painting is also present in late 

facet Balam complex ceramics.  Few innovations in this decoration technology are attested in the 

forms of zoomorphic representations, although geometric and linear designs predominate as 

happens in glossy assemblages of the early facet.  The most predominant vessel forms of the late 

facet of the Balam complex are the vessel with long basal flanges, flared sides with a height of 

6.0 cm or taller, direct rims, and annular bases, and the unslipped jar with tall neck and outcurved 

rim.  Other forms attested for the late facet are the open vessel with basal round sharp-Z angle, 
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flared sides 6.0 height or taller, hemispherical vessels with direct rim and annular bases, flared 

vessels with straight or slightly outcurved sides with direct rim and flat bottom, and cylindrical 

tripod vases with hollow rectangular supports. 

Inventories of ceramic types and varieties in the late facet of the Balam complex in 

Naachtun resemble those reported in several sites located in the central and southern areas of 

Petén and Northern Belize between the 3
rd

 and 5
th

 Centuries AD, among which Aguila Orange: 

Aguila Variety, Balanza Black: Balanza Variety, Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos 

Variety, and Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety are the most common (Adams 1977; Forsyth 1989; 

Sabloff 1975; Sagebiel 2005; Smith 1955 Vols. 1 and 2).  As well, Paso Caballo ware ceramics 

such as Sierra Red, Polvero Black and Unnamed Reddish Brown are manufactured and 

consumed in Naachtun in the late facet of the Balam complex, although their frequencies are 

considerably low.    

The ceramic types of the late facet of the Balam complex strongly indicate close ties 

between Naachtun, the central Petén area and northern Belize (See Table 5.5, Chapter 5).  As 

well, relatively high frequencies of Aguila Orange, Balanza Black, Lucha Incised, Pucte Brown, 

Quintal Unslipped, and Triunfo Striated are commonly attested in Naachtun and several other 

sites in the lowlands such as El Mirador and Becan (see Ball 1977; Forsyth 1989 for reports of 

frequencies).  In addition, the presence of Dos Hermanos Red and two particular vessel forms 

(vessels with annular bases, concave bottoms, basal round sharp-Z angle vessels and flared sides 

with direct rims; jars with short necks, direct rims and globular bodies) attest relations between 

Naachtun, El Mirador, and Calakmul during the late part of the Early Classic period (Dominguez 

Carrasco 1994:68; Forsyth 1989:66), an expected finding given the geographical proximity 
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between these sites.  In this regard, patterns of production and consumption in Naachtun are 

related and possibly connected in some way with those documented with other sites in the central 

area of the Maya Lowlands and parts of the Pasion River drainage.  Nevertheless, the inventory 

of types provided in Table 5.4 of Chapter 5 resembles that reported in Tikal (Culbert 1993:9) and 

Waxaktun (Smith and Gifford 1966), suggesting that Naachtun had closer ties with the central 

lowlands.  Finally, the presence of a ceramic type related to the Remate group (Unnamed Hard 

Compact Red), however, indicates that Naachtun people began to relate with one or several 

communities in the southeastern Petén area by the late facet of the Balam complex, a trend that 

continued and even flourished in subsequent periods in Naachtun (Patiño 2011; Patiño and Forné 

2012). 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety is a polychrome ceramic type 

that Naachtun shares with sites in central Petén, northern Belize, southern Campeche and even 

the Pasion River drainage (Adams 1971:37; Ball 1977:67; Culbert 1993:9; Dominguez Carrasco 

1994:91; Gifford 1976:174; Sagebiel 2005:311; Smith and Gifford 1966:157).  The presence of 

local varieties of this type, however, suggests that production of this particular class of ceramics 

was a local affair.   In particular, the painted decorations of long flanges in polychrome vessels 

commonly feature a double stepped design in black or red paint in Naachtun.  Sometimes, rows 

of black triangles are observed, although this motif is rare.  This patterning differs from that seen 

in other sites where long basal flanges show rows of black triangles, fields of black and red 

rectangles, red and black horizontal lines, black “hand bells” (these are triangles, semi-circles, 

and flat lines with vertical stems on top arranged in horizontal lines), dots, scrolls, or 

combinations of all of them are the most common motif on basal flanges (see Adams 

1971:Figure 32 f,g,h, Figure 34f; Smith 1955 Vol.2: Figures 25,26, 27; Valdez 1987:Figures 39 
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and 40).  It is difficult to say at this point if the use of distinctive pictorial elements on basal 

flanges was the trademark of particular workshops/potters, painters or an index of geographical 

origin.  However, differences in the decoration of basal flanges in polychrome ceramics attested 

at different sites strongly suggest that differences are due to local preferences.  On the other 

hand, vessel form inventories documented for this type in different sites include the vessel with 

long basal flanges, annular supports, concave bottom, and flared sides with direct rims, strongly 

suggesting that local production of this particular type adhered to standards followed by most 

lowland potters.  Likewise, the fact that consumers were also using polychrome ceramics of this 

type made with similar aesthetic and technical standards suggests an interest in participating in a 

regional cultural trend.   

Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety #2 from Naachtun resembles examples 

from Waxaktun (Smith 1955. Vol. 2: Figures 1d, 6b, 10h, 11 f-h, 24a 8-9, 25b 1-6, 8-12, 27 a 4-

7b; Smith and Gifford: 1966:155), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:37), 

Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:179), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:101).   As is the 

case of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety, observed trends in the 

occurrence of Caldero Buff Polychrome suggest shared standards of production and consumption 

of this particular item in several sites.  The low frequency of Caldero Buff Polychrome and its 

varieties in Naachtun argues for a very restricted sphere of consumption for this type, although 

observed trends could also be the result of sampling problems, identification issues, or both.  

Nevertheless, if numbers for this type are low, they indicate very limited consumption of vessels 

of this type.  Limited demand in turn possibly narrowed the output of producers.  

The overall pattern of regional interconnections attested in ceramic assemblages of the 
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late facet of the Balam complex indicates that the small individual systems of social interaction 

characteristic of the early facet were absorbed by a larger socio-economic network encompassing 

several regions of the Maya lowlands.  In fact, an intriguing aspect of Balam complex 

assemblages is the fact that few types can be identified as imports.  To some extent, this situation 

is likely the result of the great typological and technological resemblance between late facet 

Balam ceramic assemblages from Naachtun and collections from other sites, as well as my own 

limitations identifying imports.  Nevertheless, Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety basal flanged 

vessels with annular bases likely arrived from Rio Azul, where this ceramic type is particularly 

common (Adams 1999: 86-87; Figure 3-37).  Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety is 

another possible import. Although the exact origin of Sambula Black on Gray is unclear, Becan 

or some other site to the north can be plausible sources (Ball 1977:57; Dominguez Carrasco 

1994:86).  Culbert (1993:9) also reports Sambula Black on Gray in his inventory of ceramics 

from excavations in Tikal, a fact that reinforces the idea than Naachtun had close ties with sites 

in central Petén.     

Other forms of external influence are attested in the late facet of the Balam complex in 

the forms of local black and orange cylindrical tripod vases with rectangular hollow supports and 

basal reinforcements, a vessel template popular in Teotihuacan, the Gulf Coast, Tikal and 

Kaminaljuyu (see Appendix E; Braswell 2003:39).  Pottery from either Tikal or Highland 

Mexico represented by a specimen of Competencia Incised: Competencia Variety is also present, 

but consumption of this item likely signals interaction at the elite level between Naachtun and the 

Teotihuacan-related dynasty of Tikal during the 4th century AD (Iglesias Ponce de Leon 2003; 

Laporte and Fialko 1991, 1995).  Accordingly, “foreign” elements in Naachtun ceramic 

assemblages are more closely connected to Tikal and its area of influence than to any other polity 
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and region. 

6.3 Regional social interaction and ceramic manufacture and consumption during the Late 

Preclassic and the Early Classic: A view from Naachtun. 

Patterns of manufacture and consumption of ceramic assemblages attested for the Kuts’ complex 

and the late facet of the Balam complex show that Naachtun was socially and culturally related to 

the paramount polities of El Mirador during the late Preclassic and Tikal during the late part of 

the Early Classic.  Affinities with sites in northern Belize, the region of Campeche to the north, 

and sites to the southwest like Altar de Sacrificios and Ceibal are also documented.  The wide 

spread presence of common types in the Late Preclassic and the late part of the Early Classic in 

the Maya lowlands indicate the presence of a corpus of relatively uniform technological and 

aesthetic parameters involved in the manufacture and use of ceramics in the lowlands.  

Moreover, the technological and artistic consistency of Late Preclassic and late Early Classic 

ceramic types in Naachtun attest very little experimentation in the form of unusual vessel forms 

and surface treatments requiring different techniques. 

 Forms of technological and aesthetic innovation in ceramics are very clear and 

widespread during the early facet of the Balam complex in Naachtun, as well as in several other 

lowlands sites between 50 BC and AD 250 (Brady et al 1998).  The combination of older potting 

techniques represented by waxy surfaces, grog temper, negative painting, and monochrome slips 

with novel elements embodied by glossy surfaces and painted polychrome decoration speaks of 

great experimentation in pottery manufacture.  As well, the diversity of vessel forms and 

decoration programs attested for these materials in Naachtun and other sites speaks of novel 

forms of consumption, some of which realized the identities and social affiliations of particular 
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groups.  Intriguingly, trends toward innovation in ceramics occur at a time when the influence of 

El Mirador was dwindling and Tikal had yet to become an influential polity in the Maya 

lowlands.  In fact, several polities were likely competing with in each other to control trade 

routes and networks of political influence (Reese-Taylor and Walker 2002).  In this regard, 

innovation in ceramics occurs in the lowlands in the absence of a dominant center in the region.    

This patterning suggests that dominant centers like El Mirador and Tikal during the Late 

Preclassic and the last part of the Early Classic respectively fostered the establishment of 

interrelated social and economic networks connecting (directly and indirectly) different peoples 

and centers.  The great levels of interconnectivity characteristic of these social networks allowed 

in turn a relatively open transmission of particular sets of technical and aesthetic parameters of 

ceramic manufacture and consumption.  However, the scope of innovation is very limited and 

restricted to either vessels indicative of external conections or technical and aesthetic local 

elaborations of parameters with regional distribution.  Therefore, the presence of strong 

coalescing ideologies and related templates of order, legitimacy, and wealth likely deterred the 

pace of innovation in ceramic manufacture. 

  In contrast, novelty in potting techniques and standards occurs when bonds between 

individual socio-economic networks in the lowlands are rather fragmented.  In this regard, 

innovation in ceramics during the early facet of the Balam complex seems associated to the 

presence of several coalescing ideologies of limited geographical scope and their particular 

notions and forms of order, legitimacy, and wealth.  In sum, innovation in the early ceramics of 

Naachtun (and in the Maya lowlands in general) occurs in the absence of one regional 

coalescening ideology between the end of the Late Preclassic and the establishment of the 
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Teotihuacan-connected dynasty of Tikal around AD 378.      

In the early facet of the Balam complex, the synchronic manufacture and consumption of 

ceramic assemblages made of different manufacturing technologies and standards is the likely 

result of the purposeful segregation of ceramic manufacture, outputs, or the agendas of potters.  

Here, the inception of polychrome decoration and glossy surfaces in the early facet of the Balam 

complex was associated with the development of technical means to display differentiation in 

pottery assemblages. During the Late Preclassic and the late part of the Early Classic, however, 

most pottery shows relatively similar technological and aesthetical templates that are also 

attested in many sites and regions of the Maya lowlands.  Here, statehood and associated notions 

of order, principles of legitimacy, and schemes of labor and surplus appropriation were possibly 

forged upon the basis of pre-existing heterarchical schemes of socio-economic organization 

(Potter and King 1995).  

Interestingly, foreign ceramics found in the late facet of the Balam complex in Naachtun 

evoke cultural and political elements present in the area of influence of Tikal.  These include 

black cylindrical tripods with hollow rectangular supports, thin orange pottery, and probably 

Caal Red Polychrome basal flanged vessels produced in Rio Azul after its takeover by Tikal 

(Adams 1999:124; Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:266).  The presence of these elements 

during the late facet of the Balam complex shows that Naachtun was connected to a network of 

political institutions encompassing several centers of Central Petén under the direct or indirect 

aegis of a dynasty established in Tikal by the second half of the 4
th

 century (Martin and Grube 

2008:29-36).   

I find plausible that the regional political system headed by Tikal from the 4
th

 Century to 
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the mid 6
th

 century AD paved the way for the initial diffusion of cylindrical tripod vessels, 

ceramics of the Ratones Group, and likely Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety basal flanged 

vessels into Naachtun, and possibly into other centers in Petén.  This network may also have also 

been responsible for opening direct and indirect social connections that allowed and promoted 

the use of common ceramic groups such as Aguila.  Therefore, it is very likely that the socio-

political system orchestrated by Tikal and the coalescing ideology associated with it impelled the 

intensity and scale of social interaction among several local communities, triggering particular 

patterns of consumption and the diffusion of a well defined set of technical and aesthetic 

elements associated with a common or “global” culture (Jennings 2011:30-34, 51-55).  At the 

same time, ceramic consumption in the late facet of the Balam complex ceramics shows a 

concern with strategies of social identification and networking with particular centers and regions 

represented by particular ceramic types and vessel forms as part of strategies to enhance power 

and authority (Earle and Smith 2012:249-250).   

Several political formations established by the end of the Late Preclassic and the entire 

Early Classic were constituted by “network” strategies characterized by exclusionary 

individualized rule and systems of personal power maintained through marriage, exchange of 

exotic goods, and control over specialized ritual knowledge (Blanton et al. 1996:4-5; Estrada-

Belli 2011:84-139; Feinman 2012:31; Fields and Reents-Budet 2006; Hansen 2006; Reese-

Taylor and Walker 2002:92-111).  Generally, the economic underpinnings of this particular form 

of political organization lie on control over long distance allocation of social valuables, not on 

direct involvement in basic local production that included widely used pottery (Blanton et al. 

1996:5; Feinman 2012:31).  Nevertheless, the rise of individual rule in lowland Maya centers 

alone does not explain patterns of innovation in ceramics attested for the Kuts’ complex and the 
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early and late facets of the Balam complex.  As argued above, innovation in pottery is 

commonplace in the early facet of the Balam complex, but not in the Kuts’ complex or the late 

facet of the Balam complex.  Innovation in technological and aesthetic aspects of ceramic 

manufacture and consumption in Naachtun peaked when local and regional socio-economic 

networks in the lowlands were quite dissociated, whareas greater social integration seems to have 

outpaced the development of novel elements in pottery making and consumption.   

In this regard, the particular form of “globalization” attested in Central Peten during the 

Late Preclassic and the second part of the Early Classic differs from its contemporary counterpart 

in the sense that greater interconnectivity does not lead to innovation (Archibugi and Iammarino 

2002), but the other way around.  Socio-economic segregation during periods of political and 

social realignment, in contrast, provided a very productive ground for innovation in ceramic 

manufacture and consumption in Naachtun and likely all over the Maya lowlands.  The scenario 

presented for Naachtun is one where the deployment of several and likely mutually competing 

convergent ideologies of government with a very limited geographical scope allowed a series of 

technological developments in ceramics intended to signals each individual ideology and its 

representatives.  
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Appendix A: Description of Ceramic Types and Varieties 

Waxaktun Unslipped Wares 

Achiotes-Zapote Group  

Achiotes Unslipped: Achiotes Variety (n= 62 sherds). 

Definitions: Defined by Smith (1955: Figure 15 to 1-6, b 1, 69 c 1-2, 77 th 10-11) and Smith and 

Gifford (1966:154, 170) as part of the Mamom Complex.  This type and variety was located 

within the complex Chicanel by Adams (1971:18). The type Achiotes Unslipped: Achiote variety 

is found elsewhere in the Maya area associated with both Middle Preclassic occupation (as is the 

case of Becan, see Ball 1977:8, 138) and Late Preclassic occupation (as occurs in El Mirador 

Forsyth 1989: 49).  Achiotes Unslipped is reported for the Tzec (Middle Preclassic, 600-350 BC), 

Chuen (Late Preclassic, 350-0 BC), Cauac (Late Preclassic, 0 BC- AD 150), and Cimi (Late 

Preclassic AD 150-250) ceramic complexes in Tikal (Culbert 1993:4, 7-8).  Likewise, Adams 

and Jackson Adams (2000) report this type for the Ordonez (Mamom) and the Hilario (Chicanel) 

complexes.  Achiotes Unslipped is also reported in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:18), and 

Becan (Ball 1977:8). 

Surface treatment: The exterior and interior surfaces of specimens from Naachtun have a light or 

dark gray color (Munsell Gley 2 7 / 1, 5YR 6 / 1).  Both are relatively well smoothed and 

covered with a slip of the self-slip of the same color as the paste. In some cases, dragging marks 

caused by particles of temper adhering to the surface are documented. 

Paste: Paste is generally gray (Munsell Gley 2 7 / 1, 5YR 6 / 1) with spherical and angular 

particles of calcite and gray inclusions. Grog is also observed in very small proportions. The 
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texture of paste is usually medium with a granular consistency. Gray nuclei are frequently 

observed. 

Forms: The inventory of vessel forms documented for this type and variety include shallow 

spherical dishes and bowls. Some rims are part of jars with a globular body, short neck and 

outward curved rims with a rounded or exterior-beveled lip. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex and early facet of the Balam complex.   

Zapote Striated: Zapote Variety (n=680)  

Definitions: The present ceramic type and variety was defined in Smith (1955: Figure 16 to 1-6) 

and in Gifford and Smith (1966:162). The original orthography of the name in the English 

reports is "Sapote". In a previous field report on the ceramics of Naachtun, Patiño and Forné 

(2011) call the type "Zapote" following Spanish spelling rules.  I follow such designation here.  

Zapote has relative wide distribution as it is reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 19890), Waxaktun 

(Smith and Gifford 1966), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:19), Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:77), 

Piedras Negras (Muñoz 2004), Cuello (Kosakowsky 1987:56), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:169), 

and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:47).  As is the case of Achiotes Unslipped, Zapote is 

reported in Tikal for the Chuen, Cauac, and Cimi ceramic complexes in Tikal (Culbert 1993), 

and for the Middle and Late Preclassic in Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000) and Colha 

(Valdez 1987:77, 125).            

Surface treatment: Specimens from Naachtun present a relatively homogeneous interior and 

exterior surface coated with a gray self-slip (5 YR 6 / 1, 5YR 7 / 1).  The exterior surface has a 

series of deep and wide striations following vertical and oblique orientations.  Vertical striations 
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also cover the neck of the vessel up to 2 cm below the rim. The interior surfaces and vessels 

necks have relatively homogeneous surfaces, sometimes slightly rough to the touch. 

Paste: Paste is gray.  Texture ranges from thick to granular. Observed inclusions are rounded and 

angular particles of calcite. Other inclusions are gray angled particles and grog. Dark cores are 

common. 

Forms: The forms observed in Naachtun correspond to large vessels with a globular body, short 

neck and a direct rim (Plate 50).  The latter is slightly curved outward with beveled and rounded 

lips, although other classes of lips are documented in lesser amounts. Small vessels are also 

observed with edge slightly curved outward, globular body and short neck. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex and early facet of the Balam Complex.   

Quintal-Triunfo Group 

Quintal Unslipped: Quintal Variety (n= 492) 

Definitions: Established in Smith (1955 Vol 1:126 – 127; Vol. 2: Figures 15d 1-9, 11-22, 26-28, 

e 5-6, 8, Figure 17a 1-14, b 1-6, Figure 69b 5, Figure 71b 3) and Smith and Gifford (1966:161) 

as a ceramic type in Waxaktun.  This ceramic type is also reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:73), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000), Ceibal (Sabloff 

1975:101), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:234), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:104).   

Surface: Interior surfaces of vessels show a rustic smoothing coated on a uniform layer of self-

slip. Exterior surfaces have a rough irregular surface texture. Colors observed on interior and 
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exterior surfaces range from gray-brown (10YR 6 / 3) to pale brown (10 YR 7 / 3). Some jars 

with tall and medium necks have reddish self-slip on the exterior surface.  

Paste: Paste is granular and grayish-brown (10 YR 6 / 2, 10 YR 6 / 3). The paste of Quintal 

Unslipped is usually harder and more compact than Waxaktun Unslipped Wares produced during 

the Late and the Terminal Classic periods. Inclusions comprise rounded and angular inclusions of 

calcite of 1 mm or more present in high frequencies (20% of the paste). 

Forms: The array of forms documented for this type and variety include: Hemispherical plates 

and basins with flat bottoms and direct rims (Plate 36c,g,j,l,p; Plate 37g,i,j,p); open flared vessels 

with straight walls and flat bottoms (Plate 36a,b,d,f,h,I,k,o,p; Plate 37f,h,i,k,l,m,n,o,q); large open 

flared censers with a round opening at the sides, although these devices may also have been 

intended for cooking food as argued by Ball and Taschek 2007) (Plate 39c); 3) globular jars with 

outcurved rims, tall and short necks, and globular bodies (Plate 36m,n; Plate 37a,b,c,d,e; Plate 

39e,f).   

Ceramic complex: Early and late facet of the Balam complex.  

Triunfo Striated: Triunfo Variety (n= 5132) 

Definitions: Smith (1955:Vol. 1:41-42; Vol.2: Figure 12p, Figure 15d 31, Figure 35e 7) and 

Smith and Gifford (1966:163) defined the present type and variety in Waxaktun.  Triunfo 

Striated is a relatively common type in the Lowlands, being reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:73, 75), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000), La Milpa 

(Sagebiel 2005:243), Altar de Sacrificios (Ak Variety, Adams 1971:19), Ceibal (Sabloff 

1975:101), Becan (Gineres, Aliso, and Acahual varieties, Ball 1977:14), and Calakmul 
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(Dominguez Carrasco 1994:114).   

Surface Treatment: Exterior surfaces of vessel bodies show vertical 1.5 to 2.0 mm. wide 

striations done on a wet surface.  A uniform layer of self-slip was applied to this area before the 

pot was fired. Interior surfaces have no incisions or striations, being irregular and rough to the 

touch. There are no incisions on the interior surfaces. Likewise, the exterior surface of necks 

shows no striations, but the finish is smooth to the touch. Observed colors of self-slips and rough 

surfaces range from gray brown (10YR 6 / 3) to pale brownish-gray (10 YR 7 / 3).  Some 

specimens of body sherds retrieved in mixed contexts show a reddish self-slip on the exterior 

surfaces.  

Paste: Paste is granular and brownish-gray (10 YR 6 / 2, 10 YR 6 / 3). Inclusions are angular and 

spherical particles of calcite, pink and gray minerals of 1 mm or more in high proportions (15% 

or more). Specimens sometimes show burnt vegetable material stuck to the interior of walls.  

Cores are common. 

Forms:  Documented forms to date include vessels with globular body, short and tall necked jars 

with outcurved and direct rims with rounded and beveled lips (Plate 26a,b,c,d,e).  As well, 

hemispherical bowls with direct rims are present.  

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.  
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Paso Caballo Waxy Wares 

 Flor Group 

Flor Cream: Flor Variety (n= 110) 

Definition: Flor Cream: Flor Variety was established as a ceramic type in the work of Smith 

(1955: Figure 16 g 2, 70b 1, 3-10, 12) and Smith and Gifford (1966:158). Flor Cream: Flor 

Variety shows a relatively wide distribution, although different varieties have been established 

for northern sites like Becan (Ball 1977:37).  Flor Cream: Flor Variety is also documented in El 

Mirador (Forsyth 1989:39,41), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000), Ceibal (Sabloff 

1975:84, 86), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:26), Cuello (Kosakowsky 1987:78-79), La Milpa 

(Sagebiel 2005:227), Colha (Valdez 1987:138), and Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:84,86). 

Surface treatment: Naachtun specimens present well smoothed interior and exterior surfaces, a 

waxy texture and a cream slip (5 YR 7 / 1, 2,3,4). One fragment shows traces of a fluted exterior 

surface, although this treatment seems uncommon (see a similar example is Kosakowsky 

1987:Figure 6.25 a).  Firing clouds are common on the exterior surface and also in the interior 

walls of vessels.  

Paste: Paste is generally of medium texture. Color range from red brick to gray. Firing cores are 

commonly found in specimens from Naachtun. Inclusions are angular or spherical particles of 

calcite and angular gray inclusions and grog in medium proportions. Temper inclusions are 

generally 1 mm or less. 

Forms: The inventory of vessel shapes includes open bowls and basins with straight walls and 
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medial flanges, some of which show medial flanges (Plate 16b); hemispherical vessels with 

slightly converging rims, rounded lips, and a narrow mouth (Plate 16a).   

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ ceramic complex and early facet of the Balam complex. 

Dichrome Red on Cream Type: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Present study. The specimen from Naachtun is similar to Mateo Red on Cream: 

Unspecified Variety at El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:41). Dichrome Red on Cream: Unspecified 

Variety was found associated with other waxy wares mixed with Classic Period ceramics.  Red 

on cream waxy ceramic types (Mateo Red on Cream: Unspecified Variety) are also reported in 

Colha, northern Belize (Valdez 1987:116).  Previously I considered Dichrome Red on Cream: 

Unspecified Variety an Early Classic type, although I am now more inclined to consider this type 

an example of Late Preclassic wares. However, until any examples are collected in sealed 

contexts, the chronological placement of this type and variety remains speculative 

Surface Treatment: The interior surface has a layer of dark cream slip (no correspondence in 

Munsell) coating a uniform and well-smoothed surface. A strip of dark red (2.5 YR 5 / 8?) paint 

is placed on the lip. The exterior surface of the rim is irregularly smoothed and covered with a 

thin layer of dark beige-dark cream slip. Green spots are observed on various sections of the 

cream slip, possibly a result of a chemical reaction between the ground and some element of the 

slip. 

Paste: Paste had medium texture and reddish brown color. Rounded inclusions of calcite occur in 

low proportions (5%). Dark cores are seen in some sections of the rimsherd. 
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Forms: The forms inventory is limited to open flared basins with straight sides, everted rim and 

rounded lips. 

Number of occurrences: Survey 9 Lot N10-312 (N = 1). 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex (?). 

Iberia Group  

Iberia Orange: Unspecified Variety (n= 56) 

Definitions: Iberia Orange: Iberia Variety was defined by Sabloff (1975:90,94), who assigned 

this material to the late phase of the Cantutse Complex in Ceibal. Iberia Orange is reported as a 

type of the Aguila Group belonging to the Paixbancito subcomplex in El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:53-55). The specimens collected in Naachtun are associated with ceramics of the Flor, 

Polvero, Sierra, and Zapote/Achote groups.  This contextual association hints at a Late Preclassic 

chronology for this particular type and variety.    

Surface treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed.  Both have a waxy finish 

and are coated on two over imposed layers of slip.  The outermost layer of orange slip (2.5 YR 5 

/ 8, 2.5 YR 4 / 8) on the exterior and interior surfaces appears to have been applied over a layer 

of lighter color.  Such feature is also reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:54).  

Paste: The paste of Iberia Orange: Unspecified variety is relatively hard and has medium to 

granular texture.  An exception to this observation are the specimens belonging to the Early 

Balam Complex collected in Test pit 8 of Operation II.2, characterized by having very soft 
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pastes.  Observed colors range from orange to reddish orange. Intriguingly, the paste of many 

specimens resembles that of type Aguila Orange: Aguila variety. Black and gray cores occur. 

The inclusions observed in the paste are hemispherical particles of calcite and grog no larger than 

1.0 mm in medium to low proportions.  

Forms: vessel forms documented in Naachtun include open flared bowls with outcurved walls, 

everted or direct rims with rounded and several classes of lips, round and beveled being the more 

common (Plate 49a).  Other less common forms are hemispherical bowls with direct rims and 

rounded lips and vessels with straight walls, flat bottom and exterior thickened rim with square 

lips with two parallel grooves (Plate 49b). 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex and early facet of the Balam complex.    

Sacluc Black on Orange: Unspecified Variety (n= 2) 

Definitions: Originally defined in Adams (1971:28) for Altar de Sacrificios.  This type is 

reported for the Cimi Ceramic Complex in Tikal (Culbert 1993:9) and the Paixbaincito 

Subcomplex in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:55,57), whereas Sacluc is considered a Cantutse 

ceramic type in Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:88).      

Surface: Sherds are badly weathered although is it possible to identify a layer of orange (5YR 

5/8) slip applied over a lighter underslip.  Remains of black negative painting are present on the 

exterior surface forming undetermined designs.  Both interior and exterior surfaces have a waxy 

texture. 

Paste: Paste is medium and very soft with black cores.  Observed inclusions are calcite particles 
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less than 1 mm and grog in moderate amounts. 

Forms: No vessel forms are identified to date. 

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.  

Polvero Group 

Polvero Black: Polvero Variety (n= 188) 

Definitions: Smith (1955, Vol. 1:118-123; Vol. 2: Figure 16d 6-7, e 3 and 6, f 17, Figure 70a 14, 

17, 44, 47 and 61, Figure 77b 3) and Smith and Gifford (1966:161) defined Polvero Black: 

Polvero Variety as a ceramic type in Waxaktun.  This ceramic type and its different varieties are 

also reported in several sites for the Late Preclassic period, including El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:36,38), Tikal (Chuen, Cauac, and Imix complexes, Culbert 1993:7-8), Altar de Sacrificios 

(Adams 1971:24), Becan (Ball 1977:30), Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:87-88), Piedras Negras (Muñoz 

2004: 11), Cuello (Kowakowsky 1987:76-78, 1987a: 25), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:217), Colha 

(Valdez 1987:117), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:42).  

Surface Treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces are smooth and coated on black slip (5 YR 2.5 / 

1), sometimes with mottled red or cream areas, a characteristic also observed by Sagebiel 

(2005:217) in La Milpa.  Specimens have a waxy end even texture to the touch. The layer of slip 

is hard and usually difficult to remove with the fingernail in Kuts’ Complex specimens, whereas 

Early Balam examples are quite soft. 

Paste: Paste is medium texture.  Observed inclusions are particles of grog and calcite of 1.0 mm 
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or less in relatively common proportions (15 to 20% of the paste). Cores are common. 

Forms: The array of vessel shapes of this type includes hemispherical bowls with direct rims; 

vessels with medial flanges, vertical sides and straight walls, jars with slightly outcurved rims, 

tall necks and hemispherical body; jars with tall necks and slightly outcurved rims (Plate33a); 

open flared vessels with straight walls, direct rim, and flat bottoms (Plate 33b). 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex and early facet of the Balam complex.    

Lechugal Incised: Lechugal Variety (n= 2) 

Definitions: Lechugal Incised: Lechugal variety was defined for the first time in the work of 

Smith (1955: Figure 16 f 8) and Smith and Gifford (1966:159) in Waxaktun. The present type 

and ites different varieties are also reported at other sites such as El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:38-

39), Tikal (Culbert 1993:7), Piedras Negras (Muñoz 2004:11), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 

1971:43), Cuello (Kosakowsky 1987:78), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:223), Colha (Valdez 

1987:117-118), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:44). 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface is smooth and waxy to the touch.  It is usually coated 

with a uniform layer of black slip (10 YR 2 / 1) and reddish black (2.5 YR 2.5 / 1). Few 

specimens show mottled tones, likely the result of a coating of black slip applied over a lighter 

layer of slip. Pre-firing fine incisions are seen on the exterior surfaces of the potsherds, usually 

on medial flanges and everted rims. In some cases, there is a white pigment inside the incisions. 

Paste: Paste is of medium texture.  Observed colors vary from dark orange to light gray. Gray 

and black cores are common. Angular and rounded calcite inclusions are seen with gray particles 
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of 1mm or less in average together with grog in low proportions (5% or less).  

Forms: The forms documented for this type and variety include open vessels (bowls or basins) 

with straight walls and basal flanges, direct rims and round lips; hemispherical bowls with direct 

rim and rounded lips; flared vessels with direct walls, everted rims and different classes of lips. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex. 

Polvero-Group Champhered Exterior: Unspecified Variety (n=2) 

Definitions: Present study, although the specimen from Naachtun resembles a rimsherd 

belonging to the Paixbaincito Sub-Complex in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989: Figure 20). 

Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces are quite weathered.  A layer of black (10 YR 3/1) slip 

with a soapy finish covers the interior and exterior faces of the vessel. The slip coating can be 

easily peeled off with the thumbnail. 

Paste: Paste is medium-textured with black cores and a relatively abundant addition of calcite 

and undetermined red and gray inclusions.  Paste is very soft and crumbles easily, although it is 

unclear if this feature is the result of poor firing or decomposition processes. 

Vessel forms:  The forms documented to date are vessels with straight and thick walls (1 cm) 

with exterior thickened-rims and a square lip with parallel grooves (Plate 33c).   

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.     
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Polvero Group Unnamed Grooved-incised: Unspecified Variety (n= 2) 

Definitions: This study. 

Surface Treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces are coated with a thick layer of black (10 YR 

3/1) slip.  A series of shallow strait lines forming triangles were incised on the exterior surface 

previous to the application of the slip.  The slip layer can be easily scratched. 

Paste: Similar to that of Polvero Group-Champhered Exterior. 

Vessel forms: Jar with tall neck with a slightly outcurved rim, and round lip (Plate 33d). 

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.  

San Felipe Group 

San Antonio Golden Brown: Unspecified Variety (n= 17) 

Definitions: Gifford (1976:115-116) defined San Antonio Golden Brown: San Antonio Variety 

and San Antonio Golden Brown: Variety Unspecified (Orange Interior) as a Late Preclassic 

ceramic type (Barton Creek Complex) in his work on the ceramics of Barton Ramie, Belize.  San 

Antonio Golden Brown is also reported as a Late Preclassic type in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 

1971:21), Kichpanha (Reese 1989:55), and La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:224-227). In Colha, 

however, this ceramic type is reported for the Blossom Bank complex, dating from 100 BC to 

AD 250 (Valdez 1987:139, 143).  The current variety is not specified in the present study since I 

am not quite sure to which extent the examples from Naachtun resemble specimens from 

Northern Belize.  The specimens that I discuss here do not have the orange interior characteristic 
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of Gifford’s Variety Unspecified, therefore they must not be confused.   

Walker (2009:7) placed San Antonio Golden Brown in the transition between the Late 

Preclassic period and the Early Classic period in Naachtun, although the specimens that 

constituted her sample were retrieved from looters’ trenches.  To date, I have this type associated 

with glossy wares and few waxy wares in the lowest UE’s of Test pit 5 of Operation II.2.      

Diagnostic rims and bodies of San Antonio Golden Brown vessels are found associated 

with ceramics of the Aguila, Balanza, Dos Arroyos, Quintal-Triunfo, and Sierra groups in a layer 

of fine compact gray soil found in the very bottom of Test pit 32 of Group B Patio 40 under a 

sealed floor (Nondédéo et al. 2010:65-66).  Specimens of San Antonio Golden Brown were also 

found under a sealed stucco floor in association to potsherds of the Actuncan, Aguila, and 

Balanza groups in Test pit 5 of Operation II.2.  As well, one fragment was collected in the 

aforementioned Late Balam deposit of Trench 11.  This patterning strongly indicates that San 

Antonio is an Early Classic Period type in Naachtun.  

Surface Treatment:  The interior surface of vessels is smooth and covered in a uniform layer of 

hard reddish brown slip (5YR 4/4, 4/6, 5/8).  In contrast, the exterior surface is irregular and 

coated with either a thin layer of brown slip (5YR 4/1) or a self-slip of the same color as the 

paste.   

Paste: Paste is medium.  Commonly observed inclusions are rounded and angular particles of 

calcite present in low proportions (10% or less).  Grog temper was not observed unlike other 

materials included in the Paso Caballo Ware Group.  Dark gray cores are common. 

Forms: the inventory of forms observed for this type and variety includes: 1) hemispherical 
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bowls with slightly incurved sides (Plate 31); 2) flared vessels with straight walls, direct rims, 

and flat bottoms. 

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.         

Sierra Group 

Alta Mira Fluted: Unspecified Variety (n=6) 

Definitions: Smith (1955: Figure 16 f 1, 11) defined Alta Mira Fluted: Alta Mira Variety on the 

basis of collection from Waxaktun.  Alta Mira Fluted is also found in El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:31), Tikal (Cauac and Cimi Complexes, Culbert 1993:7-8), Piedras Negras (Muñoz 

2004:11), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:190), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:48), Ceibal (Sabloff 

1975:84), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:38). The present variety is defined in this 

work. 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface has a uniform layer of red slip (10R 4 / 8) with a waxy 

finish and smooth oblique grooves with an average width of 2.5 cm. The interior surface is 

covered in red slip applied over an even and smooth surface.  

Paste: Paste color ranges from orange to brick red.  Paste texture is medium generally.  Observed 

inclusions are angular particles of calcite (1mm on average) and grog (1mm or less). The 

specimens collected in Naachtun show gray firing core nuclei in certain areas of the walls. 

Forms: The forms documented to date are limited to globular vessels with restricted mouth, 

slightly incurved rim with a neck, and interior-beveled lips (Plate 7a).  Similar vessel forms are 
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reported at La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:191-192) 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ Ceramic complex. 

Hongo Composite: Hongo Variety (n=6)  

Definitions: Ball defined Hongo Composite: Hongo Variety as a ceramic type in his study of the 

ceramics of Becan (Ball 1977:114). Hongo Composite: Hongo Variety is also reported in El 

Mirador (Forsyth 1989:33), the northern site of Edzná (Forsyth 1983:45), La Milpa (Sagebiel 

2005:203, 204), and Colha (Valdez 1987:136).  Hongo Composite is also present in Rio Azul 

(Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:265).  The diagnostic shape of this type is that of a mushroom-

shaped ceramic stand.  Specimens with cream slip have been reported in Ceibal (Sabloff 1974: 

Figures 165 and 166). Unnamed examples of these vessels are also described for Altar de 

Sacrificios (Adams 1971: Figure 19b) 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface of the vessels is divided into two horizontal registers. The 

upper part corresponds to a globular “head” with a waxy texture and covered with red slip (10R 

4/6-8). The lower register has no slip and the whole area is covered with horizontal impressions 

with a length of approximately 1.0 cm made with a fingernail or a stick. The interior surface 

shows an irregular finish. 

Paste: The paste has brown or buff color.  Texture is medium. Angular inclusions of calcite and 

grog of approximately 1mm are also observed. Dark gray cores occur in specimens from 

Naachtun. 

Forms: As remarked above, the inventory of forms for this type and variety is limited to 
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mushroom-shaped vessels (Plate 48). 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex, although it is proposed elsewhere that this type continues into 

the early facet of the Balam complex (see Patiño and Forné 2012). 

 Lagartos Punctuated: Lagartos Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: The type Lagartos Punctuated: Lagartos Variety was originally defined in the work 

of Smith (1955: Figure 70 and 15-16) and Smith and Gifford (1966:159). This material is also 

reported in collections from El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:31,33), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Cuello 

(Kosakoswky 1987:70-71, 1987a: 26), Kichpanha (Reese 1989:55), Colha (Valdez 1987:132), 

Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:46), and Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:84).  To date, there is only one 

specimen from Naachtun retrieved in a looter’s trench (UE-651-5, Group D11). 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface of potsherds has a series of punctuations grouped into 

incised triangular panels.  Punctuations and incisions have an average width of 1 mm and were 

made before the slip was applied to the vessel. Interior and non-punctuated exterior surfaces are 

relatively well polished and homogeneous.  Both have a waxy texture to the touch and are 

covered with a homogeneous layer of red slip (10R 3 / 6).  

Paste: Paste is of medium texture. Rounded inclusions of calcite and grog of 1 mm or less are 

observed in proportions of 10% to 20%. Dark gray cores are observed in some specimens. 

Forms: No diagnostic rims have been found to date in Naachtun.  Current examples are limited to 

one vessel body collected in a looters’ trench. 
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Chronology: Likely Kuts’ complex.  

Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved-Incised Variety 

Definitions: Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Verde Variety was originally defined in Smith (1955: 

Figure 64d, 70a) and Smith and Gifford (1966:159). Sabloff (1975:80-81) established a variety 

characterized by grooved-incisions on the basis of specimens from Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:80-81).  

Such designation is followed here.  This type and variety are also documented in the sites of 

Cuello, La Milpa, and Colha in Northern Belize (Hammond et al. 1991: Figure 3:40; 

Kosakowsky 1987:69-70, 1987a: 32; Sagebiel 2005:194-197; Valdez 1987:129).  

Surface treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces of potsherds are relatively well smoothed. A 

coat of red slip (10R 4 / 6, 8, 10R 5 / 6, 8) with a waxy finish coating both surfaces is present. 

Some specimens have gray and buff firing clouds on their external surfaces. Grooved incisions 

made before applying the slip and firing the vessels are observed in all specimens, particularly on 

the upper face of everted rims. 

Paste: Paste is of medium texture with colors ranging from gray to orange. Calcite inclusions 

with angular and rounded shapes are common.  Several examples show gray cores. 

Forms: Forms documented in Naachtun are open flared vessels with straight walls, flat bottoms 

and everted rims with different classes of lips, the most common being round and beveled lips 

(Plate 28).  

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex.  
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Unnamed Reddish Brown: Unspecified Variety (n=10) 

Definitions: Present study. 

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces present a double layer of brown slip (7.5 

YR 6 / 3) applied over a red underslip (2.5 YR 4 / 6) coating well-smoothed surfaces, resulting in 

a mixed mottled color. Slips are also reddish brown (5YR 4 / 4). Surfaces are smooth to the touch 

and have a waxy texture. 

Paste: Paste is gray (5 YR 7 / 1) or brown (10 YR 6 / 3).  Texture is usually medium. Dark gray 

firing cores are documented in specimens from Naachtun.  Paste inclusions are rounded calcite 

particles less than 1mm in low proportions (5% or less). 

Forms: Forms are hemispherical bowls with direct rim and flared open vessels with sharp Z 

angles and direct rim.  Some vessels show an uneven layer of slip on the exterior surfaces of 

vessels.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Repasto Black on Red: Unspecified Variety (n= 8) 

Definitions: Smith (1955: Figure 16 d 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) and Smith and Gifford (1966:161) were 

the first to define Repasto Black on Red: Repasto Variety as a ceramic type. Occurrences of 

Repasto Black on Red: Repasto Variety are reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989), Tikal (Culbert 

1993:7-8), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:28), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:210-211), and Becan 

(Ball 1977:50). The present variety is defined in this study. 
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Surface treatment: The exterior surface has a layer of red slip (10R 4 / 6, 8) with a waxy finish. 

Exterior and interior surfaces have resist/negative painting consisting of black vertical stripes 

(10YR 2 / 1) with an average width of 1 to 2.4 cm distributed on the surface at regular intervals. 

A specimen collected during 2011 shows an inner surface with several red oval spots of different 

sizes distributed randomly on a black background. 

Paste: Paste has a medium texture and gray color. Several specimens have dark cores. Calcite 

inclusions are present in medium proportions. 

Form: Forms documented for this type and variety are open flared vessels with outcurved sides, 

and markedly everted or slightly everted rims with rounded and beveled lips (Plate 27a,b).  

Hemispherical vessels are also attested for this type and variety, although these are rare (Plate 

27c). 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex and early facet of the Balam complex. 

Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (n=678)  

Definitions: Sierra Red was originally defined in the work of Smith and Gifford (1966) on 

Waxaktun ceramics. Sierra Red is a widely distributed type that is very common from Piedras 

Negras (Muñoz 2004:11), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:21), Ceibal (Sabloff 1976:77-78), 

Tikal (Tzec, Chuen, and Cauac Complexes, Culbert 1993:7-8), El Mirador (Forsyth 1989); Rio 

Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:265), Cuello (Kosakowsky 1987:58-62), Kichpanha 

(Reese 1989:55), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:178), Colha (Valdez 1987:127), Becan (Ball 

1977:18), to Calakmul (Rodriguez Carrasco 1994:29).  Sierra Red is also reported in Mayapan 

(Northern Yucatan) (Smith 1971:138-139), a finding that attests the great geographical 
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distribution of this particular type.   

The specimens collected in Naachtun can be considered examples of the Sierra Variety 

reported in El Mirador for the Late Preclassic (Forsyth 1989:21-27).  Specimens of Sierra Red 

have been found in Early Balam Complex deposits in Test pits 7 and 8 of Operation II.2.  Few 

Sierra Red ceramics appear associated with Balam late facet ceramic types.   This association 

suggest two possibilities: 1) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety was produced as recently as the late facet 

of the Balam complex. 2) Pieces of Sierra Red pots were deposited on the base of the late Early 

Classic deposits as part of remembrance practices that commemorated the origins of the 

Naachtun people in El Mirador or another locale in the region.   

Surface treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed and have a smooth finish. 

A double layer of red slip (7.5 R 4 / 8) that is relatively easy to remove with the fingernail is 

common. Buff and gray firing clouds are common.  Some rims are slipped on the inside only, 

although this feature is rare. The surface has a waxy texture to the touch.  Early Balam examples 

tend to show a glossier finish than Kuts’ Sierra Red sherds.  

Paste: Paste generally has a reddish yellow color (5 YR 6 / 8), medium texture and hard 

consistency. Some potsherds show dark cores. Observed inclusions are rounded and angular 

fragments of grog and calcite of 1 mm or less. 

Forms: Inventories of vessel forms documented in Naachtun include flared basins or bowls, with 

straight walls, direct or everted rims with different classes of lips (Plate 40f,l,n,o,p,q,x; Plate 

41f,g,h,j,k,r).  Some flared vessels also have medial flanges (Plate 40c).  Other forms are wide 

mouthed jars with long necks and slightly everted rims (Plate 41a), hemispherical bowls with 
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direct rims, some with short necks 1cm in height (Plate 40a,b,d,e,g,k,m,w; Plate 41c,e,j,l,n,o,p), 

globular vessels with narrow mouths and incurved rims (Plate 41d,m).  Narrow cylindrical spouts 

belonging to jars with tall necks and outcurved rims are also observed. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex, as well as early facet and possibly late facet of the Balam 

complex. 

Sierra Group with Reed Impressions: Unspecified Variety (n=1)  

Definitions: Forsyth (1989:36) established Sierra Group with reed impressions: Variety 

Unspecified as a ceramic type in El Mirador. Waxy red ceramics with similar reed impressions 

are also reported in Becan as a Middle Preclassic type (Ball 1977:92). 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface of the only specimen documented in Naachtun has a 

series of round impressions about 0.9 cm in diameter stamped on a smooth and homogeneous 

surface before firing. A uniform layer of dark red-brown slip (10R 4/2) was applied to the 

exterior surface after impressions were done. The finish has a waxy texture to the touch. The 

interior surface is smooth and also covered in a layer of slip of the same color as the exterior 

face.   

Paste: The paste is of medium texture with angular and rounded inclusions of calcite of 1mm or 

less in medium proportions. Dark gray cores are observed in some sections of the potsherd.  

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex. 
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Society Hall Red (?): Unspecified Variety (n=2) 

Definitions: Society Hall Red was initially considered a variety of Sierra Red in Giffords’s 

analysis of the ceramics of Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:90).  Kosakowsky (1987:64-67) defined 

Society Hall Red: Society Hall Variety as an individual ceramic type.  Due to the very low 

number of specimens documented in stratified contexts in Naachtun (n=1) I decided to leave the 

known examples as an unspecified variety.  Society Hall Red is relatively common in northern 

Belize and Belize River sites during the Late Preclassic and the final facet of the Late Preclassic 

(Kosakowsky 1983,1987; Hammond et al. 1991:68, Figure 3.40; Valdez 1987:129, 132, 140-

142).       

Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces are smooth and covered with a light underslip in turn 

coated with strokes of dark red (10 R4/8) or scarlet (2.5 YR 4/3) slip unevenly applied all over 

the walls.   

Paste: Paste is medium and very soft with inclusions of grog, calcite, and dark particles. 

Vessel forms: No identifiable vessel forms are documented to date for this type. 

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.  
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Undetermined Ceramic Groups 

Zapatista Trickled Dichrome: Red Variety (n=9) 

Definitions: Zapatista Trickled Dichrome: Red Variety established by Forsyth in El Mirador 

(Forsyth 1989:45). Specimens of Zapatista Trickled Dichrome: Red Variety from Naachtun 

occur exclusively with Late Preclassic ceramics of the Sierra, Polvero, Iberia and Achiote/ 

Zapote groups.  An intriguing aspect of this type is the presence of a matte surface that alternates 

with unslipped sections.  

Surface treatment: The external surface of diagnostic rims presents a section of dull red slip (10R 

4 / 8) applied to the rim and the neck of vessels.  The interior areas present a coating of gray or 

brownish-gray self-slip. The exterior and interior surfaces have a texture which feels regular to 

the touch, although the latter feels slightly rough. 

Paste: Paste is gray or brownish gray.  Texture is medium. Angular calcite inclusions in medium 

amounts are observed. Firing cores are not observed in the specimens of Naachtun. 

Forms: The inventory of forms seems to be restricted to short-necked jars with a globular body 

and direct rims. Unfortunately diagnostic rims of this ceramic type and variety collected in 

Naachtun are highly fragmented.  To date, form descriptions remain speculative at best. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex.  
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Black Trickled Dichrome: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Present work 

Surface treatment: The characteristics of surface are similar to those described for Zapatista 

Dichrome: Red Variety.  However, Black Trickled Dichrome: Not Specified Variety is 

distinguished by a black matte slip (10 YR 3 / 1) on its outer surface. 

Paste: Similar to Zapatista Dichrome: Red Variety. 

Forms: An inventory of forms has not been established due to a lack of diagnostic rims. 

Ceramic complex: Kuts’ complex.  

Petén Gloss Wares 

 Actuncán Group  

Actuncán Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Variety (n= 10). 

Definitions: Smith and Smith and Gifford (Smith 1955 Vol 1:126 and Smith and Gifford 

1966:154) were the first authors to define Actuncán Orange Polychrome as a ceramic type in 

Waxaktun. The present variety is specified in this study.  Actuncan Orange Polychrome 

(Carmorate and Caal varieties) is also reported in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:36-37), 

Colha (Valdez 1987:169, 173), and Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:170-173).  Sabloff (1975:105-

107) mingles Actuncan and Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome as one ceramic type in Ceibal. 

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed and show a double 
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coating of orange slip (2.5 YR 5 / 8). The finish feels slightly waxy to the touch. In some 

instances, black painted designs are observed on both sides, including horizontal wavy stripes 

placed within horizontal registers on the upper part of the interior surface of rims. The exterior 

surface has black horizontal stripes on the lip and black geometric designs at 1.0cm bellow the 

lip.  Other examples show a red horizontal stripe on an orange background laid out on the interior 

surface of vessels.  Here, the exterior surface displays undetermined designs in black, red and 

orange. Horizontal wavy line designs are also seen in the top of what appears to be a globular 

part of a vessel from unit N10-813.  

Paste: Paste is of medium texture and reddish yellow (5YR 7 / 6) color. Observed inclusions are 

rounded particles of calcite and an undetermined gray mineral of 1mm or less present on low 

proportions (10%). No firing cores are observed in the specimens from Naachtun. 

Forms: Forms include open vessels with sharp Z-Angles  (Plate 1 b) or long flanges (Plate 1 a), 

flared sides, direct rims and round or beveled lips.  Other instances appear to be bowls or basins 

with everted sides, slightly curved walls and direct rims with beveled lips and basal flanges.  

Ceramic complex: Early and late (?) facets of the Balam complex.     

Aguila Group 

Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety (n= 6645) 

Definitions: The present type and variety is originally defined in the work of Smith (1955 Vol. 2: 

Figure 6d-e, Figure 8 a-d, f, o,p, Figure 9 a-c; Figure 10 e, i, l,o, Figure 11 b,g,l, Figure 12 a, f; 

Figure 13 h and k, Figure 17 c 1-12, 17-19, Figure 18 a 1, 3-11) and Smith and Gifford 
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(1966:154). Examples of such ceramics in the neighboring site of El Mirador are presented in 

Forsyth (1989:61, 63, 66).  Aguila Orange is also reported in Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976:182), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:265-266), La Milpa 

(Sagebiel 2005:253-260), Colha (Valdex 1987:166); Becan (Ball 1977:41), Calakmul 

(Dominguez Carrasco 1994:49), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:26-27), and Piedras Negras 

(Muñoz 2004:16).   

Surface treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed and coated by two layers of 

slip.  The outermost is a reddish orange slip (2.5 YR 4 / 8) applied over a layer of a lighter color, 

possibly a cream slip. Some specimens of hemispherical bowls with direct rims and flared open 

vessels with outcurved or straight walls and flat bottoms only have a coating of slip on their 

interior surfaces. 

Paste: Paste is usually hard and has a granular to medium texture. As remarked above, the paste 

texture of the present type and variety is very similar to that of Iberia Orange. Temper is 

composed by rounded calcite particles in low proportions (less than 5% of the paste), although 

gray angular particles of less than 1.0 mm occur. Color is usually light brown (5 YR 8 / 8). Gray 

and black firing cores are common. 

Forms: The inventory of vessel forms includes: hemispherical bowls with direct rims, flat bottom 

or annular bases (Plate 2f,o; Plate 3k,n; Plate 4 f, p; Plate 5f,g,h,k,l,m,n); vessels with basal 

angles, flared sides with straight walls, direct rims, rounded bottoms and annular bases (Plate 4d; 

Plate 5b,p,e,j); flared open vessels with sharp basal Z-angles, direct rim, straight walls, round 

bottoms and annular bases (Plate 3g, i,j ); flared open vessels with long flanges (Plate 2e), direct 

rim, straight walls, round bottoms and annular bases open flared vessels with round-Z angles, 
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straight walls, direct rims and annular bases (Plate 4j, k, l,m; Plate 5i,q; Plate 6 a.b.c); jars with 

narrow mouths, short necks, direct rims and globular body (Plate 2a,c,d; Plate3q,o); open bowls 

and basins with flared sides, straight or outcurved walls, direct rims and flat bottoms (Plate 

2g,h,i, k,l,m,,n,p,q,r.s; plate 3 a,b,c,d,e,l,m,n,p,r; plate 4a,b,c,e,g,I,n,o); flared open vessels with 

short flanges, direct rims, straight walls, round bottoms and annular bases. 

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex. 

Nitan Composite: Nitan Variety (n= 19) 

Definition: Forsyth (1989:67) defined Nitan Composite: Nitan Variety as a ceramic type in El 

Mirador and Edzná (Forsyth 1983:73-74, 1989:67). The present type and variety are also 

reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:67), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:266-269) and Calakmul 

(Dominguez Carrasco 1994:57).  To date, no examples of this type have been retrieved from 

sealed contexts.  Specimens are present in mixed contexts.  Therefore, the chronological 

placement of this ceramic type and variety in Naachtun is still open to revision.   

Surface Treatment: The interior surfaces are well smoothed and polished. A coating of double 

slip with an outermost reddish orange (2.5 YR 4 / 6) layer is present in the interior surface. In 

contrast, the exterior surface presents an uneven layer of self-slip and a series of shallow pre-

firing perpendicular incisions. 

Paste: Similar to that of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. 

Forms: The array of vessel form documented for Nitan Composite: Nitan Variety in Naachtun is 

limited to open globular vessels with a slightly restricted mouth, short neck and exterior 
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thickened rims with rounded lips. 

Chronology: Possibly late facet of the Balam Complex.  

Pita Incised: Pita Variety (n= 28) 

Definitions: Smith (1955), and Smith and Gifford (1966:161) established Pita Incised: Pita 

Variety as a ceramic type.  Instances of Pita Incised are also reported in La Milpa (Sagebiel 

2005:265), Becan (Ball 1977:85), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:55).  In El Mirador, 

Forsyth (1989:66-67) mentions that Pita Incised: Variety Unspecified has post-slip incisions 

applied over the surface.  The criteria to define the present type is not clear as one can 

misclassified specimens of Aguila Orange with graffiti as different ceramic types.  In several 

cases it is not clear if post-firing incisions were made when pieces were still part of the vessel or 

performed on broken fragments.  I believe that eventually this particular type and variety could 

be mingled with Aguila Orange.    

Surface: The surface treatment is virtually identical to that of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety, 

except that Pita shows a series of post-firing incisions on the exterior and interior surface of 

vessels. Observed motifs include geometric and figurative themes of undetermined nature.  

Pasta: Similar to that of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. 

Forms: Specimens from Naachtun are vessel walls and very minute rims.  For now the inventory 

of vessel form for this type is not known. 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.   
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Aguila Group Monochrome Fluted-Gadrooned: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Present study. 

Surface Treatment: Similar to that observed in Aguila Orange with a series of shallow vertical 

depressions about 1.0cm width separated by a space 1.0 cm wide on the exterior surface.  The 

interior surface is smooth. 

Paste: Similar to that of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. 

Forms: The only specimen known to date is a flared vessel with slightly outcurved sides, flat 

bottom and slightly everted rim with pointed or beveled out lip (Plate 6e).  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.  

Unidentified Orange Racked: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: A rimsherd from Waxaktun similar to specimens collected in Naachtun is illustrated 

in Smith 1955 Vol.2: Figure 17c 13.   

Surface Treatment: Similar to that of Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety.  A horizontal register 

formed by thin vertical incisions racked over the exterior of rims and necks.  This section is 

coated in a thin layer of cream orange slip.  Areas below this zone present the usual orange slip 

common in Aguila ceramics. 

Paste: Same as Aguila Orange: Aguila Variety. 

Forms: Likely an open jar with high neck.   
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Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.  The examples found to date come from a 

large deposit in the bottom of Trench 11 behind Structure XXV of Group A.        

Balanza Group 

Balanza Black: Balanza Variety (n= 1050) 

Definitions: Balanza Black: Balanza variety was originally defined by Smith 1955 Vol. 2, and 

Smith and Gifford 1966:154-155 in Waxaktun.  Balanza Black is a relatively common type 

documented in El Mirador (1989:71), Tikal (Culbert 1993), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 

1971:24), Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:107-110), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:266), La 

Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:280-285), Colha (Valdez 1987:173), Kichpanha (Reese 1989:57), Becan 

(Ball 1977:33), Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:73), and Piedras Negras (Muñoz 2004:15)  

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces of vessels are well smoothed.  Walls were 

coated with a pale orange underslip (5 YR 5 / 8), which in turn was covered by a uniform layer of 

black slip (5 YR 2.5 / 1 and 10YR 2 / 1). This technique resulted in a mottled finish in some 

areas of the surface. However, the resulting color was often a bright glossy black. Bases and 

bottoms of containers are not covered in slip; instead, they are coated with a dark self-slip.  

However, some hollow rectangular supports are well polished and covered with a uniform layer 

of black slip. 

Paste: The paste is hard and of medium texture. Dark layers are present underneath the wall 

surfaces sandwiching a section of central light brown color (10YR 7 / 2). Temper consists of 

rounded particles of calcite and gray particles 1.5mm, 1.0mm or less.  Sometimes tiny 

ferruginous particles (less than 1.0 mm) are present.  Inclusions generally constitute roughly 10% 
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of the paste mass. Dark cores are common.  Cores and dark layers indicate a reduced firing 

atmosphere for these particular ceramics (Rice 2005 [1987]: 158). 

Forms: The inventory of vessel forms for Balanza Black: Balanza Variety includes: 

hemispherical bowls with direct rims and annular bases (Plate 10 b,n,o,p; Plate 11a,b,e); 

cylindrical tripod vessels with flat bottoms, basal reinforcement, direct rims, straight walls, and 

hollow or solid slab or rectangular-shaped supports with no decoration, or gouged triangular 

designs; open flared vessels with basal angle, annular bases, slightly outcurved walls outward 

and direct rims; globular jars with a restricted mouth, short neck and direct rim; flared open 

vessels with straight or outcurved walls, flat bottoms, and direct rims (Plate 10a,m); basal flanged 

vessels with flared sides, round bottoms, direct rims and annular bases; hemispherical bowls with 

direct rims and lateral flanges (Plate 10g,h); hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved rims 

(Plate 10c,e,i); globular vessels with narrow openings and incurved rims (Plate 10q).  Lids with a 

single cylindrical handle on top (Plate 10 k,l), jars with short necks, direct rims, and likely 

globular bodies (Plate 11c,d,f), flared plates with straight walls and direct rims ( and miniature 

cylindrical vessels with nubbin feet (Plate 10f) also occur.   

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.   

Black Mottled: Orange Variety (n= 42)  

Definitions:  Mélanie Forné (Personal Communication February 2011) must be credited for the 

idea of considering black-range mottled ceramics as a distinctive type in Naachtun, a notion I 

follow in the present work. I present here a description of these materials on the basis of her 

observations.  The present type and variety have not been reported elsewhere; however, a 
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cylindrical vase from Waxaktun with a surface treatment similar to specimens from Naachtun is 

illustrated in Smith (1955 Vol.2: Figures 1g and m).  On the basis of technological similarities 

with materials of the Balanza Group, in particular the application of a black slip over an orange 

or red underslip, I consider Black Mottled: Orange Variety as a member of the Balanza Group.   

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are smooth and well polished.  The trait 

marking of Black Mottled: Orange Variety is a speckled black or dark brown surface on an 

orange-yellow background.  This effect was achieved by applying a uniform later of black (10 

YR 2 / 1) or dark brown (10N YR 3 / 3) slip over an underslip of orange-yellow color (10YR 6/6, 

6/8).     

Paste: Like ceramics of the Balanza Group, the paste of Black Orange Mottled: Unspecified 

Variety shows dark layers beneath the wall surface framing a yellow (2.5 YR 5 / 6) paste area. 

The texture is usually medium to laminar.  Inclusions observed in the paste are spherical or 

angular particles of calcite of 1.5mm on average. Ferruginous particles are also present. Paste is 

relatively hard, although some specimens break under light pressure.  Dark and gray cores occur.  

Forms: The inventory of common forms documented to date include flared vessels with straight 

walls, direct rims, and beveled or rounded lips (Plate 11i,j,k,m); short-necked jars with direct 

rims, and likely globular bodies (Plate11h); hemispherical vessels with direct rim, and beveled, 

square or round lips (Plate 11l).  

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.        
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Black Mottled: Red Variety (n= 76)  

Definitions:  Present work. 

Surface Treatment: Like Black Mottled: Orange Variety, the Red Variety has smooth and 

relatively well-polished interior and exterior surfaces. Black Mottled: Red Variety also shows a 

specked or grazed black or dark brown surface applied over a red-orange underslip (2.5 YR 4/8, 

5/8, 10R 4/8).  An example of Black Mottled shows an orange underslip turning red (n=1), 

suggesting that the difference between the Red and Orange varieties of Black Mottled may the 

result of differential firing in particular cases.   

Paste: Similar to that of Black Mottled: Orange Variety. 

Forms: Same as Black Mottled: Orange Variety (Plate 11o).  

Chronology: Early and late facets of the Balam complex. 

Black Mottled: Unspecified Variety (n=33)  

Definitions:  Present study.     

Surface Treatment: Black Mottled: Unspecified Variety shows the same characteristics as the 

other two varieties.  The Unspecified variety of Black Mottled displays a light brown-gray 

undercoat (5YR6/1, 5/1. 4/1) below the black slip observed on the surface. This trait could be the 

result of differences in firing temperatures.   

Paste: Similar to that of Black Mottled: Orange and Red Varieties.  
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Forms: Same as Black Mottled: Orange Variety.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Black Mottled Incised: Orange Variety (n=5)  

Definitions:  Present work.   

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are virtually identical to those observed in 

Black Mottled: Orange Variety. The difference between both types lies in the presence of fine 

incisions forming figurative or geometric motifs on the exterior surface made before applying the 

slip and firing the vessel.  

Paste: Same as Black Orange Mottled: Unspecified Variety.  

Forms: Same as Black Orange Mottled: Unspecified Variety.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Black Mottled Incised-Gadrooned: Red Variety (n=1)  

Definitions:  Present work.   

Surface Treatment: Both interior and exterior surfaces show the characteristic tricked black slip 

over a red background described for Black Mottled: Red Variety.  The present type and variety 

shows a series of wide horizontal incisions (about .5 mm) made on the exterior surface before 

firing the vessel and applying the slip.  The incisions frame a series of gadrooned horizontal 

registers about 3.0 cm high with a smooth and even finish.  The interior surface is flat and even.  
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Paste: Same as Black Mottled: Red Variety.  

Forms: The only example of this type documented to date is a flared vessel with straight walls, a 

direct rim, and a seemingly flat bottom. 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Black Mottled Incised: Unspecified Variety (n=1)  

Definitions:  Present work.   

Surface Treatment: The same as Black Mottled: Unspecified Variety. The Unspecified variety 

shows fine pre-firing and pre-slip incisions on the exterior surface.  The nature of the motifs 

represented in these ceramics is unclear to date.  

Paste: Same as Black Orange Mottled: Unspecified Variety.  

Forms: Unknown.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Lucha Incised: Unspecified Variety (n=259) 

Definitions: Smith (1955 Vol. 1:38-39), and Smith and Gifford (1966:159) defined Lucha 

Incised: Lucha Variety as a ceramic type. Specimens from Naachtun resemble examples from 

Waxaktun, although there are differences in color and decoration.  Observed characteristics seem 

to fit better the descriptions provided for the Unspecified Variety reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 

1989:71.73).  Lucha Variety is also present in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:43), Ceibal 
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(1975:110-112), Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:266), La 

Milpa (2005:291-293), Colha (Valdez 1987:175), Becan (Ball 1977:85), and Calakmul 

(Dominguez Carrasco 1994:77).   

Surface treatment: A uniform layer of black slip (5YR 2.5 / 1) applied over a pale orange 

underslip (5YR 5 / 8) coats well-smoothed interior and exterior surfaces.  Often, specimens have 

a bright black finish. Incised decoration is observed on the exterior surface of vessels, usually on 

the exterior walls, the upper surface of flanges and slightly everted rims, and the exterior rims of 

jars. Incisions are often filled with a white substance. Arrays of motifs include geometric patterns 

(steps into record runs, circles containing horizontal stripes, spirals or so-called parallel lines 

affix cartridge [Smith 1955 Vol.1: 71]) and stylized representations of bat bodies and wings.  The 

latter sometimes include a modeled round head with incised traits (see Smith 1955 Vol. 2: Figure 

21 2a). Some hemispherical bowls and cylindrical vessels have only a horizontal incision located 

1.0cm below the rim that goes around the vessel. 

Paste: Similar to that of Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  Dark layers are observed underneath 

the surface framing a light brown (2.5 Y 6 / 4) central area. The texture is usually medium, 

although some specimens are slightly laminar. Round calcite inclusions and gray particles of 1.0 

mm or less are common. 

Forms: Hemispherical bowls with direct rims, annular bases or flat bottoms (Plate 30a,b,d,e,f,g); 

basal flanged vessels with flared walls, direct rims, round bottoms and annular bases; 

hemispherical bowls with slightly incurved rims (Plate 30j,m); short-necked jars with a restricted 

mouth and globular body (Plate 30i); hemispherical lids (Plate 30l).  The inventory of 

documented forms possibly includes flared vessels with direct rims (Plate 30c,h and k?).    
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Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Paradero Fluted: Paradero Variety (n= 15) 

Definitions: Smith (1955 Vol.2: Figure 6j, l-m,p, Figure 10 d, Figure 22g, Figure 23a 9, Figure 

24, Figure 71 b 5) and Smith and Gifford (1966:160) defined Paradero Fluted: Paradero Variety 

as a Tzakol III ceramic type.  Examples of this type in Naachtun, however, come from a Late 

Balam deposit in Trench 11 by Structure XXV.  The documented form here was a hemispherical 

lid with a cylindrical hollow handle on top.  Possible pieces of cylindrical tripod vessels come 

from mixed contexts.  Paradero Fluted is present also in assemblages from Tikal (Culbert 1993), 

Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:48), Piedras Negras (Muñoz 2004:17), Rio Azul (present in the 

Mucu and Totbol ceramic complexes Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:265-266), La Milpa 

(Sagebiel 2005:288-289), Becan (Ball 1977:97), Colha (Valdez 1987:175, 178), and Calakmul 

(Dominguez Carrasco 1994:82). 

Surface treatment: Similar to that of Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  The exterior surface of 

vessels presents smooth vertical flutes of approximately 1cm width evenly distributed.   

Paste: Same as Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  

Forms: The inventory of forms includes round lids with hollow cylindrical handles placed in the 

center of the vessel (Plate 51a), and possible cylindrical tripod vases.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.    
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Maroma Impressed: Maroma Variety (n=10) 

Definitions: Smith (1955 Vol.1: 47-48; Vol. 2: Figure 22s,x,y, Figure 23a 18, 21-23, 29, Figure 

79b 5-6, 10-12) defined Maroma Impressed: Maroma Variety as a ceramic type in Waxaktun 

(See also Smith and Gifford 1966:159).  This type and variety are also reported in Tikal for the 

Manik Ceramic Complex (Culbert 1993:9).     

Surface Treatment: Same as Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  The distinctive trait of this 

particular type is the presence of incised fine lines (less than 0.5 mm. wide) on the exterior 

surface of vessels.  The exterior surface presents a horizontal band of applique with impressions 

made of fingerprints. Some specimens show areas decorated with net-like impressions likely 

produced by pressing a piece of cloth against the surface when the clay is still soft.   

Paste: Similar to that of Balanza Black: Balanza Variety. 

Forms: The array of vessels forms is limited to hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved rims 

or direct rims (Plate 29a,e,d).  One unidentified form is also attested (Plate 29b).   

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.  Specimens documented to date come from 

pure deposits uncovered in Trench 11 of Operation III-1 conducted behind Structure XXV of 

Group A.    

San Roman Plano-Relief: Unspecified Variety (n=3) 

Definitions: Adams (1971:51) defined San Roman Plano-Relief: San Roman variety as a ceramic 

type on the basis of collections from Altar de Sacrificios.  The present type and variety is also 
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reported in Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000:266). 

Surface treatment: Similar to that of Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  Here, the exterior surface 

of potsherds shows very fine incisions and gauges forming a series of seemingly figurative 

motifs.   

Paste: Same as Balanza Black: Balanza Variety.  

Forms: The inventory of vessel forms for the present type and variety in Naachtun is unknown as 

specimens are limited to sherds from the body thereof.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.    

Urita Gouged Incised: Urita Variety (n= 7) 

Definitions: Defined in Smith (1955 Vol. 1:45, 81 – 84), and in Smith and Gifford (1966:164) for 

Waxaktun.  Urita Gouged Incised is also reported in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:52), 

Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:112), Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 

2000:266), and Colha (Valdez 1987:178). 

Surface treatment: The exterior surface often has a series of incised and carved figurative and 

geometric motifs produced with double outlines. Incisions and gouges are smooth and usually 

coated with a layer of black slip, indicating that decoration was done before the vessel was 

slipped and fired. Ceramics of this type were coated with at least two layers of slip: a pale orange 

underslip (2.5Y 7 / 4) that was then covered with black slip (5YR 2.5 / 1). Smooth areas are 

usually uniform and well polished.  
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Paste: Similar to that of Balanza Black: Balanza Variety. 

Forms: The most common vessel form is the cylindrical vessel. 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Balanza Group, Unnamed with Exterior Champhered Surface (n= 2) 

Definitions: Present work 

Surface Treatment: The exterior face of vessels belonging to this type shows a champhered 

surface, although the slip and finish are the same of Balanza Black.  The interior surface is the 

same as observed in Balanza Black. 

Paste: Same as Balanza Black. 

Forms: The inventory of vessel forms is limited to hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved 

rims (Plate 11h). 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Caal Group 

5.5.4.1 Caal Red Polychrome: Caal Variety (n= 15) 

Definitions: Adams defined Caal Red polychrome Caal: Caal Variety as a ceramic type on the 

basis of a large sample from the site of Rio Azul (Adams 1999:86-87, Adams and Jackson 

Adams 2000:266; Walling et al. 2000: Figure 8). Specimens of this type were classified as 
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Caldero Buff Polychrome: Caldero Variety in previous works (see Smith 1955 Vol. 2.: Figure 13 

b).  The ubiquity of this material in reference collections from the site of Rio Azul stored in the 

Ceramoteca of the Guatemalan Institute of Anthropology and History in Guatemala City 

suggests to me that this locale likely produced these ceramics (n=20 without counting materials 

discarded at the site).  Its occurrence in Naachtun indicates bonds with Rio Azul, possibly of 

political and trading nature.       

Surface treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces of vessels are well smoothed and coated on a 

layer of buff self-slip, which in turn was covered on a bright red slip (2.5 YR 4 / 8) in the interior 

walls and some sections of the exterior surfaces of the vessels. The latter shows elaborate 

decoration patterning consisting of a horizontal register formed by a black line (5Y 2.5 / 1) over 

rectangular registers framing a black worm-like creature with a rounded head (sometimes with 

two rounded heads) and antennae floating on a red background.  Other examples show thick red 

vertical bands on the buff self-slip alternating with what seem to be black or brown dots. Basal 

flanges show a patterning of black and white horizontal bands with lines of black triangles, 

sometimes with short stems on top. The interior surface of vessels shows one thick black 

horizontal line on the lip framed by a black line placed 1.0 cm bellow.  

Paste: The color of paste is buff (7.5 YR 6 / 2) and of medium texture.  Observed inclusions are 

rounded and angular particles of calcite.  Cores are present in some instances, but overall these 

features are very rare.  Paste is well fired and hard.   

Forms: The inventory of forms documented for the present type and variety is limited to vessels 

with long and short basal flanges, flared sides, direct rims, round bottoms, and annular bases 

(Plate 9a,b,c).  
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Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Caldero Group  

Caldero Buff Polychrome Type: Unspecified Variety  #1 (n=8) 

Definitions: Caldero Buff Polychrome: Caldero Variety is established in the work of Smith (1955 

Vol 1:77-86) and Smith and Gifford (1966:155) in Waxaktun.   Debra S. Walker did the first 

description of the present variety in a previous report on the ceramics of Naachtun (Walker 

2007). I have extended this characterization on the basis of a few more sherds (Patiño 2011:73-

74).  Walker reports this type and variety as distinctive of the Kan complex.  However, 

specimens have been found in Late Balam deposits.  This ceramic type has a very restricted 

occurrence. The specimens collected in the 2010 season excavations appear in the following: 

Test pit 6 lots N10-806 (N = 3) and N10-807 (N = 1), Test pit 9 Lot N10-313 (N = 4). 

Surface treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces of vessels are well smoothed and coated on 

a layer of buff slip (7.5 YR 6 / 2). The distribution of the slip along the surface is quite even, 

making it difficult to establish the presence of more than one coating. Different designs are 

observed on the interior and exterior surfaces of vessels.  Interior surfaces show more elaborate 

compositions arranged as horizontal bands encompassing geometrical and stylized designs in 

black (5YR 2.5 / 1), dark brown (7.5 YR 2.5 / 3) and red (2.5 YR 5 / 8). Observed motifs include: 

rows of black inverted isosceles triangles; lines of black triangles with vertical stems on the top; 

red circles surrounded by curved lines; horizontal red lines with equidistant “loops”; and black, 

brown and red horizontal lines.  Some examples show incised “graffiti” on the upper section of 

rims.    
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Paste: Paste is usually buff (7.5 YR 6 / 2, 7.5 YR 8 / 4).  Texture is medium, tending to fine. 

Inclusions of rounded particles of 1mm or less in low proportions (less than 5% of the paste) are 

observed. Nuclei are not observed in specimens collected in Naachtun. 

Forms: The forms inventory is limited to open vessels with basal angles, flared straight sides, 

round bottoms, direct rims and annular bases (Plate 13).  

Ceramic complex: Possibly early facet of the Balam complex, although one specime is attested in 

a deposit of late facet of Balam complex ceramics. 

Caldero Buff Polychrome Type: Unspecified Variety # 2 (n= 192) 

Definitions: Present study.  However, I find it likely that Unspecified Variety # 2 corresponds to 

Caldero Variety documented in Waxaktun by Smith (1955 Vol2: Figure 1d, Figure 6b, Figure 

10h, Figure 11 f-h, Figure 24a 8-9, Figure 25b 1-6, 8-12, Figure 27a 4-7 b 1-5, Figure 28a 1-2, 7-

8, Figure 29 c-I, Figure 30 a 4-5, b 3, c7, Figure 31 a 1,4 b 1-4, Figure 34 a 3, Figure 38 a 2, 6, 

Figure 66 a 8-9, Figure 71 a 3-4, 6,7,9) and Smith and Gifford (1966:155). Intriguingly, the 

present ceramic type is not reported in the neighboring sites of El Mirador (Forsyth 1989) and 

Rio Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams 2000). Similar varieties of Caldero Buff Polychrome are 

attested in Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), and Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:37), Barton Ramie 

(Gifford 1976:179-181), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:100).    

Surface treatment: Exterior and interior surfaces are well smoothed and coated in a layer (or 

layers) of buff slip (7.5 YR 8 / 4).  An additional coating of orange slip (2.5 YR 4 / 8) was 

applied to the interior of vessels. An elaborated and carefully made arrangement of painted 

designs is arranged on the exterior surface of vessels, whereas more simple compositions are 
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seen in the interior surfaces.  Interior surfaces show horizontal stripes composed of red bands 

(2.5 YR 5 / 8) on top flanked by thin red lines of the same color that are framed by a horizontal 

register of inverted black triangles (5YR 2.5 / 1). The exterior surface presents geometric and 

figurative designs that include birds outlined in black, brown and red (7.5 YR 2.5 / 3).  

Paste: Same as that of Caldero Buff Polychrome: Unspecified Variety # 1. 

Forms: Forms documented to date are: basal flanged and basal sharp Z-angled bowls with flared 

sides, straight walls, direct rims, annular bases and rounded bottoms (Plate 12f,h); hemispherical 

lids with a central cylindrical hollow handle (Plate 12b; Plate 14n); hemispherical vessels with 

direct rims (Plate 14a,h,i,j,k); hemispherical vessels with slightly incurved rims (Plate 14e); 

flared vessels with basal angle outcurved walls, and annular base; medium and small jars with 

short necks, direct rims and globular bodies; jars with short necks, direct rims, and globular 

bodies (Plate 13f,g; Plate 14f,g); flared vessels with concave bottoms and annular bases 

(Plate12g; Plate 12 c and d? Plate 14l, m?).   

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.  

Dos Arroyos Group 

Boleto Black on Orange: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Smith (1955 Vol. 1: 126) and Smith and Gifford (1966:155) established Boleto 

Black on Orange as a ceramic type of the Actuncan Group in Waxaktun.  The specimen from 

Naachtun, however, lacks the waxy surface observed in the few examples of Actuncan Orange 

Polychrome and resembles more the glossness of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome.  Therefore, I 
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place it within the Dos Arroyos group here.  Boleto Black on Orange is also reported in 

Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:59). 

Surface Treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces of open vessels are well smoothed and coated 

on a layer of orange slip (2.5 YR 4 / 8) that seemingly covers an underslip of a lighter color.  

Observed decoration is limited to a black horizontal band placed on the interior surface of the 

vessel lip. 

Paste: Paste has a medium texture and is brown (2.5 Y 6 / 4) in color. The inclusions observed in 

the paste are mainly angular calcite particles 1mm or less in low proportions (10% to 5%). 

Forms: The catalog of forms known to date is limited to a flared vessel with a slightly outcurved 

rim and beveled lip (Plate 20e).   

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety (n= 1081) 

Definitions: Defined originally in Smith (1955 Vol 1:79-80; Vol.2: Figure 3b, d-f, Figure 12 q,s, 

Figure 13c, Figure 24a 5-7, 10-13, 16-17, 19, Figure 25b 7,10, Figure 26a 6, 10, b 2,4,6,8, Figure 

27 a1-3, 7-8, b1-2, c1-2,4,6, Figure 31 a2-3, Figure 32 a 3-8, Figure 34 s 1, 4-6, Figure 35 a 2-7, 

Figure 38a 3, Figure 71 a 1-2, figure 76 b 3,5-6) and in Smith and Gifford (1966:157) in 

Waxaktun,  Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos variety is also found in Tikal 

(Culbert 1993:9), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:311, 313-316), Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976:173-

174), Colha (Valdez 1987:169), Becan (Ball 1977:67), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 

1994:91).  Different varieties of the same type are documented in Altar de Sacrificios (Variety 
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Unspecified, Adams 1971:37), Barton Ramie (Variety Unspecified A C, E, E-2, and H,K, and L,  

Gifford 1976:174-179), Becan (Opuesto and Unspecified varieties Ball 1977:68), and Calakmul 

(Opuesto variety, Dominguez Carrasco 1994:95). 

Surface Treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces of open vessels are well smoothed. The interior 

of open vessels is coated in a layer of orange slip (2.5 YR 4 / 8). Observed decoration in this 

section varies, but commonly includes: 1) a red horizontal band (2.5 YR 5 / 8) on the lip area, 

framed by a lower thin parallel line of the same color; 2) a horizontal register of "hand bells" 

(Smith 1955 Vol.1: 64) and/or isosceles triangles painted in black (5YR 3 / 2). The exterior 

surface is covered in a thin layer of orange slip or a buff self-slip (7.5 YR 6 / 2) painted with 

geometrical and figurative motifs on red and black. Is is also common to document horizontal red 

lines with “loops” placed at regular intervals. One specimen shows red isosceles triangles 

arranged horizontally on a vertical line. Basal flanges commonly are decorated with black and 

red stepped frets. 

Small and medium-sized short-necked jars show very smooth exterior surfaces, covered in a thin 

orange slip or a buff self-slip.  Geometric and stylized designs on black and red are distributed on 

the surface of the globular body of the vessel.  Rims present a red horizontal line on the lip and 

the upper area of rims.  The interior surface is relatively smooth on rim and neck zones.    

Paste: Paste has medium texture.  Common colors are reddish-brown (5 YR 7 / 6) or brown (2.5 

Y 6 / 4). Observed inclusions are calcite particles 1mm or less and sometimes angular gray 

inclusions.  These occur in very low proportions that range from 10% to 5%. 

Forms: Inventory of forms includes: open basal-flanged vessels with flared sides, direct rims, 
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rounded bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 18a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h; Plate 19i,j,k), some of which have 

spouts on one side of the rim; open vessels with basal sharp Z angles, flared sides, straight walls, 

direct rims, and possibly rounded bottoms with annular bases (Plate 19l); open vessels with basal 

angles, flared sides, direct rims, rounded bottoms and annular bases (Plate 17c,d,h); globular jars 

with short neck and direct rims and flared vessels with concave bottoms and annular bases (Plate 

Plate 17e,f,g) are also documented (Plate 17a,j; Plate19a,c), although this particular form is rare.  

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.   

Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Unspecified Variety (n=8)  

Definitions: Present work.  The present variety encompasses Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: 

Unspecified Variety and Unspecified Variety 2 of previous studies (Patiño 2011, Patiño and 

Forné 2012:412-413).  This particular type and variety resembles Dos Arroyos Orange 

Polychrome: Unspecified (E) Variety established by Gifford in Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976: 

174-176, Figure 98). In Naachtun several well-preserved examples come from looted areas south 

of Group C. Specimens associated with vessels with late traits (particularly cylindrical black 

tripod vessels with hollow or solid rectangular supports) were yielded from the bottom of Test pit 

46, Group B.  

Surface: The exterior surface of vessels is smooth to the touch. This area is coated in a reddish- 

buff self-slip or a thin and uniform layer of reddish orange slip (5 YR 6 / 6, 5 / 6). Areas below 

basal flanges are uneven in many cases. Decoration is limited to brown or red horizontal lines.  In 

contrast, interior surfaces show elaborated zoomorphic and geometric designs laid out on a bright 

orange slip (5 YR 5 / 8) with a lustrous finish.  Designs are arranged within horizontal registers; 
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these include concentric semi-circles of black (10 YR 2 / 1), dark brown (2.5 YR 2.5 / 3) and red 

(10 R 3 / 6) color, as well as representations of birds with long beaks, a red head and yellow 

bulging eyes outlined in black. 

Paste: Paste is similar to that of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Dos Arroyos Variety.  

Usually, the paste is hard and has small round and angular inclusions of calcite and a translucent 

mineral less than 1.0 mm in low proportions. Gray cores occur, although they are relatively rare.  

Forms: Vessel forms documented for this type and variety are limited to basal flanged vessels 

with short flanges (averages of 1.0 cm and 1.5 cm), flared sides, straight walls, direct rims, 

rounded bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 20a,b) and hemispherical vessels with direct rims and 

annular bases (Plate 20c).  

Chronology: Late facet of the Balam complex.  

San Blas Red On Orange: San Blas Variety (n=4) 

Definitions: Smith (1955: Vol. 1 81-83; Vol, 2: Figure 1j, Figure 6k, Figure 30c 3 and 5, Figure 

35 a 1) and Smith and Gifford (1966:162) established this type and variety for the first time.  

This material is also reported in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:68), Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), La Milpa 

(Sagebiel 2005:318, 320-321), and Becan (Ball 1977:58).  The chronology of the present type 

and variety is still subject to evaluation as specimens have been collected in mixed contexts from 

construction fills (Test pit 1, Lot N10-202).  No examples were retrieved in pure deposits in 

Naachtun.    

Surface Treatment: The exterior surface of the vessels is well smoothed and coated in two layers 
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of slip of which the outermost has a bright orange color (2.5 YR 4 / 8). A series of horizontal red 

lines were painted on this surface.  Interior surfaces present a similar treatment, although red 

painting is limited to stripes applied to the lip and the upper part of the rim.  

Paste: Similar to that of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome: Variety Dos Arroyos. 

Forms: The array of vessel forms documented to date is limited to hemispherical bowls with 

direct rims (Plate 53a). 

Ceramic complex: Balam complex, possibly late facet.  

Dos Hermanos Group  

Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety (n=3553)  

Definitions: Defined as an independent ceramic type by Gifford (1976:160) in Barton Ramie and 

by Smith and Gifford (1966:157, Figure 50 a) in Waxaktun. Forsyth classifies this material as a 

variety of Aguila Orange in El Mirador (Forsyth 1989:66; personal communication to Walker in 

2005 cited in Walker 2006:5) and Walker (2006:4-5) consider that Dos Hermanos Red 

constitutes a ceramic type different from Aguila Orange.  Dos Hermanos Red is also present in 

collections from Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:68). 

Surface Treatment: Exterior and interior surfaces of open vessels are often well smoothed and 

coated in a uniform layer of bright red slip (10YR 4 /6).  Jars with short necks, narrow mouths, 

and globular bodies have a uniform layer of red slip applied on well-polished surfaces on the 

exterior of vessels and the interior of rims and necks.  In the case of hemispherical bowls, thick 
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coatings of slip are observed on the interior surface, whereas a thin coating is present on the 

exterior surface.        

Paste: Paste is hard and has medium texture. Observed color is often light brown (5 YR 8 / 8). 

Angular and rounded inclusions of calcite and gray particles of 2.0 to 1.0 mm are observed in 

relatively low proportions (10% of the paste volume). Black and dark gray cores are common. 

Forms: Most common forms are: Open vessels (basins and bowls) with basal round-sharp Z 

angles, flared sides, straight walls, direct rims, rounded bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 

21g,j,k,l; Plate 23f,g,h,i,j,k; Plate 24f,g,h,i,j,l; Plate 25d,j,k,l); short-necked jars with narrow 

mouths, direct rims and globular bodies (Plate 22a,b,c,e,o,p,q; Plate 24e,m,n; Plate 25c,g,h); 

hemispherical open vessels with direct rims; flared open vessels with straight walls, direct rims, 

and flat bottoms or annular bases (Plate 21b,c,m; Plate 24d,o,q); hemispherical open vessels with 

interior inflections (Plate 22f); vessels with long and short basal flanges, flared sides, straight 

walls, direct rims, rounded bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 23a,b); vessels with straight walls 

and direct rims (Plate 22d,s); flared vessels with straight walls and direct rims (Plate 22g,h,I; 

Plate 24a,b,c,p; Plate 25b,i); undetermined vessels with exterior thickened rims (Plate 22r); 

vessels with sharp Z angles, flared sides, concave bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 25f). 

Ceramic complex: Early and late facet of the Balam complex.  

Pucte Group 

Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety (n= 166) 

Definitions: The works of Smith (1955 Vol 1:81-83; Vol. 2: Figure 6i, Figure 10f and Figure 
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11c) and Smith and Gifford (1966:161) established Pucte Brown: Pucte Variety as a ceramic 

type in Waxaktun.  This material is also reported in Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:22), Tikal 

(Culbert 1993:9), La Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:296-298-302), Colha (Valdez 1987:178-179), Becan 

(Ball 1977:24), and Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:71).   

Surface Treatment: Interior and exterior surfaces are smooth. Observed coating is a layer (or 

layers?) of dark reddish brown slip (5YR 3 / 3, 5YR 3 / 4). 

Paste: Paste has medium texture leaning to porous. Observed color of paste is light brown (10 

YR 6 / 3). Rounded inclusions of calcite of 1.0 mm are present in low proportions (10 to 15 %).  

Black and dark gray cores are observed.  

Forms: Hemispherical bowls with direct rims, flared vessels with direct rims and straight walls 

(Plate 32b), and jars with short necks and direct rims (Plate 32a) are the vessel classes 

documented to date for this ceramic type. 

Ceramic complex: Early and late facet of the Balam complex.   

Tinaja Group 

Tinaja Red: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Tinaja Red: Unspecified Variety is similar to Tinaja Red: Nanzal Variety defined by 

Forsyth in El Mirador as a Late Classic type (Forsyth 1989:80, 84, 86).  Tinaja Red is widely 

attested as a Late and Terminal Classic ceramic type in the Maya Lowlands, being present in Rio 

Azul (Adams and Jackson Adams (2000:266), Tikal (Culbert 1993:10), Waxaktun (Smith and 
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Gifford 1966:163), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971:23), Ceibal (Sabloff 1975:158-160), La 

Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:412-417), Colha (Valdez 1987:194), among others.  The present variety, 

however, shows a hard slip coating and paste, as well as a bright red coating.  This last 

characteristic sometimes makes it difficult to separate from Dos Hermanos Red.  

Surface Treatment:  Interior and exterior surfaces are smooth and coated in a uniform layer of 

bright red slip (2.5 YR 5 / 6, 5 / 8).  

Paste: Paste is often light brown (10 YR 7 / 3, 10 YR 7 / 4).  Inclusions of calcite of 1mm or less 

are present in proportions of 5% or 10%.  Dark cores are observed, but uncommon.  

Forms: The array of vessel forms observed for Tinaja Red: Unspecified Variety includes: open 

vessels with round sharp-z angles, flared sides, concave bottoms and annular or flat bases (Plate 

42). 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Yaloche Group 

Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified Variety (n= 28) 

Definitions: Smith (1955 Vol.1: 130), and Smith and Gifford (1966:164) established Yaloche 

Cream Polychrome as a ceramic type in Waxaktun. An unspecified variety for this type is 

defined for this study.  Yaloche Cream Polychrome is reported in Tikal (Culbert 1993:9), La 

Milpa (Sagebiel 2005:321-323), Piedras Negras (Muñoz 2004:16), Becan (Ball 1977:76), and 

Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:102).   
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Surface Treatment: A coating of cream slip (10 YR 6 / 3) was applied over well -smoothed and 

uniform exterior surfaces. A pale yellow slip (2.5Y 7 / 4) is present on interior surfaces of lids, 

whereas a coating of bright orange slip (10 R 5 / 8) covers the interior surface of open vessels. 

Decoration is formed by figurative and geometric forms lined with black (5 YR 2.5 / 1), both 

thick and thin lines.  Red (2.5 YR 4 / 8) bands are observed on lips and the upper interior area of 

open vessel rims.  Basal flanges are decorated with horizontal red bands.  

Paste: Paste is often of medium consistency, leaning to compact. Color is light brown (7.5 YR 7 / 

4).  Observed inclusions are angular and spherical particles of calcite of 1.0 mm. or less present 

in low proportions (less than 5%). No cores are documented in this ceramic type. 

Forms: Vessels forms include open vessels with basal flanges, flared sides, direct rims, rounded 

bottoms, and annular bases (Plate 47a,b); hemispherical lids with hollow cylindrical appliques. 

Ceramic complex: Early and late facets of the Balam complex.    

Unnamed Red on Cream: Unspecified Variety (n=5) 

Definitions: Present study.   

Surface Treatment: Specimens of Unnamed Red on Cream: Unspecified Variety show a double 

layer of cream slip (10 YR 6 / 3) on the interior and exterior surfaces of vessels.  Both interior 

and exterior walls are smooth and quite uniform. Dark bright red (10R 3/6) horizontal and 

vertical lines are observed on the exterior surface forming undetermined designs.  

Paste: Same as Yaloche Cream Polychrome: Unspecified Variety. 
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Forms: The inventory of forms documented for the present type and variety is limited to 

hemispherical lids and vessels with long basal flanges with flared sides and direct rims.   

Chronology: Early and late facets of the Balam Complex. 

Remate Group (Laporte 2007) 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety (n= 147) 

Definitions: Present study.  Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety is related to Late Classic 

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Gray Firing Cloud Variety and Unnamed Hard Compact Red: 

Buff Firing Cloud Variety defined for Naachtun (Patiño 2011:107).  The present type and variety 

seems related to materials of the Remate Group (particularly to the Aduana Red ceramic type) 

common in Southeast Petén during Tepeu I and Tepeu II (Laporte 2007:1049-1059).   

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed and present a uniform 

layer of red slip (2.5 YR 4 / 6 or 10R 5 / 8).  Unlike ceramics of the Aguila, Balanza, Dos 

Arroyos, and Dos Hermanos Group, Unnamed Hard Compact Red does not seem to have a layer 

of dark slip applied over an underslip of a lighter tone.  Instead, a single very hard layer of slip is 

characteristic of the present type and variety, a common trait in Late and Terminal Classic 

monochrome pottery.  

Paste: Paste texture is compact tending to medium to coarse in some specimens.  Presumed Early 

Classic specimens are quite hard, although they do not have a high pitched tone when struck 

against a hard surface as is the case of Late Classic materials. Color is usually brown (10YR 8 / 

4).  Common inclusions are angular and spherical inclusions of calcite of 1mm or less in less 
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than 10%.  Black and dark gray cores are common.  

Forms: The array of vessel forms documented for Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety 

includes: jars with globular bodies, tall necks, flat bottoms, and slightly outcurved rims; jars with 

short necks and direct rims (Plate 46a,b,c,e); vessels with basal round sharp-Z angles, flared 

sides, concave bottoms and annular bases (Plate 46d); hemispherical open vessels with direct 

rims and flat or rounded bottoms; open flared vessels with flat bottom, straight walls, direct rim 

and likely tripod nubbin feet or short solid feet.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.  

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Gray Firing Cloud Variety (n= 170)  

Definitions: Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Gray Firing Cloud Variety was established as a Late 

Classic ceramic type in Naachtun (Patiño 2011:107).  Analyses of ceramics from Test pit 46, 

however, suggest that production and consumption of this type and variety goes back to the end 

of the Early Classic.  

Surface Treatment: Similar to that of Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Red Variety.  The present 

variety differs in the presence of firing clouds of a bright metallic-like gray tone on the exterior 

and interior surfaces of vessels.        

Paste: Same as Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety Unspecified. 

Forms: The stock vessel forms documented for this ceramic type to date includes flared sides, 

interior inflections, and thickened rims (Plate 46g); jars with short necks and direct rims (Plate 

46h); hemispherical vessels with direct rims (Plate46i,j).  An unusual form is the large jar with a 
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tall straight neck, exterior thickened rim, and rounded lip (Plate 46f). 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.   

Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Buff Firing Cloud Variety (n=79) 

Definitions:  I established Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Buff Firing Cloud Variety as a Late 

Classic type in Naachtun (Patiño 2011:107).  Test pit 46 yielded examples of this type and 

variety in association to typical Early Classic ceramics of the Aguila, Balanza, and Dos 

Hermanos group, hinting at a possible chronological placement in the Early Classic.    

 Surface Treatment: Similar to that of Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety Unspecified.  The 

present variety is characterized by buff firing clouds on the slip of interior and exterior surfaces.   

Paste: Similar to that of Unnamed Hard Compact Red: Variety Unspecified.  

Forms: the array for vessel shapes documented for this type and variety is the same as Unnamed 

Hard Compact Red: Variety Unspecified. 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Unassigned Groups 

Incised-Gadrooned Black-Reddish Orange: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Present study.  Only one specimen has been identified to date. 

Surface: Similar to that of Black Orange Mottled: Unnamed Variety.  The present type and 

variety is characterized by the presence of horizontal groove incisions separating soft horizontal 
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gadroons of 2.0 cm thickness on the exterior surface.  The underslip looks slightly redder in 

color. 

Paste: Same as Black Orange Mottled: Unnamed Variety. 

Forms: Open flared vessels with straight walls and direct rims.  Other forms may be present, but 

to date only one diagnostic rim has been recovered. 

Ceramic complex:  Early facet of the Balam complex.  The only specimen of this type and 

variety comes from Test pit 4 of Operation II.2.      

Bright Glossy Red: Unspecified Variety (n= 56) 

Definitions: Present study.  However, the characteristics of this ceramic type recall those of 

Unnamed Red Monochrome described by Forsyth in El Mirador for the Paixbaincito Sub-

Complex (Forsyth 1989:57).   

Surface Treatment: Similar to that of Dos Hermanos Red: Dos Hermanos Variety in terms of 

color.  The surface of Bright Glossy Red is shinier and very well smoothed and polished.  An 

even double coating of red slip (10YR 4 /6) is observed in the exterior and interior surface of 

vessels, excepting the bodies of globular jars, which present slip only on the exterior surface.  

Paste: Paste is medium and relatively hard. The color is often light brown (5 YR 8 / 8). Few 

spherical inclusions of calcite 1.0 mm or less are observed in low proportion (10% of the paste 

mass). No cores are observed. 

Forms: the only forms documented to date are short-necked jars with direct rims and globular 
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bodies (Plate 8).  Other rims are too fragmented to reconstruct the original vessel form.  

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex.  

Cream Mottled Brown: Unspecified Variety (n=103) 

Definitions: Patiño and Forné 2012:409. 

Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces are well smoothed and have a uniform glossy finish. Both 

have a coating of cream slip (2.5Y 7 / 4) that apparently covers a darker layer of brown (2.5 YR 

2.5/1) slip, resulting in a speckled surface. 

Paste: The texture of paste is medium.  Observed color is light brown (2.5Y 7 / 3).  Rounded 

particles of calcite of 1.0 mm. or less are commonly observed as inclusions in proportions of 

10%.  Firing cores are not documented to date in specimens from Naachtun. 

Forms: the inventory of forms documented so far include: globular jars with short necks, direct 

rims, restricted mouths and globular bodies; open flared vessels with basal round-Z angles, 

straight walls, direct rims and (likely) rounded bottoms and annular bases (Plate 15b); flared 

plates with straight walls, rounded bottoms, direct or everted rims, and flat base (Plate 15d); jars 

with short necks and direct rims (Plate 15e); hemispherical vessels with direct rims and annular 

bases (Plate 15a,e). 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 
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Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Ball (1977:57) reports the present type and variety in Becan.  This particular ceramic 

type and variety are also reported in Calakmul (Dominguez Carrasco 1994:86). 

Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces are smooth, polished and coated on a uniform layer of gray 

(10 YR 5/1) slip.  Black (color not found in Munsell) paint forming straight lines and a series of 

undetermined designs is observed on the exterior surface.  A horizontal black line about 1.2 cm 

thick was also painted on the upper part of the interior surface of the rim.  A few particles of 

mica are present on the exterior surface.       

Paste: Paste is pale brown (10 YR 7/4) with medium texture and calcite inclusions less than 1mm 

in size.  Black cores are observed underneath the exterior and the interior surfaces.    

Forms: the current inventory of forms for Sambula Black on Gray: Unspecified Variety in 

Naachtun is limited to a vessel with rounded sides, a direct rim, and square lip (Plate 35). 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 

Red Mottled: Unspecified Variety (n=2) 

Definition: Present study. 

Surface Treatment: Similar to that of Bright Glossy Red: Unspecified Variety.  The present type 

of variety differs in the presence of gray (5Y 7/1; 10YR 7/1; Gley 2 6/1) speckles on the exterior 

surface of vessels. 
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Paste: Similar to that of Bright Glossy Red: Unspecified Variety.   

Forms: The array of forms documented for the present type and variety includes jars with short 

necks, direct rims and globular bodies. 

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Balam complex.   

Unnamed Brown: Unspecified Variety (n= 6) 

Definitions: Present work.  These particular type and variety seems to be related to a type dubbed 

Hard Compact Brown: Variety Unspecified, very common during the Late and Terminal Classic 

in Naachtun (Patiño 2011:108).  Some specimens were collected in the bottom deposit of Test pit 

46, as well as in the ceramics spread over the sub-structure found in Trench 11of Operation III.1, 

suggesting that this material began to be produced and consumed by the end of the Early Classic 

and the beginning of the Late Classic in Naachtun.    

Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces of vessels are very well smoothed and coated in a uniform 

layer of brown (10YR 3 / 3) or reddish yellow (5YR 4 / 6) slip.  Some specimens show gray 

firing clouds on the exterior surface.   

Paste: Paste is usually compact, although some examples display a more granular texture. 

Observed color is usually brown (10 YR 6 / 3). Inclusions comprise spherical and angular 

particles of calcite and gray minerals in medium proportions (10%).  

Forms: The array of forms for this type and variety in Naachtun is unknown to date.  

Ceramic complex: Early facet of the Maax complex.  
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Thin Orange Wares 

Ratones Group 

Competencia Incised: Competencia Variety (n=1) 

Definitions: Smith (1955: Figure 23 to 12) and Smith and Gifford (1966: 156) defined the present 

ceramic type and its variety on the basis of collections from Waxaktun. Unfortunately, the only 

specimen from Naachtun was collected in a looters’ excavation (UE-0665-9), limiting secure 

assessments on its chronology.  As the poachers dug across several burials (Nondédéo et al. 

2012: Table 1), it is plausible that the specimen of Competencia Incised in question comes 

originally from one of these burials, although this observation remains quite tentative until more 

specimens are documented in controlled excavations.  Published materials on Maya ceramics 

place Competencia Incised: Competencia Variety as a Tzakol 3 type (Smith and Gifford 

1966:171) and a Manik type (Iglesias Ponce de Leon 2003:186—191).  

Competencia belongs to the Thin Orange Ware group, a set of ceramics that share 

technical and typological characteristics with ceramics from Highland Mexico (Iglesias Ponce de 

León 2003:180; Rattray 2001: 93.95, Figures 193 and 194; Smith and Gifford 1966:168-169). 

The presence of Competencia Incised: Competencia Variety indicates direct or indirect 

connections between Naachtun and elite groups in Tikal and Teotihuacan (see Estrada-Belli et 

al.2009: 254; Iglesias Ponce de León 2003; Laporte 2003; Stuart 2000).   

Surface: The interior and exterior surfaces are well polished and are coated in a homogeneous 

layer of orange slip (7.5 YR 6 / 6). Few particles of temper are observed on the interior surface. 

Fine pre-firing groove incisions are observed on the exterior surface below the rim forming wavy 
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horizontal lines.   

Paste: Paste has a granular to medium texture and is quite hard. The color is the same pale orange 

tone observed on the surface. Inclusions are undetermined angular gray particles in low 

proportions (10% or less). Light gray cores occur.  

Forms: The forms inventory is limited to a hemispherical bowl with slightly everted rim and 

pointed lip.  

Ceramic complex: Since no examples of Competencia Incised have been retrieved from sealed 

excavated contexts in Naachtun, the exact placement of Competencia Incised in the Balam 

Complex is unknown.   

Matte Wares 

Unassigned Group 

Unnamed Red Matte: Unspecified Variety (n=4) 

Definitions: Present study. This type and variety is abundant in deposits of Late and Terminal 

Classic date (Maax and Muuch Complexes).  A low number of specimens appear associated with 

Early Classic ceramics in Test pit 8 Operation II-1 and Test pit 46.  A preliminary seriation for 

Naachtun presented in Patiño and Forné seems to endorse this observation (Patiño and ļŀ 2011: 

Figure 1-I).  More work is needed to confirm or reject the placement of Unnamed Red Matte in 

the Early Classic in Naachtun. Both Culbert (1993:9) and Iglesias Ponce de Leon (2003: Figure 

6.2) report a matte red variety of Aguila Orange in Tikal, although it is unclear if it is the same as 
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the type and variety reported here.  Sagebiel (2005:269) also mentions instances of matte red 

pottery in Early Classic occupations at La Milpa.           

Surface Treatment: The interior and exterior surfaces of vessels are well smoothed and coated in 

a uniform layer of opaque red slip (10R 4/6, 4/8).  Some specimens have a slightly irregular 

finish in some areas. 

Paste: Paste has a medium texture and is relatively hard.  Observed colors are brown or reddish 

brown (5YR 6/2, 6/4).  Inclusions observed in the paste are spherical and angular particles of 

calcite and an undetermined gray mineral of 1mm or less in a proportion of 10%.  Black and dark 

gray cores occur.  

Forms: The array of vessel forms documented for this type includes: 1) jars with tall necks, 

slightly outcurved rims and globular bodies; 2) composite vessels with basal angles and; 3) 

hemispherical open vessels. 

Ceramic complex: Late facet of the Balam complex. 
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Appendix B.  Diagnostic Vessel Forms Arranged per Ceramic Type. 
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Appendix F. Distribution of ceramic types and varieties in 2010-2012 excavations 

 

Ceramic Type Variety Test 
Pit1 

Test 
Pit2 

Test 
Pit3 

Test 
Pit4 

Test 
Pit5 

Test 
Pit6 

Test 
Pit7 

Test 
Pit8 

Test 
Pit9 

Test 
Pit10 

 

Sierra Red Sierra  2      10 1 1  

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

        1   

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified       2 5  1  

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor            

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified         1   

Polvero Black Polvero            

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified            

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            
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San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote            

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote            

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 445 286 735 182 297 963 215 580 335 676  

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified 2   1 1 4  2 1 7  

Nitan Composite Unspecified   4 1    1  8  

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 212 24 64 7 129 272 78 277 186 289  

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza  46 36 14 51 131 25 78 42 194  

Lucha Incised Lucha 29 1 5 3 4 8  30 8 52  

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified  5          

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero 1     1    6  

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified 44   1  8 2 26 2 14  

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos 54 8 32 9 43 174 21 40 27 77  
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 Unspecified      3      

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified 1           

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2  3   2 5  16 14 30  

 Unspecified 1      4   4   

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified    3  8 5   1  

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal   1      1   

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified       6     

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 395 52 112 11 100 350 91 369 169 392  

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal 56  23  1 32 6 36 16 1  

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified            

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            
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Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified        3    

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds            

 Buff Firing Clouds            

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified            

             
             

Ceramic Type Variety Test 
Pit11 

Test 
Pit12 

Test 
Pit13 

Test 
Pit14 

Test 
Pit15 

Test 
Pit1

6 

Test 
Pit17 

Test 
Pit18 

Test 
Pit20 

Test 
Pit21 

 

Sierra Red Sierra    1   42 7 3 1  

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

      1     

Altamira Fluted Unspecified       1     

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            
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Flor Cream Flor            

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero       7     

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified       3     

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote       9     

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote            

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 4 202 31 101 37 2 208 8 12   

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified  3          

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            
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Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos  139 31 6 19  2 2  1  

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza 1 25 1 45 11  28  1 1  

Lucha Incised Lucha  14 1 15   1     

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified       1     

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified  3  1        

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos  52   2       

 Unspecified            

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2  1     1     

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal            

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified  2          

Triunfo Striated Triunfo  231 75 137 67 1 19 3  10  
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Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal     9  2     

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified            

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds            

 Buff Firing Clouds            

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            
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Matte Red Unspecified            

             
             

Ceramic Type Variety Test 
Pit22 

Test 
Pit23 

Test 
Pit24 

Test 
Pit25 

Test 
Pit26 

Test 
Pit2

7 

Test 
Pit28 

Test 
Pit29 

Test 
Pit30 

Test 
Pit31 

 

Sierra Red Sierra  1  1  4  145 20   

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

 1     2 5    

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo        3    

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified  2          

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified        1    

Flor Cream Flor        24    

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero  2      90 1   

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified            

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            
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San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote        154    

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote       1 17    

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila       34 23  9  

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 5 50 10 3 19 6 2 54  34  

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza 1 7   1 1  1  2  

Lucha Incised Lucha 3 1          

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified        4    

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos 8 3   7 1 2 13  4  
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 Unspecified            

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2 1           

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified      1      

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal      1      

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 37 139   19 20  25  20  

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal      5      

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified        19    

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified        1    

 Orange Variety            
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Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified        54    

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds        18    

 Buff Firing Clouds        7    

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified            

             
Ceramic Type Variety Test 

Pit32 
Test 
Pit33 

Test 
Pit34 

Test 
Pit35 

Test 
Pit36 

Test 
Pit3

7 

Test 
Pit38 

Test 
Pit39 

Test 
Pit40 

Test 
Pit41 

 

Sierra Red Sierra 18   2 119 6 3     

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

           

Altamira Fluted Unspecified     4       

Hongo Composite Hongo     2       

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor     19       
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Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero  1   39       

Lechugal Incised Lechugal  2          

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified     11       

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified 1           

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote    1 138       

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote     9       

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila    35 6 38    1  

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            
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Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 97 31 5 28   1     

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified     17       

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza 9 2  14 3 13      

Lucha Incised Lucha  1          

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified     6       

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos 38 31  7 2 3      

 Unspecified     1       

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2            

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 1           

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal 2           

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo Striated Triunfo 245 9   2       

Encanto Striated Encanto    1        

Tinaja Red Unspecified            
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Quintal Unslipped Quintal            

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified 6           

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified 15 4          

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds      3      

 Buff Firing Clouds            

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified      1      
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Ceramic Type Variety Test 
Pit42 

Test 
Pit43 

Test 
Pit44 

Test 
Pit45 

Test 
Pit46 

Test 
Pit4

7 

Trenc
h1 

Trenc
h2 

Trenc
h3 

Trenc
h7 

Trench
11 

Sierra Red Sierra   7  2  2 3 1   

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

           

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor            

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero 1       1    

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified            

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            
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Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified     1       

Zapote Striated Zapote            

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote            

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 2 2 4  11 2  1 5 7 1 

Milpa Impressed Unspecified     1       

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 6 1 28  129  1   4 1 

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified     1       

Balanza Black Balanza 3  6  35   5   3 

Lucha Incised Lucha            

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified   1  1      1 

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos     4       

 Unspecified     38       

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified            
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Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2     1       

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal     1       

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo Striated Triunfo  3          

Encanto Striated Encanto     75       

Tinaja Red Unspecified     71       

Quintal Unslipped Quintal     2       

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario     2       

Black Mottled Unspecified            

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified     4       

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            



 

 

361 

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified     2       

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified     2       

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds     72       

 Buff Firing Clouds     9       

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

    1       

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified     19       

Matte Red Unspecified            

             
Ceramic Type Variety Trenc

h12 
Trenc

h3 
Str. 
6O4 

Trenc
h4 Str 
6O3 

Trench
4 Test 
Pit5 

Test 
Pit7 
Str. 
6O3 

Tren
ch9 
Str. 
603 

North 
Façad
e Str. 
6O3 

Trenc
h1 Op 

III.1 

Test 
Pit2 
Op 
III.1 

Test 
Pit3 
Op 
III.1 

Trench
13/14 
Op II.3 

Sierra Red Sierra     201  1    2 

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

    8       

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo     1       

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified     3       

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor     40       

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero     38       



 

 

362 

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified     6       

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety     9       

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote   2  374       

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote   2  21       

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 1 1 12  1  13 2 1 6 2 

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 2  9  32  4     

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified     1       
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Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza   1 1 1  5     

Lucha Incised Lucha            

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified     2       

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos   1    2     

 Unspecified            

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2     1       

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal            

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified   1         

Triunfo Striated Triunfo   1         

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal   1   16      

Saxche Orange Unspecified            
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Polychrome 

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified            

 Red Variety            

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified            

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds            

 Buff Firing Clouds            

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety            

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified   1         
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Ceramic Type Variety Trenc
h4 Op 

II.3 

Trenc
h4a 
Op 
II.3 

Trenc
h6 Op 

II.3 

Trench
7 Op 
II.3 

Trenc
h16 
Op 
II.3 

Tren
ch18 
Op 
II.3 

Trenc
h19 
Op 
II.3 

Trenc
h21 
Op 
II.3 

Test 
Pit36 

Op II.3 

Test 
Pit48 

Op II.3 

Test 
Pit51 

Op II.3 

Sierra Red Sierra     1       

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

           

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor            

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero            

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified            

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            
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Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote        1    

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote            

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 4 4 2 5  1 1  2 6 3 

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 1 6          

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza    1      1  

Lucha Incised Lucha  1          

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified            

Paradero Fluted Paradero            

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified 1           

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos  2          

 Unspecified            

San Blas Red on Unspecified            



 

 

367 

Orange 

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2          1  

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal            

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo Striated Triunfo  17  1        

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal  8          

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified            

 Red Variety  2          

 Orange Variety            

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety            

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified            
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Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds  1          

 Buff Firing Clouds            

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety  3          

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified            

             
Ceramic Type Variety Test 

Pit54 
Op 
II.3 

Trenc
h7 Op 

III.1 

Trenc
h9 Op 

III.1 

Trench
11 Op 
III.1 

Test 
Pit1 
Op 
II.1 

Test 
Pit3 
Op 
II.1 

Test 
Pit4 
Op 
II.1 

Test 
Pit5 
Op 
II.1 

Test 
Pit8 
Op 
III.1 

Test 
Pit8 

Op II.1 

Test 
Pit11 

Op II.1 

Sierra Red Sierra 1 3        2 4 

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

           

Altamira Fluted Unspecified          1  

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified            

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor            

Dichrome Red on Unspecified            
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Cream 

Polvero Black Polvero  1    1    2  

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified            

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified            

Iberia Orange Unspecified            

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Society Hall Red? Unspecified            

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified    1    14    

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote            

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote            

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified            

Aguila Orange Aguila 2 182 49 210     4 223 73 

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified   2 3      1  

Nitan Composite Unspecified  5          

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified    1        

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified    1        
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Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos 4 131 61 314       28 

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified            

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza  77 18 50       2 

Lucha Incised Lucha  24 5 41   1   3 3 

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified            

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified  2          

Paradero Fluted Paradero    5        

Maroma Impressed Unspecified   1 8 1       

Pucte Brown Unspecified  11 2 10       5 

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos   19 220      34 36 

 Unspecified  4          

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified  3          

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified            

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2  48  31        

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified   1 4       4 

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal  4  1       1 

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified    1        

Triunfo Striated Triunfo  712 61 441      232 78 

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            
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Quintal Unslipped Quintal  90 16 26      24 34 

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo/Quintal             

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified           1 

 Red Variety  40 4        6 

 Orange Variety  11  3       4 

 Red/Orange           1 

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety  1          

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified    26        

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified           1 

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds  28  12      35 32 

 Buff Firing Clouds  14        5  

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety  118         1 

Unnamed Brown Unspecified    6        

Matte Red Unspecified          1 1 
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Ceramic Type Variety Test 
Pit57 

Test 
Pit58 

Test 
Pit1 
Op 
II.2 

Test 
Pit2 Op 

II.2 

Test 
Pit3 
Op 
II.2 

Test 
Pit4 
Op. 
II.2 

Test 
Pit5 
Op 
II.2 

Test 
Pit6 
Op 
II.2 

Test 
Pit7 

Op II.2 

Test 
Pit8 

Op II.2 

 

Sierra Red Sierra 7  5 1 1 1 1  27 16  

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

           

Altamira Fluted Unspecified            

Hongo Composite Hongo            

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified         5   

Reddish Brown Unspecified            

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified            

Flor Cream Flor   1      3 22  

Dichrome Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Polvero Black Polvero       2     

Lechugal Incised Lechugal            

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified          2  

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified          2  

Iberia Orange Unspecified         2 34  

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified          2  

Society Hall Red? Unspecified          2  

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified            
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Zapatista Trickled Red Variety            

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified            

Zapote Striated Zapote            

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote         4 8  

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified         23 7  

Aguila Orange Aguila 1 4 32 1 23 145 42 31 26 19  

Milpa Impressed Unspecified            

Pita Incised Unspecified            

Nitan Composite Unspecified            

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified            

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified            

Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos   319 11 43 334  50 3 17  

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified       38     

Red Mottled Unspecified            

Balanza Black Balanza  1 25 5  13 28 2 7 4  

Lucha Incised Lucha       1 2  1  

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified          1  

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified      1      

Paradero Fluted Paradero   1     1    

Maroma Impressed Unspecified            

Pucte Brown Unspecified      6 4 2 2 7  

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos 2 1  4  80 4 1 1 5  

 Unspecified            

San Blas Red on Unspecified            
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Orange 

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified      1      

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2      20 9 4 2 3  

 Unspecified 1            

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal   1   3      

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified            

Triunfo Striated Triunfo   2 32 6 177 150 13 15 72  

Encanto Striated Encanto            

Tinaja Red Unspecified            

Quintal Unslipped Quintal   26   41 21 1  1  

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified        1    

Triunfo/Quintal    30    26     

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario            

Black Mottled Unspecified      2    5  

 Red Variety   22   2      

 Orange Variety   3 2  17    2  

 Red/Orange            

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified            

 Orange Variety   4         

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified            
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Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified            

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds   17  19 3 2     

 Buff Firing Clouds   31   20 2     

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

           

 Red Variety   1   20    4  

Unnamed Brown Unspecified            

Matte Red Unspecified            

             
Ceramic Type Variety Trenc

h21 
Op 
II.3 

Test 
Pit1, 

Op 19 

Test 
Pit2, 

Op 19 

Test 
Pit3, 

Op 19 

Test 
Pit4, 

Op 19 

Test 
Pit6, 
Op 
19 

Test 
Pit7 

Op 19 

Total    

Sierra Red Sierra    1 1   678    

Laguna Verde 
Incised 

Grooved Incised 
Variety 

       18    

Altamira Fluted Unspecified        6    

Hongo Composite Hongo        6    

Repasto Black on 
Red 

Unspecified        8    

Reddish Brown Unspecified        10    

Sierra Group with 
Reed Impressions 

Unspecified        1    

Flor Cream Flor       1 110    

Dichrome Red on Unspecified        1    
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Cream 

Polvero Black Polvero     2   188    

Lechugal Incised Lechugal        2    

Polvero Group 
Champhered 

Exterior 

Unspecified        2    

Polvero Group 
unnamed grooved 

incised 

Unspecified        2    

Iberia Orange Unspecified        56    

Sacluc Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified        2    

Society Hall Red? Unspecified        2    

San Antonio Golden 
Brown 

Unspecified 1       17    

Zapatista Trickled Red Variety        9    

Black Trickled 
Dichrome 

Unspecified        1    

Zapote Striated Zapote       1 680    

Achiotes Unslipped Achiote        62    

Zapote/Triunfo Unspecified        30    

Aguila Orange Aguila  3 2 15 2   6656    

Milpa Impressed Unspecified        1    

Pita Incised Unspecified    1    26    

Nitan Composite Unspecified        19    

Aguila Group 
Monochrome Fluted 

Gadrooned 

Unspecified        1    

Unindentified 
Orange Racked 

Unspecified        1    
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Dos Hermanos Red Dos Hermanos   10 18 13 1 18 3682    

Bright Glossy Red Unspecified        56    

Red Mottled Unspecified        1    

Balanza Black Balanza  1 1 4 1   1085    

Lucha Incised Lucha     1   259    

Urita Gouged Incised Unspecified        7    

San Roman Plano-
Relief 

Unspecified        3    

Paradero Fluted Paradero        15    

Maroma Impressed Unspecified        10    

Pucte Brown Unspecified        166    

Dos Arroyos Orange 
Polychrome 

Dos Arroyos    11    1085    

 Unspecified        46    

San Blas Red on 
Orange 

Unspecified        4    

Boleto Black on 
Orange 

Unspecified        1    

Caldero Buff 
Polychrome 

Unspecified 2        193    

 Unspecified 1        8    

Yaloche Cream 
Polychrome 

Unspecified        28    

Caal Red 
Polychrome 

Caal        16    

Actuncan Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified        10    

Triunfo Striated Triunfo   19     5132    

Encanto Striated Encanto        76    

Tinaja Red Unspecified        71    
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Quintal Unslipped Quintal        494    

Saxche Orange 
Polychrome 

Unspecified        1    

Triunfo/Quintal         56    

Candelario 
Appliqued 

Candelario        2    

Black Mottled Unspecified        33    

 Red Variety        76    

 Orange Variety        42    

 Red/Orange        1    

Black Mottled 
Incised 

Unspecified        1    

 Orange Variety        5    

Cream Mottled 
Brown 

Unspecified        103    

Sambula Black on 
Gray 

Unspecified        1    

Unnamed Red on 
Cream 

Unspecified        5    

Unnamed Red and 
Orange on Cream 

Unspecified        2    

Unnamed Hard 
Compact Red 

Gray Firing Clouds        242    

 Buff Firing Clouds        88    

 Gray and Buff 
Firing Clouds 

       1    

 Red Variety        147    

Unnamed Brown Unspecified        25    

Matte Red Unspecified        4    
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